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CHAPI'ER 1
INTRODUCTION:

THE DUTIES AND CHALLENGES

OF DE SILVA'S EMBASSY TO ENGLAND

The Spanish resident ambassadors to Queen
Elizabeth's court immediately before and after Don
Diego Guzman de Silva, both lost their effectiveness at
court.

One died in office, and the other, expelled

from the English court, returned to Spain much earlier
than had been planned.

But De Silva spent four years

in England during some of the most trying times and,
at the end of his mission, was praised by both King
Phillip II and Elizabeth.

What were the responsi-

bilities and challenges he faced while in England?
How successful was he in carrying out these responsibilities during his mission?

Was he truly as effective

and successful in meeting the challenges he faced as
it seems?

This thesis will study the duties and

challenges Don Diego Guzman de Silva faced while in
England from 1564 to 1568, and try to determine the
extent and cause of his success or failure by carefully examining the diplomat's correspondance and
that of his associates and peers.
1

2

The foremost duty of a sixteenth-century
Spanish resident ambassador in

England was to gather,

evaluate, and supply information to the king.

The

acquisition, verification, and dissemination of information was the raison de' etre of a resident
ambassador.

Collecting pertinent information, however,

was not easy; it required considerable skill particularly for a Catholic ambassador in a primarily
Protestant court.

Since the court could supply

official state information as well as important general
knowledge, it was imperative that the resident build
and maintain good personal relations with the queen,
members of her privy council, and other nobles at t~e
English court.

Obviously care had to be taken not to

destroy personal relations since imprudence with the
courtiers or the queen could lessen the eff~ctiveness
of an ambassador.

Although a resident who found

himself out of harmony with court officials often
remained the avenue of official correspondence
between governments and a limited source of information
until he was officially released, he was of little
use to the king.

On the other hand, a resident

possessed of personal tact and charm could open up
many sources of important information unavailabl.e to
one not so prudent.
The three resident Spanish ambassadors in
England from 1559 to 1571 are good examples of

3

residents either destroying or building their influence.

Don Alvaro de la Quadra, Bishop of

Aquila,

served Philip in England from 1559 until his death in
1563.

Quadra was a staunch Catholic bishop who

desired to see Queen Elizabeth and England return to
the Catholic fold.
three years.

He served effectively for sane

Gradually, however, he became a source

of consolation to many English Catholics who were dis-

satisfied with the religious situation in England.
Because his constant encouragement to these English
Catholics became an affront to the queen, her principal secretary, Sir William Cecil, and others at
court, his couriers were detained, his letters were
read, and spies were placed around him in constant
vigilance.

Even Quadra's most confidential secretary

testified that he had been involved in plots against
the queen and the English government .

The accusations,

true.or not, completely destroyed his effectiveness
at court.

Q.uadra had also been deeply in debt.

Money

came f rom Spain in a scarce and spotty manner, making
his situation rather precarious since he was not a
man of great personal .means.

For a year and a half

after his death his body remained in England, unburied,
because his creditors demanded payment before they
would all.ow the body to be removed from England.
Finall.y in March, l.565, King Philip II sent enough
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money to s atisfy the demands of the most pressing
creditors, thus a.llowing the new resident to secretly
remove Quadra's body and send it back to -Spain.
Quadra's replacement was Don Diego Guzman de
Silva, Canon of Toledo.

De Silva was no less an

orthodox Catholic, having at one time been nominated
for the Cardinal's hat.

It was a difficult time for a

Spanish ambassador in England.

The strained relations

resulting from Quadra's residency added to the difficulty of De Silva's mission.

Moreover, English

piracy continued to exasperate Philip as it had during
Quadra's mission.

Englis~ pirates and privateers

delighted in plundering the ships of Spain and the
Low Countries.

To make matters worse, England and the

Low Countries had also entered into a ·series of proclamations and counter-proclamations which brought
commercial relations between England and the Netherlands to an abrupt halt.

And persecution of the

Catholics in England was on the upswing--many Catholic
bishops were imprisoned by the Protestant court.
Despite all this, and the fact that De Silva
was also faced with the extremely difficult John Man
affair-, which ~hreatened to completely destroy any
existing friengship between England and Spain, he was
able to work effectively for over four years in
England.

In fact, when he left of his own request,

he received gifts and accolades seldom given to a
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Spanish ambassador.

What made the difference?

At

least in part it was due to De Silva•s personal tact,
charm, and common sense .

He knew when to press an

issue and when not to force his hand.

He won the

respect and admiration of t he queen, Cecil, and other
courtiers, which allowed him to open up many avenues
of information at court previously closed to Quadra.
The result:

he became a more effective dip1omat.

The third envoy was Don Guerau de Spes, a
knight of the order of Calatrava, also conspicuous
because of his strong Catholic views.

De Spes did not

waste any time in getting himself in trouble with the
English government.

He surely was aware of the

charged atmosphere that existed in England because of
Philip's expulsion of John Man from the court at
Madrid, yet he did not use good judgment in his actions.
The English seemed to l:e waiting like vultures for the
slightest provocation that would allow them to pounce
upon a Spanish ambassador in revenge for the Man
aifair.

It took merely four months of his presence

in England before Sir William Cecil accused him of
practices unbecoming an ambassador.
1 569, he was arrested.

Then in January,

A letter he had sent to an

official in the Ne therlands had been seized by the
'
'
h'irn. l
English
and then use d against

Despite his own

1 Great Britain, Public Record Office, Calendar
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protests and those of Philip, his professionai effectiveness had been curtailed.

Although he remained in

England for two more years, he had completely lost the
trust of the council and queen, and finally, in the
wake of some involvement in the Ridolfi plot to overthrow Elizabeth, he was expelled from the country.
The experiences of these three ambassadors are
very instructive in regards to the challenges that
Philip's resident ambassadors faced in carrying out
their paramount duty of collecting, evaluating, and
sending information.

The contrast between De Silva

and the other two residents causes one to wonder what
led to De Silva's success in carrying out his responsibilities and meeting his challenges.

But, although the

English court was an important source of information,
it was not the only source, and it seld~m told Philip
all that he desired to know.

Consequently, the

residents were able to find sources within England
that gave them important, but non-official, information.
Some of the residents turned to residents of other
countries who could produce vital quantities of
information regarding foreign relations.

For example,

-

the Spanish resident often received much information

of State Papers, Spanish, Elizabeth, 1568-1579, Vol. 2
(1894} , xx111. Hereafter cited as CSPS. The
introduction is by Martin A. s. Hume-.--
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information.

Philip's kingdom was vast, and he never

had the time to travel extensively, nor was it his
disposition to do so, for he never even traveled to the
Low Countries where many felt that his presence was
necessary for the survival of Spanish rule.

Since the

king never met personally the people his residents
worked with, he had to rely on their judgment.

Spanish

ambassadors in England were given the responsibility
to judge the character of those they met and report
their evaluations to the king.

In this way, the king

could get a feel for the situation in England.

And

the ambassador's evaluation of a source of information
also influenced the report he forwarded to Philip.
Generally, residents had the task of evaluating not only the sources , but also the information
sent to Philip.
warding any

Some were completely gullible, for-

and all information they received with no

attempt at discernment.

Others would carefully

evaluate the information received and pass it along,
warning the king that he should accept it with caution.
The volume of correspondence was important, but the
quality of the correspondence was even more vital.

The

challenge was to send correct information quickly,
since it helped determine foreign policy.

Because

Philip needed a good overall picture, it frustrated
him to have a resident who habitually sent information
that was often contradicted by other reports.

9

At times Philip required his residents in
England to help solve the difficulties that arose between England and Spain.

Though this was not the

ambassador's mot important function, they were called
upon to treat matters of grave importance to Spain.
One has only to consider trade from the Low Countries,
an extremely valuable enterprise to Philip, which was
constantly being disrupted by the pirates of England
and Ireland.

The majority of Philip's trouble came

from the English pirates and privateers in the channel
and along the west coast of France and Spain.

Philip

insisted that his subjects, who we.re being victimized
by the pirates, receive justice_, but he received little
satisfaction.

He constantly reminded his resident

ambassadors to seek some way, through negotiation, to
bring piracy to a standstill.

But the problem per-

sisted throughout his reign despite attempts by the
ambassadors to alleviate the problem.

Moreover, the

king did not care for the slaving voyages of John
HaWkins, whom Philip considered a pirate.

The king

declared the Indies off limits to non-Spanish traders
except by his special consent.

If one man was suc-

cessful in his slaving enterprises, many others would
foliow h is example to the chagrin of the king.

These

touchy matters in regards to piracy required delicate
negltiations on the part of the resident ambassador.
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Commerce and trade were other matters that
greatly concerned the king.

Occasionally he required

h is resident to follow specific dictates in these
matters.

In this regard and others, the Catholic King

desired to be well-informed and to make all major decisions himself.

This caused him to become inundated

by mountains of correspondence which he felt personally
responsible to read, correct, annotate, and answer.
His diplomats often had to wait for months to receive
word from Spain, which, in some cases, caused them to
make quick policy decisions and to take important
actions without the consent of the king.

Th~had to

rely upon their own initiative and their understanding
of the dynamics of the king's policy.

Some ambassa-

dors, of course, were more effective than others in
carrying out spontaneous decisions.
Generally, negotiating did not take up the
bulk of a resident's time, nor was it of highest
priority.

An ambassador was sometimes called upon to

smooth over threatened disputes between Spain and
~ngland.

since England was so strategically situated

a long the sea route to Spain, Philip saw her as an
i mportant and necessary friend.

Neither Philip nor

Elizabeth desired overt war during the first years of
their reigns , and because of this desi re to maintain
the status quo, an overzealous ambassador or courtier
could do more harm than good.
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Since Philip felt that he had been c alled of
God to preserve the Catholic religion, the r eligious
affairs in England greatly interested him.

He was

not unmindful. of the fact that t he English were once
his subjects.

Nor did he ignore the possibility that

some day they again could become his subjects.

He

instructed his residents to aid and encourage the
Catholic party in England at every possible opportunity.
This policy, along with some zealousness on the part
of some mabassadors , led to some very uncomfortable
situations for Philip.
Of all the responsibilities facing Philip's
ambassadors to England, that of gathering, evaluating,
and forwarding correct information was the most important .

The success of a resident may be measured by

how well he carried out this duty, plus h ow well he met
the other challenges he faced.

The challenges facing

De Silva were piracy, poor trade relations between

Spain and the Low Countries, religious affairs, and
the t icklish John Man affair.

This duty and these

challenges will be investigated thoroughly in the
fol lowing chapters.

CHAPTER2
GATHERING INFORMATION FROM THE ENGLISH COURT:
ELIZABETH AND CECU.

Don Diego Guzman de Silva was charged by King
Philip II to supply him with information from England.
However, a staunch Catholic like De Silva faced an
enormous challenges

how to obtain information from a

primarily Protestant court in a Protestant country.
In a time of religious dogmatism, the matter of faith
added to the probl ems, yet , the 'information corning
from the English court was most important to Philip .
In order to send reliable information to the king, De
Silva had to obtain reliable contacts at court.
Because of the religious differences

and recent

occurrances, it would seem that De Silva would have had
a difficult time winning the confidence of Queen
Elizabeth of England.

Shortly before his arrival,

Elizabeth had joined with her council in discrediting
Quadra .

But the new Spanish ambassador was not as dog-

matic as Quadra, ·and he had determined before landing
in London to go s l owly and gently ease into the situation in England.

He wrote to Margaret, the duchess

of Parma, Philip's regent in the Low Countries, to
12
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express his determination to enjoy the embassy much
more than his predecessor.

2

His constant rernihder of

the need to move slowly in diplomatic affairs suggests
that his personality would have been less offensive to
Elizabeth.

Certainly less offensive than was Quadra ' s.

Even so, it is difficult to understand why
Elizabeth welcomed De Silva so enthusiastically.

In

his own account of their first audience, he described
how she embraced him and addr essed him in Italian, not
knowing which language to speak.

Elizabeth expressed

love and concern for Philip's family and welcomed him
as the king's resident. 3 It was a gracious meeting,
according to the customs and court protocol of the
times.

De Silva also quoted the queen as saying that

there were two reasons why she was especially pleased
that he had same s

first, because she desired news of

Philip, and second, because some "friendly countries"
had been attempting to make her believe that Philip
2Kervyn de Lettenhove, Relations Politigues des
Pas-Bas et de l'Angleterre, sous le Regne de Philippe
II, (Bruxelles, F. Hayez, Irnprimeur de L'Academie de
Belgique 1885), vol. 4 (1886): 10 July 1564 , De Silva
to the Duchess of Parma, p. 48. In many of the letters
that followed, De Silva urged care in working with the
English. He seemed to sense that pushing too hard
allowed the English advantages they otherwise would not
have had.
3Academia de la Historia, Coleccion de documentos ineditos para la historia de Espaaa, {Madrid, Miguel
Genesta, Impresor de la Real Casa, 1887), vol. 89
(1887): 27 June 1564, De Silva to Philip, pp. 1 5-1 6.
Hereafter cited as CDI.
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would never again send a resident to England.

But

other factors might have secretly aided to Elizabeth's
desire to give the new ambassador a warm welcome.

She

had received information of a proposed meeting between
the King of Spain and his mother- in-law, the Queen
Mother of France, Catherine de Medici. 4 This information, combi ned with the persistent rumors of a league
of Catholic powers in opposition to Protestants, seems
to have led her to desire the friendship of the principle Catholic power , Spain. 5 These concerns by
themselves may have spurred her enthusiasm, but there
were other factors (England's financial situation,
Elizabeth's inheren~ dislike of war, France's increqsing
solidification into a powerful state, and the conclusion
of the council of Trent) which made it extremely advisabl e for England to win the friendship of Spain.

It

seems very probable, then, that Elizabeth's friendly
acceptance of De Silva may have been strategically
motivated.
·4 Great Britain, Public Record Office, calendar
of State Papers, Foreign Series, of the Reign of
Elizabeth, 1564-65, vol. 7 (1870), 22 January 1564,
Guido Gianetti to Elizabeth, p. 26. Hereafter cited as
CSPF. Giannetti had heard rumors that this meeting was
to be at Nizza, in savoy. The rumors, though wrong,
were common until the meeting at Bayonne in the following year.
5 Ibid., pp. 13, 15. These are letters from
Italy and France about the rumored league. Thomas Smith,
Elizabeth's resident ambassador to France, wrote shortly
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Whatever her legitimate reasons, she apparently
grew to like the man personally.

De Silva understood

that it was necessary for him to join in the party
atmosphere of court life in England, so during his stay
he attended many jousts, tournaments, hunts, dances,
dramatic productions, and parties, always making sure
that he communicated with the queen.

Shortly after

his first audience with her, she favored the ambassador
by inviting him to festivities at the palace where he
found her walking with her ladies in the garden.

When

she saw him, she acted very pleased and engaged him in
a conversation about Philip and Spanish affairs.

Later,

after a fine supper when De Silva was about to return
to his quarters, Elizabeth asked him to stay on and see
a comedy that had been planned for the evening.

In fur-

ther conversation the queen discussed rumors of a
marriage between Don Carlos, Philip's son, and Mary
Stuart, the Queen of Scotland .

Following a customary

feast of preserves and candied fruit, the ambassador
returned to his lodgings, having spent a very productive
.
.wit
. h t h e queen. 6
evening

thereafter denying that there had ever been a league of
Catholic powers against England . See ibid., p . 33,
Smith to Cecil, 25 January 1564.
6

Great Britain, Public Record Office, Calendar
of State Papers, Spanish, Elizabeth 1558-1567, vol . 1
(1892): 10 Ju1y 1564, De Silva to Philip, P• 367 .
Hereafter cited as CSPS.
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On another occasion, though he fell into a
friendly "trap," De Silva used the situation to further
his friendship with Elizabeth.

Wishing, for infor-

mation purposes, to obtain the goodwill of the
marchioness of Northampton, the sister of Lord Cobham
of the Privy Council,

he made arrangements to visit

her at her home in Westminster.

He had been told that

the visit wou1d be with the marchioness in private, but
upon his arrival he discovered that the queen was with
her.

After laughing at the embarrassment of the am-

bassador, the three engaged in trivial conversation
until well into the evening. 7 The ambassador seemed
to have the ability to use occasions such as these to
build friendly relationships .
De Silva attended jousts, parties, and hunts
throughout his entire mission.

He used these occasions

to win the confidence of the queen and to communicate
directly with her.

In the last year of his assignment,

when the Protestants were rebelling in both France and
Flanders, he made certain that he was with the queen on
one of her many hunting expeditions.

He wrote, "The

queen went out hunting yesterday and I accompanied her,
so as not to lose any chance that might occur of urging
7Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:112. From a letter to
the duchess of Parma, 23 September 1564.
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her to stand firm in her good intentions with regard to
these disturbances in Flanders and France." 8
De

Silva was able to win the friendship and

confidence of the queen.

On one occasion Philip asked

him to go to the Low Countries to attend some marriage
celebrations.

When Elizabeth learned of the assign-

ment, she wrote to the duchess of Parma requesting that
Silva be allowed to return to England as soon as
the ceremony was performed. 9 Her anx~ety increased,

De

however, as she heard from Spain that he was to continue on to Spain from Flanders and not return to
England. 10

The queen• s eagerness reflects her personal

interest in his person.

Also, when De Silva's mission

had come to an end, and as he bid farewell to the
court, Secretary Cecil confided in him that Elizabeth
knew of no one whose opinion coincided with hers as
well as

De

Silva's.

He went on to mention that she

8

CDI, 90:19. From a letter to the king, dated
2 February 1568. On another hunt De Silva related that
the queen rode so hard that she tired out everyone but
herself;
9csPF , 7:501. Elizabeth to Margaret, Duchess
of Parma, dated 25 October 1565. De Silva did not
return immediately to England, but stayed for a period
of nearly two months trying to discover the source of
Flemish difficulties .
lOibid ., p. 487. In a letter dated 12 October
1565 from William Phayre to s ir William Cecil. Phayre
was an English man who was left in Madrid as a temporary ambassador by Thomas Challoner when he was released
as resident ambassador in Spain.
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had avoided praising him o

nly in hr Privy council

because of her fear that ill t

lings might

De Silva wrote Philip and d scrlbed Eliz

ri
h•

11

r -

action to his transfers
She shoved more aorrov than
and , changing colour, told m th
grieved f rom tho bottom ot hr h rt ch t
your Majesty s hould mak Any ch ng
h
was so greatly pl a d v i th my mod
ocedure in affairs . Sh had , h •
v y
s hown how pleased she vats , nd h ho
to
God that there was no mystery
hind
change . She dvelt 130 much upon th1 t.h t ,
in or der to banish suspicion , I hr v
blame upon mysel f , asaur ing her th t your
Majesty had decided to oivo
1 o
y
own supplication and importuni y ,
reason being my poor hoalth , ~h lch
sure this climate d id not suit . t
i
knew this herself , ~nd t r va no other
mystery behind it . Sh vaa •
\lh
qu
r
at ~is, but complain~ gr atly or
tor
wanting to leave her.
Elizabeth sent a letter with th
him for his zeal in fulfilling t

ombasa dor pr l 1n

duti a of h

ott

and for preserving the mutual triondahip or th• tvo
countries. 13
11c nI , 901121.
12 csPS, 2 : 64.

De Silva to Philip, 9 ~ugu t

1

From a letter dat d 9 ~uc;iu t l
from De Silva to the king.
Thia account i
only
one we have of the meeting , and , sinco it c
tro
the pen of the ambassador h imsel t , should be &kctn vi th
caution. He was prone to exaggerato . yot th r 1 no
reason to suppose that the q ueen vas not shOCk d to
see him leave.
13csPF, 8:547, In a letter fro~ Eliza
Philip dated September 13, 1568 . This let r vae
shortly after the John Man af!air in vhich Phil
expelled the English resident from his court .
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Elizabeth's personal interest in the ambassador
was also evident in the concern she expressed for his
comfort.

An occasion arose when De Silva was a sked to

join the queen and her entourage some distance from
London.

Without telling the queen, he graciously offer-

ed to share his room with an envoy from Austria.

On

seeing the envoy ' s possessions, Elizabeth mistakenly
assumed that her people had not prepared a room for De
Silva and exploded in anger:
given you a lodging?

"What% have they not

My people shall learn in a way

they will not forget how you are to be treated .

You

shall occupy _my own chamber . and I will give you my
key. 014

De Silva calmed her by explaining the sit-

uation.
There were also troubled times between De Silva
and Eli zabeth .

Perhaps the most threatening was the

occasion on which she received word that he had joined
with Margaret , regent of the Low Countries, and Anthony
Perrenot, the Cardinal of Granvelle, in providing
Mary, Queen of Scots, with money to oppose Elizabeth.

The account is taken from a letter of De Silva to
Philip in September, 1 565 .

circumstances add to the importance of a letter praising the Spanish ambassador for preserving friendship.
14cDI, 89:169. Taken from a letter dated 13
August 1565 from De Silva to the king.
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She E1iza};:leth said: "I cannot prevail
upon myself to keep silent on a thing that has
been told me and which has greatly surprised
me. My own affection for you and that which
you appear to £eel for me have made me consider
you almost as much my Ambassador as that of my
brother the King, and I am astonished you
should act against me for the sake of another
sovereign." I told her I did not understand
her, and asked her to explain what she meant.
She said she would, although she would prefer
to conceal it from me. She had been assured
that the duchess of Parma, Cardinal de Granvel1e,
and I together had arranged to send munitions,
arms, and oth~r things to the queen of Scotland, well knowing how things stood between
them. I satisfied her on the subject, which
I could well do, as what she had told me was
not true, and she appeared to believe what I
saia.15
On the other hand, the ambassador was often exasperated
by Elizabeth's slowness .

He discovered that he cou1a

get much more done, and get it done faste r, if he went
·1 16
to Secretary Ceci.

The information that Elizabeth supplied was
varied and interesting, but not always extremely valuable .
praise.

Some of it consisted merely of flattery and
In the first meeting with De Silv~ Elizabeth

talked of her love for Philip and showed interest in
15csps, 1:476. See also CDI, 89:186-87. There
is anotheraccount of the same incident in De Silva's
letter dated 8 October 1565 to Margaret found in
Kervyn de Letten.~ove, 4:251.
16Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:124. In this letter
from the Spanish ambassador to the duchess of Parma,
dated 22 October 1564, De Silva related an incident in
which the queen flatly refused to do anything for him,
in regard to trade and the lowering of customs, because
it threatened her "honor." Frustrated by his inability

21
the possible marriage of his son, Don Carlos with Mary
Stuart.

Then she raved about Philip's gallantry in

defending Christendom against the infidel Turk .

In-

spite of her words and with little regard for De Silva's
pleadings, she refused to lend aid when the Holy Roman
Emperor asked her for money to fight the Turk.
Elizabeth feared a journey by Philip to the Low Countries .

A1though she told De Silva that she wanted the

king to stop in England so that she could entertain
him, her sincerity was questionable.

Her preparations

and constant reference to the matter indicated that
she was anxious about it.

Late in 1567, when she

heard that Phi.lip was finally on his way, she wrote to
her Lord Treasurer and others giving them specific
orders concerning their actions should the king happen
to land on English soi1. 17 Shortl y thereafter she was
alarmed by rumors that the king planned to attack
England while he was in the vicinity.

In November she

approached De Silva, who showed considerable skill in

to move the queen to action, he turned to Cecil, He
wrote that he realized that if anything was done it
would be by the secretary and not the queen.
17Great Britain,
. .
. Record Office,
.
~
Pub lie
Calenaar
of State Pa rs, Domestic Series, Edward VI, Mar, Elizabeth I, James I, London: Her Majesty's Stationery
Office, 1866) 1:298. Hereafter cited as CSPD . Two
letters both dated August 27, 1567, from the queen to
the Lord Treasurer Winchester and Viscount Montague
indicate that Elizabeth desired to be minutely informed
of the King's progress and Possible landings in Engl and.
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convincing her that what she had heard were mere rumors:
"She said that they had given her to
understand that when your Majesty ' s voyage
was spoken of it was with the intention of
invading this country which she did not believe .
I said it was only an invention of people who
wished to deceive her and alienate her from
your Majesty's f riendship for her own undoing.
I said your Majesty had so many kingdoms of
your own ·that you had no need to invade others,
and much less those of your fr iends, and
warned her not to allow herself to be led
astray by such suspicions as the onJ.y object
of them was to unsettle her. •tl8
Now, Elizabeth was the principal source of
knowledge concerning the progress of her own marriage
negotiations.

Her marriage proposals were the talk of

European courts of the day; everyone was interested to
see the outcome of the offers she received.

She first

told De Silva that she would never marry, only later
to give him the distinct impression that she did indeed
desire to be married.

Since the ambassador was es-

pecially interested in the queen's match with the
Archduke Charles, she told him often of the progress
in the negotiations.

He apparently handled himself

18 csPS, l:683. This letter dated November 8,
1567 from De Silva to Philip was received by the king
on January 26, 1568. He heartily approved of the ambassador's answer to the queen saying: ''You answered
so exactly in accordance with my wishes that if I had
instructed you you could not have done better. The
fact is that what you said was the simple truth, and
it will be well in any future conversations on the subject to e ntirely dissipate the shadow and leave the
Queen thoroughly assured that, for my part, friendship
and kindliness shall always be maintained towards her. ;
See Ibid., 2 :3. For further references to the same
letter see CDI, 89 : 559 and 90:15.
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well, because Elizabeth expressed her gratitude to him
often for his interest in the marriage affairs. 19 Because of this, De Silva was able to give Philip one of
the clearest pictures of Elizabeth's feelings on
marriage.
Marriage was suggested to me with the King
my brother-in-law; the lcing of France has proposed as well as the Jdngs of Sweden and Denmark
and I understand the Archduke Charles also:
the on1y person who has not been mentiohed to
me is your Prince.
The reason, I said , appears clear. The
King my master no doubt is convinced that your
Majesty does not wish to marry since he, the
greatest prince in christendom and the wisest,
to whom, I am told, your Majesty owes most
obligation, was offered to you and nothing came
of it.
She replied, For my own part I do not
think that such a conclusion is so clear as you
say, although at that time I had a great idea
not to marry, and I promise you, if I could
to-day appoint such a successor to the Crown
as wou1d please me and the country I wou1d not
marry, as it is a thing for.which I have never
h ad any inclination.
My subjects, however,
press me so that I cannot help myself, but must
marry or take the other course, which is a very
difficult one. There is a strong idea in the
world that a woman cannot live un1ess she is
married, or at all events that if she refrains
from marriage she does so for some bad reason,
.as they said of me that I did not marry because
I was fond of the Earl of Leicester, and that
I would not marry him because he had a wife
already. Although he has no wife alive now I
-still do not marry him, notwithstanding that!
was spoken to about it even on behalf of my
brother the King. But what can we do? We

19

CDI, 89 :155. The Letter from which this is
taken was from De Silva to Philip dated July 23, l565.
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cannot cover everybody's mouth, but must content ourselves with doing our duty and trust
in God, for the truth will at last be made
manifest. 20
On other occasions they talked of piracy.

The

Spanish had captured some English ships at Gibraltar,
and Elizabeth and her people were greatly worried about
the welfare of the English sailors in Spanish prisons.
They also discussed Sir John HaWk.ins' voyages, and
Elizabeth may have deceived him with regard to these
escapades.

As will be discussed later, the Spanish

ambassador went to her often with requests to stop
Hawkins' voyages , which she promi sed to do.

Though

she promised much, HaWkins still carried out his plans .
Elizabeth also talked often about Scotland.
De Silva wrote of his attempts to encourage her to

accept Mary Stuart's antics in the North--especially
her marr iage to Darnley.

The queen was also his · source

of information on a st.?an:_Je meeting with James Stewart,
the Earl of Murray, two Frenchmen, and the Privy.
Council .

Elizabeth had Murray, the leader of the

Scottish lords, on his knees begging for help against
Queen Mary Stuart .

In the presence of the two French-

men, she re.f used any help whats.oever.
20

De Silva was

CSPS, 1:411. The letter is dated 24 March
1565. De Silva before this time had been convinced that
if she married it would be to Robert Dudl ey, the Earl
of Leicester. See also CDI, 89:86 for the same letter
in the original Spanish.- -
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suspicious of a hoax, for he believed that Elizabeth
was sending aid to the rebels in Scotland. 21 Elizabeth
also told him much about other strange events in
Scotland.

When she told him of the murder of Mary

Stuart's Piedmontese secretary, Rizzio , she commented
that Mary's husband should also have been stabbed. 22
De Silva was able to supplement the queen's infor-

mation with firsthand information from Scottish envoys.
There were many other things that were discussed.

Elizabeth kept De Silva informed on the

problems she faced over succession to the throne.
informed him of the proceedings of parliament.

She

She

told him of her feelings in regard t o the return of
Calais, which, according to the Treaty of CateauCambresis, was to be returned to her by the French.

He

urged her not to let Calais slip through her fingers,
(he wanted England as a neighbor in Flanders rather
than France) •
De Silva was first impressed with the queen's

mastery of languages.

He found her fluent in Italian

and able to speak Latin with elegance, facility and
ease. 23 This must have been disconcerting to a man
21 cDI, 89:224-26. De Silva
1565.
22
csPS, 1: 540. De Silv a to
23 rbid., p. 14. This is De
ing with the queen as expressed in
dated 27 June 1564.

to Philip, 5 November
Philip, 11 April 1566.
Silva's first meethis letter to Philip
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who was never able to learn English .

He respected the

queen's intellectual ability right from the start.
De Silva also quickly noticed that Elizabeth

proceeded very slowly in matters confronting her .
att ributed this to her skill in diplomacy

He

rather than

to indecisiveness, since he perceived how she was able
to capitalize on her stalling.

For this reason, he

decided that it woul d be to his disadvantage to move
too quickly in various matters, for his overanxiousness
couJ.d give the English the upper hand .

While many saw

the queen as indecisive, De Silva saw her as shrewd.
Concerning her own religious proclivities, it
appears that Elizabeth had De Silva hoodwinked.

He

wanted so much to have her loyal to the Catholic cause
that he misinterpreted much of what she said and did .
And she found it advantageous to keep him believing
that she was covertly Catholic.

She told him that she

had had to conceal her real feelings in order to prevail with her subjects in matters of religion.

De

Silva quoted her as saying that "God knew her heart~
· 11 was
. true to His
·
.
,.24
w.h 1.c
service.

The ambassador's

feelings were so strong at the first of his mission
24csPS , 1:387. De Silva to Phil ip, 9 October
1564. In this same conversation Elizabeth went on to
tell t.½e ambassador that she had ordered crosses to
be put i~to the churches, and to have stone crosses
built on the towers of new or remodeled churches.
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that he wrote that if Elizabeth were sure about Philip ' s
unwavering support, she would oust the Protestants .
This she could never do without absolute assurance . 25
To support his be.lief that Elizabeth was true
to the Catholic faith, De Silva joyfUlly forwarded an
account of the queen's anger at the sight of actors in
a comedy pretending to be certain Catholic bishops imprisoned in England.

One represented the Bishop of

London, who carried a lamb in his hands and pretended
to eat it as he walked along; another represented a dog
with the Host in his mouth.

This direct affront to

Catholic doctrine angered Elizabeth to the point that
she got up and left. 26

On another occasion El izabeth

publicly refused to allow a Protestant preacher to
. 1 of. a book written
.
. . 27
speak 11
by a Cath olic

De Silva believed that the queen was just a

vain woman who desired all men to be chasing after her .
He wrote to Philip:

"I do not think anything is more

enjoyab.le to this Queen than treating of marriage,
a lthough she assures me herself that nothing annoys
her more.

She is vain, and would like all the worl d

25

CDI, 89;20 . 22 July 1564.
26K~rvyn de I.ettenhove, 4 : 87. De Silva to the
Duchess of Parma, August 19, 1 564. See a l so CSPS
1:375.

__

27cDI , 89:78 .
1565.

De Silva to Philip, 12 March

28

to be running after her, but it will probably end in
28
her remaining as she is."
Even if De Silva simpl ified matters, the queen was conceited j ust as were the
other monarchs of the day.
moti ves also.

She probably had petty

For example, De Silva interpreted the

queen's infatuation with a certain courtier named
Heneage as a way to make Robert Dudley jealous enough
to conti nue h i s interest in her.

29

De Silva accurately assessed Elizabeth's sense
of pri de and honor.

The marriageability of Mary Stuart

in Scotland greatly threatened this pride.

De Silva

viewed the queen's attempts to secretly re -open
marriage negotiations with Archduke Charles as a plan
to thwart plans of the Queen of Scots.

He theorized

that the English queen desired Mary to marry beneath
her or not at a11.

30

28 CSPS, 1:468.

De Silva to Philip, 20 August

1565.
29cDI, 89 :152 . De Silva to Philip, 23 J uly
1565. The affair seemed to have the desired effect for
soon there was a great dispute between Heneage and
Dudley with the resu.J.t that the latter left the court
in anger, but was shortl y called back by the queen, and
restored to good graces.
30 csPS, 1:380. Philip to De Silva, 18 September 1564. ~Silva also noted that the queen had
similar motives in attempting to have Mary marry an
English nobleman. But when she discovered that a marriage might increase the Scottish queen's c laims to the
English throne, she turned against any of Mary's plans.
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her as "strange and fickle. •• 33

Because Elizabeth never

really considered the offer seriously, the matter was
dropped.

But it was revived again and again by the

French .

This caused the ambassador to view the queen

as strange and fickle.
De Silva certainly came to like the queen, which

caused him to accept what she said too readily .

For

example, as he negotiated with her he felt she was always ready and wi1-ling to have his requests carried out.
He accepted her promises without question and assured
Philip that these promises would all be carried out to
the letter . 34

In matters of piracy, De Silva believed

that Elizabeth was doing everything possible to curb
piracy, but because of matters beyond her control she
was not always effective.

She might have been leading

the ambassador on, for she ' felt great pressure from
Philip who kept many of her Engl ish sailor s locked up
in Spanish prisons for years, despite the pleadings
of the English ambassador.

But when piracy served her

well, she was hesitant to halt it at any cost.

Her

33csPS, 1:526.

De Silva to Philip, 25 February
1566. Nothing came of the affair, and it turned out to
be just as the Spanish ambassador had anticipated.

34cnI, 89;26 . This is a very early letter to
the king, dated 7 August 1564, when De Silva had been
in the country only two months . So he picked up the
pro- queen bias early in his mission, and never deviated
from it.
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the new ambassador was given was to arrange a conference at Bruges to remedy an extremely harmful trade
situation that had developed between England and the Low
Countries .

This he s et out to do slowly and carefully .

All of the negotiations and pl ans fer the conference
went through Cecil.

Elizabeth appointed the secretary
'

and two other s to be the English government ' s special
commissioners in this matter .

De Silva, in his letters

to Margaret, the duchess of Parma, detailed many of the
long, invol ved meetings he held with Cecil to make
arrangements for a conference .

Clearly De Silva re-

ceived all of his information about the conference from
the secretary.

More details -of the trade situation

will be treated l ater on in this thesis .
One event perhaps best illustrates the working
relationship that developed between the two men, while
also shedding light on De Silva' s manner of negotiating.
After trade between England and the Low Countries had
been restored to normal, awaiting the outcome of the
drawn-out conference at Bruges, the Spanish ambassador
became very upset when he discovered that some Spanish
merchants were not being allowed to trade in England.
These Spanish merchants had contracted to purchase
some sheep hides from the English, but, because of a
proelamation published in 1 563, the English merchants
got cold feet and refused to sell the hides .

Upon

hearing about it, De Silva went immediately to Cecil,
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demanding that the matter be tal{en to council.

The

council met but refused to interfere without an act of
parliament .

De Silva then demanded an audience with

the queen and threatened to inform Philip of the injustice of the matter .
was refused audience .

The queen was sick, and De Silva
\fuen he threatened to become

hostile and throw off his usual friendly manner, he was
allowed a short visit.

When Elizabeth

claimed that

"for the good of the kingdom" she could not annul an
act of Parliament, the ambassador confronted her with a
report he had received.

Apparently she had allowed a

certain Englishman to transport sheep hides out of
England contrary to the same proclamation.

That was

too much for the queen, who got siclc and had to retire.

De Silva realized that he would have to deal
with Cecil in the matter.

The secretary claimed that

the queen ' s only obligation was to open trade, which
she had already done, but that she could still refuse
to a l low her subjects to buy or sell their goods .

De

Silva exploded, stating that it was not open trade at
all if a merchant could ship goods to a country but

coul.d not sell

them, or if he could go to Eng1and, but

could not buy goods.

The Spanish ambassador convinced

Cecil to go bac k and discuss the matter with the queen.
If he refused , De Silva threatened to protest loudly,
which he did not care to do, in order to fulfill his

34

duty . 35

After a few days De Silva went back to the

queen, with Cecil by his side as a witness.

Elizabeth

claimed that she had misunderstood the first time, but
now that she understood, she was willing to do all that
the ambassador requested.
lished shortly thereafter.

The proclamation was pub36

Cecil also assisted De Silva as the latter
sought to put a halt to piracy and obtain redress.

The

secretary was his official source for information on
any action that was talten by the English court.

For

example, when John Hawkins was outfitting his ships for
another slaving voyage, it was Cecil who . assured the
Spanish ambassador that Hawkins w"t)uld not be allowed to
37
offend the Catholic I{ing by trading in the New World.
And it was to Cecil that the ambassador went to urg~
.

the capture of Thomas Stukley and other pirates.

38

35Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:174-75. De Silva's
letter, dated 13 February 1565.
36 rbid., 178. In another letter to Margaret ,
dated 26 February 1565, De Silva wrote that the queen's
proclamation about sheep skins had been published (See
ibid ., p. 185.) A document dated February 17, 1565,
suspending certain ordinances lately made in Parliament
for opening the intercourse of merchandise with the Low
Countries, can be found i n ~ , 1:249.
37cDI, 89:516. De Silva to Philip, 21 July
1567.
38 cSPS, 1:396.
1564.

De Silva to Philip, 4 December
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41 csPS, lr 580 , De Silva to Ph1 l ip , 14 SPtember 1 5 6 ~
42cDI 89 , 284, De Silva to Philip , 18 X rch
1
1566. Melvil1e was to negotiate the re le soot Lady

Margaret Douglass, Mary Stuart • ~ mother-in-lav , !r
imprisonment caused· by t he marriage of h r on and,

ry.
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Cecil went on to claim that any

disagreements between

the queens of England and Scotland could be most easil y
settled by the Spanish ambassador, therefore, Melville
shoul d be certain to take De Silva's advice.
Cecil was also one of De Silva's sources of
information concerning the marriage of Mary Stuart to
Henry Stewart, Lord Darnley.

He also supplied much of

the information concerning Darnl ey's murder.

When the

secretary told the ambassador about the murder De Silva
was suspici ous that he had much more information than
he was willing to give . 43 However, De Silva received
all the news Cecil wo~ld offer:

the complic ity of

Bothwell in the affair, the marriage

of Bothwell to

Mary Stuart, her capture by the Scottish Lords, her
escape and recapture in England .
The Spanish resident found the English secretary very concerned about any matter in the Low
Countries that could have possible ill effects on
England.

One of the first matters they discussed was

the possibility of French involvement in the disturbances in Flander s.

Cecil told the ambassador that ,

according to his trustworthy reports, the Low Countries
were very pro-Spanish , but the French were trying to
get involved in the matters there.

This struck Cecil

43 cor, 89:441. De Silva to Philip , 17 February
1567. Thiswas the first that the ambassador had heard
of the murder, and the account that he passed on to his
king contained some innaccuracies.
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as being very wrong,

44

Another c_oncern appeared more

t han a year later when De Silva wrote t h a t Cecil was
extremely disturbed by news of the coming o f the Duke
of Al va and his troops to the Low Countries ,

Cecil

told De Silva that everyone in England was surprised at
the number of men Philip had been able to raise for
the expedition, for it was common k nowledge that the
king was deepl y in debt and would have di f ficulty in
sustaining such an expensive enterprise.

Cecil felt

that Alva 's coming would certainly cause probl ems .

45

A month later when Alva captured and imprisoned two of
. the chief nobles in the Low Countries, the English
secretary expressed surprise that Philip would allow
'
,
.
46
thi s to be done to such loyal Catholic subJects.

He

later told De Silva that great hatred had been aroused
in Germany at the rigorous measures of repression that
Alva had used in the Low Countries.

It seemed to Cecil

as though the Spaniards wished to expel all of the
natives from the Low Countries and take possession of
everything. 47

Cecil used the ambassador to warn the

Spanish that such actions were not acceptable to the

44 Ibid ., 89 : 321.

1566.
1567 .

__
__,

De Silva to Philip, 18 May

45
cSPS , 1:671 .

De Silva to Philip, 14 August

46

De Si lva to Philip, 20 Septem-

CDI

ber 1 567 .
47

89:544.

rbid., 90 : 58 . De Silva to Philip, 1 May 1568.
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English, and in this way kept him well informed.
Cecil's role also extended into other areas.

De Silva

had to push him in order to get a proclamation printed
against a group of Flemish exiles in England.

As will

be discussed later, the ambassador wanted to prevent

the armed Flemish rebels from leaving England to cause
trouble in the Low Countries.

It was Cecil who carried

the desires of the ambassador to Elizabeth before De
Silva was given audience, and it was Cecil who ultimately sent a copy of the proclamation to the ambassador
'
d . 48
wi'th assurances th
at i't was be'ing printe
Certain matters nearly soured the relationship
the two men had established over the years:

the harsh

treatment English sailors received in Spanish prisons,
and the way the Spanish Inquisition treated English
merchants in Spain.

Although De Silva tried to accom-

odate Cecil by pointing out that these were extremely
delicate matters in Spain, and that Philip left the
inquisitiors a free hand for many reasons, surely the
49
situation added tension to their relationship.
Another matter, which will be treated in much
more detail later, was the John Man affair .

48 csPS, 2:54, 59.
1568.

__

49cnI , 89 : 340 .
1566.

When Philip

De Silva to Philip, 17 July

De Silva to Philip, 25 June
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expelled the English resident from his court in Madrid
for alleged religious improprieties, Cecil was more
upset than at any other time

during De Silva's mission .

The ambassador related how he allowed the secretary
to throw a minor tantrum and then, "I waited a little
for him to recover somewhat from his rage, and then
went up to him laughing and embraced him , saying that
I was amused to see him fly into such a passion over
what I had told him, because I knew he understood differently, and that the affair was of such a character
as to be only as good or as bad as the Queen liked to

make

.t

1.

•

.,50

Apparently this disarmed the secretary

because De S ilva was able to maintain his confidence.
After this episode Cecil expressed great confidence
in the ambassador.
One of the most interesting aspec ts of the
relationship between De Silva and Cecil and that De
Silva's radically changed opinion of the secretary.
Shortly after the arrival of the ambassador in England,
he was approached by a fr iend of Robert Dudley who
recounted the enmity that existed between Dudley and
Cecil.

He urged De Silva to use his influence to have

Cecil turned out of office, because "if Cecil were out
of the way the affairs of your Majesty would be more
favorably dealt with and religious questions as well,

SOCSPS, 2 :38. De Silva to Philip, 24 May 1568.
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because this Cecil and his friends are those who persecute the Catholics and dislike your Majesty . 51 Dudley's
friend was apparently taking advantage of De Silva's
inexperience to further Dudley's career.

Unfortunately,

De Silva fell for it and categorized the secretary

as an arch- heretic, the cause of harm and concern for
Spain.

Philip responded favorably to De Silva's assess-

ment of Cecil and encouraged him to somehow turn him
.

out of office.

52

De Silva wisely moved slowly in the matter,
realizing that as long as Cecil. was in power, he would
need his cooperation.

He wrote Philip that he would

do his best to work through Cecil until he was indeed
put out of power .

As he worked with the secretary, he

soon changed his attitude, and came to see Cecil as by
far the queen's most i mportant and effec;tive minister,
a man who did much for Spain.

Six months after his

arrival, the ambassador had a completely different
attitude about Cecil.
When I first arrived here I had imagined
.Secretary Cecil, judging by the accounts given
me, to be very different from what I have found
him in your Majesty's affairs. He is well disposed towards them, truthful, lucid, modest and
just, and, although he is zealous in serving
his Queen, which is one of his best traits, yet

SlCDI , 89:16,
52~ , 1:371.
1564.

De Silva to Philip, 27 June 1564,

Philip to De Silva, 6 August
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he is amenable to reason. He knows the French
and, like an Englishman, is their enemy. ••• •
With regard to his religion I saY. nothing except that I wish he were a Catholic, but to his
credit must be placed the fact that he is
straightforward in affairs and shows himse lf
well affected towards your Majesty, for which
I thank him, and, with fair words that pledge
me to nothing, I let him know that your Majesty
looks to him to dispose matters favorably as
necessity may occur, for he along it is who
makes or mars business here.53
De Silva never had another occasion to alter
his opinion of Cecil.

He worked closely with the

secretary, describing him as a just man, certainly a
good minister. 54 It was a case of a Spanish ambassador getting to know well a man whom he first misjudged.
Queen Eliza.b eth and Cecil were De Silva's two
main sources of official information at the English
court.

He was able to win the friendship of both and

maintain it throughout his two years as resident.
Because of this special relationship, he received and
transmitted valuable information to Philip.

And his

evaluations of Elizabeth and Cecil were quite accurate.
Philip well satisfied, praised the ambassador openly.

53 rbid., PP• 401-2. De Silva to Philip, 2 January 1565.
54t<ervyn de Lettenhove, 4;245. De Silva to the
Duchess of Parma, 17 September 1565.

CHAPTER 3
GATHERING INFORMATION:

MINOR MEMBERS

OF THE COURT AND OTHERS
De Silva was confident that Robert Dudley wou.l.d

be his most effective tool in England.

Dudley was the

son of the Earl of Northumberland and the grandson of
Edmund Dudley, both of whom had been hung for treason.
Nevertheless this courtier was a dignified man who
became Elizabeth ' s main interest.

But Dudley ' s mar-

riage stood in the way of any possible union ,;,Ti th the
queen.

However, on September 8, 1560, his wife, Amy

Robsart, was ·found dead at the foot of the stairs of
her home.

Inspite of the opportunity which availed

itself, the queen chose not to marry him .

When the

Spanish ambassador arrived in London, Dudley was still
Elizabeth's main prospect •
.Dudl ey had earlier approached Philip's resident ,
Alvaro de l a Quadra, and had convinced the ambassador
of his loyalty to the Catholic faith and of his willingness to help bring England back to the Catholic
fol d .

In January, 1561, Henry Sidney, Dudley's

brother-in-l aw approached Quadra for the first time
43
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with the suggestion that if Phi l ip were to support
Jud ley's marriage with the queen , Dudley coul d easily be
won over to the Spa nish cause .

Judley would then serve

the Catholic Ki ng like one of his vassals . 55

Because of

Judley ' s continual ass e rti ons of goodwill , Phil ip felt
he he was one of the most i mportant contacts i n England.
In his i nstructi ons t o De Si lva , Phi lip stated:

"It

will be nece ssa ry for the success of your operati ons ,
and for other things that may occur from day to day to
secure the goodwill of Lord Robert , who is so great a
favorite wi th t h e queen of Engl and that he can influence
her to the extent you have been already informed .

You

with your kindne ss will t r y to win him over. " 56
Whe n De Silva first arrived in Engl and , he
expepted Dudley to be friendly toward Spain .

But to

his disappointment Dudley turned out to lean more
toward Fr ance and the Protestants .

Ve

Silva's first

encounter with the Dudley faction at court came shortly
after his arr iva l when a fr i end of the courtier approached
him and t r ied to turn him against Will iam Ceci1 . 57 They

55csPS , 1 :178, Quadra to Philip , 22 January
Sidney continued to meet with the ambassador to
obtain the king ' s help. Later Dudley told the Spanish
ambassador that he promised to render to Philip a ll the
service that Sidney had previously promised "and very
much more . " Ibid ., p . 181 .
1561 .

56 CSPS , 1 : 352 .
S?CDI . 89:16 .

De Silva tc Phil ip , 27 June 1564 .

were apparently trying to take advantage of his
inexperience in order ~o use any influence he might
have against Cecil; it did no~ work .

Nevertheless,

Je Silva was duly impressed by Dudley's supposed
support of the Catholic party, whi ch looked to the
courtier as its only advocate at court.

De Silva

intended to avail himself of Dudley in every possible
way, but saw the need to proceed with caut~on.5 8
The first meeti ng between Dudley and :Je Silva
convinced the Spanish ambassador that Dudley was indeed
all he had hoped :

Dudley was held in high esteem by

the queen, and promised that he woul d serve Philip in
return for Philip'.s support.

Judley's friend met

De Silva again and promised that a marriage between
Elizabeth and Dudley would bring England back to
Catholicism.

This man assured :Je 3il va that .!Judley had

an understanding with the Pope on the matter , and even
had a man in Rome who represented him personally .
Thomas Sackville, son of Sir Richard Sackville , the
queen ' s cousin and a member of her Council coul d have
been the man in KOme .

J e Silva reported that Sackville

had been arrested as a spy in Rome, ye~ upon investigation, the Pope had released him and had talked to
him about conditions in England .

Sackville told the

46

Pope that Elizabeth feared that he woul d declare her
illigitimate, thus depriving her of her natural right
to the English throne .

The Pope replied that if Elizabeth

,-1oul d submit to Catholicism, he and the College of
Car dinal s would adopt the proper measures necessary to
'
. d • 59
allow h er the security
s h e d esire

'
.
It ia
also possible

that Dudley ' s friend was telling De Silva a convincing
story to encourage the ambassador to more readily accept
Dudley ' s offer .
In his first meeting with the Spanish ambassador,
Dudley made several offers of service to the king , telling
how he -was bound to serve Philip on a ccount of the
favo rs Phil ip had given him and because the k i ng had
once been his Sovereign.
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De S i lva transmitted all

this infor mation to Philip and indi cated that all the
English Catholics lool<:ed to Dudley for leadership.
Phil ip , duly impressed , instructed his ambassador that ,
if Dudley p r omised to bring England back to the Catholic

59 csPS , 1: 390 - 91 . De Silva to Philip , 4 November
1564 . For Sackville ' s full statement see Great Britain,
Public Record Office , Calendar of State Papers , ~ome
(London: His Majesty's Stationery Office , 1916) , vol. 1
(1916) : p. 163. Hereafter cites as CSPR . The important
part of the statement is as fo l lows:
"And so , if at any
time the Queen shall be minded to return to the unity o=
the Church and the obedience of the Holy See , he promises
her that he wil l receive her with fatherly affection and
all the love that could be desired , and he will apply to
the sol utions of the difficulties afore·said such remi d ies
as shall be approved by the Queen's Parliament.
GOibid ., p . 367.

De Silva to Philip, 10 July 1564.
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fold, De Silva was to assure Dudley that Spain would
readily help and favor him.

De

Silva was also asked to

maintain a cordial and friendly relationship with the
courtier for as long as possible.

However, Philip was

worried because of Dudley's French connections .

He

ordered his resident to discover if Dudley had any
offers from the French that would prove detrimental to
Spanish interests. 61
Initially

De

Silva was sincerely convinced that

Dudley would be a valuable tool in Spanish hands, but
as time went on the became more and more uncertain.
In October 1564, Dudley (recently made Earl of Leicester)
approached De Silva and repeated. his professions of
desire to serve Philip.

During the conversation the

ambassador told of Philip's offer to support Dudley .
Dudley confessed that he did not expect the queen to
marry him, and completely ignored the subject of
religion.

This confused De Silva .

He cautioned Dudley

that if he ever turned against the Catholic party in
England, he would lose their support . 62

This was the

first suspicion that Dudley was not as staunch as De
61 CDI, 89:23.

Philip to De Silva, 6 August 1564.
The Spanish ambassador had warned the king that Dudley
almost certainly had received many offers from the
French.
De Silva had learned that Dudley•s father was
a friend of the French, and suspected the same from his
son. See CSPS, 1:367.
62 rbid., 89:50-51. De Silva to Philip, 14
October 1564 .
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Silva hoped.

Other events shortly thereafter confirmed

this suspicion.

De Silva later wrote to Philip that

he had heard rumors that Leicester was now considered
to be more Protestant than Catholic.
cited two events:

For evidence he

the queen had ordered a Catholic

image to be placed in her c~apel, but Dudley had removed it; when the queen ordered the Protestant ministers
to wear certain religious vestments in their services,
Dudley used his influence to have the order rescinded. 63
Because the ambassador was convinced that if the queen
ever married, it would be to Leicester, he tried his
best to maintain good relations with Dudley.
De

Silva used every possible occasion to urge

the earl to marry the queen.
given up hope.

But Dudley had almost

He had even begun to push the suit of

Archduke Charles.

This confused De Silva, who reasoned

that Duciley was merely trying to secure himself a place
at court.

It bothered De Silva that Dudley seemed more

inclined to the Protestants than to the Catholics and
that he was very attached to the French.

Nevertheless,

he doubled his efforts to maintain the goodwill of the
earl.
In reality, De Silva received very little solid
information from Dudley that he could send back to

63 csps, 1:401,
Philip.

2 January 1565, De Silva to
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Philip.

For nearly four years all he recorded was how

the earl went in and out of favor with the queen, how
she became infatuated with two other minor subjects at
court in order to make Dudley jealous, bow Dudley ' s
faction at court squabbled with factions of other
courtiers, and how, through all this, he personally
tried to maintain Dudley's goodwill.

Even so , when the

ambassador found out that Dudley was not going to be as
valuable to him as he first had hoped, he visited him
less frequently.

Months woul.d pass without the two

men visiting each other.

At one point, Elizabeth told

De Silva that he needed t o visit the earl and show him

the friendship he had previously shown. 64
Dudley must have been the biggest disappointment of De Silva's mission in Engl and:

he did not turn

out to be a staunch Catholic, he did not marry the
queen and bring England back to the Church, nor did he
supply much information of value to Spain.

Near the

end of his mission, De Silva received a few tidbits of
information from the earl (e.g., Bothwell had received
a divorce in Scotland and was ready to marry Mary
Stuart, the marriage had taken place, and Spanish
policy in the Low Countries was much too harsh), but
this information was a1so available £ram other sources.
64

CDI, 89:434- 35.

January 1567.

De Silva to Philip, 25
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In only one thing did the earl plearethe ambassador:
when Dudley became chancellor of the University of
Oxford, he mitigated t he harsh treatment of Catholics
there. 65 Inspite of the disappointment, De Silva
sincerely attempted, right up until the end of his
mission, to keep the earl friendly towards Spain.
Thomas Radcliffe, the third Earl of Sussex, returned to England after five years in Ireland, just
after De Silva's arrival.

He was not a Privy Councillor,

but gallant and able man, a soldier by profession, and
an important friend of William Cecil .

De Silva first

me t him in connection with the archduke's suit for the
hand of Queen Elizabeth.

This was the first and only

subject of any importance that the two men discussed.
Sussex, along with his cousin, Thomas Howard ,
Duke of Norfolk, was the leader of the faction at court
that supported the archduke affair and opposed
Leicester.

After negotiations with the archduke had

begun, the Emperor sent an envoy to England with a list
of specific demands.

Sussex told the envoy that it

would be well for him to take De Silva with him to meet
Elizabeth. 66 This is the manner in which the earl used
the Spanish ambassador: when he felt things were not
65 rbid., 89 : 509.

De Sil va to Philip, 5 July

66 rbid., p. 164.

De Silva to Philip 6 August

1567.
1565 .
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progressing as desired, Sussex asked the Spanish
resident to add his influence.
Sussex came to De Silva in January 1566, having
met with him only a few times before, and requested
his help.

De Silva wrote,

The earl of Sussex tells me that this
affair of the archduke is on the point of being
decided one way or the other, and that there
are still some who maliciously say that I will
not help it forward. He says it would be very
advantageous if I would take the same steps with
the Queen as I did at first, as it would tend
greatly to your Majesty's interests and the
welfare of the country if this match were to
take place, so much depending upon the ancient
friend~hip ~tween your Majesty and their
sovereign . 6
Throughout the remainder of De Silva's stay in
England, the earl came to him often for help in the
archduke affair.

It is interesting to note that when

the queen hesitated to send a reply to the emperor about
the affair, both Cecil and Sussex came to the Spanish
ambassador, urging him to encourage the queen to reply

.
68
quickly.
In May 1566, the Spanish ambassador heard rumors
that Elizabeth would send Sussex to the emperor's court
to give him the Order of the Garter.

In November, she

told De Silva that she would send Sussex.

67csPS
_ , 1:511.
1566.

__

68CDI , 89:280.
1566.

From then

De Silva to Philip, 28 January

De Silva to Philip, 18 March
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on,

De

Silva included in his weekly report to the king

that Sussex was awaiting orders to depart .

Sussex

waited and waited, then after five months, when he had
given up hope of departing, the queen ordered him to
be ready to leave immediately for Austria.

later, the earl finally left Engl and.

Two months

Nothing came of

the trip because neither side was willing to compromise.
It may seem that De Silva wasted a large amount
of paper writing about the archduke affair.

However,

information about the possible match between the archduke and Elizabeth was of prime interest in Europe .
Moreover, Philip was interestedl

Furthermore, he had

confidence in De Silva and appreciated hearing about his
relationships with the English Court regarding the proposed marriage.

On one occasion Philip wrote:

"You

did very well also in satisfying Sussex with regard to
the distrust he said the queen felt as to my real desire
for the Archduke 's marriage.

Whenever the question is

raised and on any opportunity that occurs you can repeat
the assurance of my goodwill towards the queen and my
desire to maintain my anti ty with her ... 59
What did De Silva think of Sussex?

Following

one of their first meetings, the ambassador said that
he was surprised that Elizabeth did not put Sussex into
69csPS, 1:680.
1567.

Phil ip to De Silva, 14 October

53

the council, because she had so much important business,
•
d in
·
.
70
and he was so clever and experience
affairs.

Later , in talking with the queen about sending Sussex
to the emperor , De Silva suggested that Sussex was well
fitted for the job, a very capable man.

71

He was very

impressed with the earl and held him in highest regard.
The evaluation, it seems, was appropriate, for Sussex
-was a very able man.

One thing about him had bothered

De Silva, namely Sussex's reaction to Alva's harsh
treatment of Flemish nobles in the Low Countries.
Sussex suggested that De Silva's defense of Alva's
repressive policy was naive and that he would soon see
the wretchedness of that policy.
move

De

His reasoning did not

.
.
. . d 72
Silva
who felt Alva's measures were Justifie
•

Elizabeth, Cecil, Dudley, and Sussex were De
Silva's principal contacts at court, but this is not to
say that he had no others .

His letters also contain~

smattering of references to information that he received from other courtiers and official representatives
of the court .

Special commissioners worked with him on

Flemish .trade and piracy.

He also forwarded much court

gossip to the king from unnamed sources, quoting his
70 rbid., 466.

De Silva to Philip, 13 August

1565.

71

CDI, 89:400,

De

Silva to Philip , 11 November

1566.

721.01
. d . , 2:99.

De Silva to Philip, 10 July 1568.
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sources as "some say," "others say," "they say,"
"trustworthy persons," "a person in a key position to
know, "

0

on good authority," etc.
There were two French ambassadors during De

Sil va's mission:

Pau.1 de Foix, who served from 1562

to 1566; and Bochetel de la Forest, who served
remainder of De Silva's mission.

for the

The girations that

the Spanish and French ambassadors went through to
obtain information from one another, and their struggles
with precedence nearly led to the destruction of any
kind of relationship.
Phil ip instructed

De

court on his way to- England.

Silva to visit the French
He was to deliver letters

and news from Spain and to assure the French monarchy
that he would maintain good relations with De Foix in
England. 73 De Silva's correspondence first mentioned
a discussion with the French ambassador about trade.
The trade situation between Flanders and England was
of utmost concern to Philip, who feared that the
French wanted to usurp Flander•s place in English trade .
After De Foix met with the queen to discuss trade, De
Silva discovered, through an unnamed source, that the
English had granted the French permission to bring
certain herbs and wines into the country, though they
73 cnr, 89:4 . Copy of Instructions given by His
Majesty to Don Diego Guzman de Silva when he went as
Ambassador to England, 19 January 1564.
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had conceded nothing with regard to Flemish trade. 74
A little less than a month later,

De

Silva talked to De

Foix about French trade negotiations.

De Foix denied

that he had offered to establish a staple for English
cloth in France, but said that when the queen asked
him if cloth would be admitted into France, he answered
that French ports were open to anyone.

But he told

De

Silva that the French did not want the English cloth . 75
De Silva distrusted De Foix. The Spaniard was suspicious
of Frenchmen, who, he felt told convenient lies.
It was not long before problems of precedence
began to crop up.

Ambassadors of this age were overly

concerned about these matters, and De Silva was no exception.

He was annoyed for example, when the French

Ambassador dined with the queen the same day, but
earlier than he did.

He also was upset when, after a

hunting expedition with the queen, De Faix was allowed
audience before he was.

It disturbed the ambassador

on another occasion when Elizabeth sent Dudley to tell
him that he would have to wait for his requested audience until after she had seen the French ambassa~or,
74£.§f§:., 1:366.

De Silva to Philip, 27 June

75cDI, 89:28.

De Sil va to Philip, 12 August

1564.

1564.
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for the Frenchman had a courier awaiting the outcome
.
76
ofth e meeting.

Another incident happened a year later when
Elizabeth invited De Silva to a joust.

He wrote a note

to De Foix informing him of the invitation.

This pro-

cedure had developed between the two men so that they
would not be in the queen' s presence together, thereby
avoiding problems.

On this particular occasion, the

French ambassador deliberately failed to heed the
warning and attended the joust.

The queen graciously

invited De Silva into her special compartment, but only
for a short time.

She then asked him to leave so that

she could entertain the French ambassador.

This upset

De SilvaJ however, when he discovered that the queen

had kept De Foix waiting £or a long time, he felt much
better .

On the other hand, the French ambassador was
terribly upset over the matter. 77 There were other
confrontations of this kind between the two ambassadors
during the next year, and De Silva always seemed to come
out on top.

Despite these problems, the two men still

communicated with each · other.
The French ambassador managed to supply De Silva
76csps, 1:384-85 . All three incidents are contained in De Silva's letter to Philip dated 9 October
1564. So the incidents of precedence cropped up soon
after De Silva's arrival.
77cnr, 89:74-75. De Silva to Philip, 8 January
1565.
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with some minor but useful information.

Since De Foix

was especial ly interested in Scotland, he often supplied the Spanish ambassador with the French point of
view on Scottish affairs.

There were times when De

Sil va coul d not di s c over what the French ambassador was
doing at court , and this bothered him.

He resorted to

a variet y of ways to obtain his information .

In one

instance, when he coul d discover nothing from his
contacts at court, he tal ked to De Foix' s secretary .

78

He told the secretary that French secrecy caused him
to consider thei r business at court very important.
The secretary claimed that the only business being
treated with the English was a French request for redress because of a robbery committed by an English
pirate .

De Si lva told him that he believed him, but

that the actions of the French were such as to cause
suspicion.
questioning.

De Foix was concerned about De Silva's

So concerned that shortly thereafter, he

sent a messenger to De Si lva to confirm his secretary ' s
story. 79
78 CSPS, 1 :41 2 • De Silva
.
.
to Ph,ilip,
31 March
1565. In this letter he to l d of his unnamed informant
at court who had observed the queen and the ambassador
taking leave of each other in especially high spirts,
but the only words the informant could hear were ''keep
it to yourself.•• This just added to the Spanish
ambassador ' s curiosity.
79 cnI, 89:94. De Silva to Philip, 7 April 1 565 .
De Sil va also had to add his comments on the fact that
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Another method De Silva used to get information
from the French ambassador was to communicate news of
little importance just to make the Frenchman feel that
they were really allies.

Once he wrote:

"Perhaps

because I make a show of being very confidential with
him, and take care to tell him on all occasions things
that can be told without inconvenience, giving him to
understand always that your Majesty has ordered me to
do so . " 8O This caused De Foix to occasionally communicate valuable information that he would have not
.
81
g1.. ven o therwise.

Generally the information that De

Silva received was a summary of goals in England.
Because he felt that Frenchmen could not be trusted, he
was cautious in accepting the information as truth.
But he did &ccept some of the information as valid .
This kind of relationship between the two
ambassadors continued for the rest of De Foix's stay in
England with both ambassadors supplying each other with

he believed that the French were attempting to impede
the trade conference at Bruges between the English and
the Low .Countries.
8O
cDI, 89:198-99. De Silva to Philip, 1 October
1565.
81 CSPS, 1:428.

De Silva to Philip, 5 May 1565 .
See also ibid., 1:443, wherein the Spanish ambassador
tells Philip that he "conveyed the news to him with my
usual great professions of affection for him , and so
drew him out until he told me the whole history of the
business . " So De Silva also used flattery to his
advantage .
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minor bits of interesting information, useful perhaps
to their principals back home.

Then in May 1566, De

Foix was replaced by Bochetel de la Forest.
summary of De Foix was positive.

De Silva's

He was a clever and

serviceable person, one who wou1d 1::e of use to the
French in other areas.

However, he doubted that De

Foix was as good a catholic and as friendly toward Spain
as he claimed to be. 82
De Silva had a difficult time getting to know

the new French ambassador.

Some three months passed

before the two men met and talked.

From what De Silva

had hear, and from what he gleaned during this first
interview, the French ambassador was a good Catholic,
which pleased him very much.

During the £irst eight

months of De la Forest's mission, De Silva made only
one brief comment regarding the French ambassador's fear
of Philip 's journey to the Low Countries.

In February

De Silva related to Philip a conversation between him-

self and the French ambassador:
I understand, as I have already written,
that the French Ambassador here is out of all
-patience at your Majesty • s coming to Flanders,
and especially your coming in force, although
he expresses quite the contrary to me, and I
make every fitting demonstration of friendship
to him. I advise him frequently that I am
told the French heretics are carrying on active
communications with those of this country, and
82 cSPS, 1:554.

De Silva to Philip, 25 May 1565.
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that his King should take care not to trust
them as all their aim and design is to place
him in a difficult position from which it will
be hard for him to extricate himself ; separating him from his friends who could defend him,
and so to t~ce advantage of his need in order
to force him to do exactly as they wish.
The Ambassador thinks that there is not
much foundation for the statement so far as
regards these people, and tries to convince
me of the perfect harrnony that exists in
France; as if we did not understand everywhere
what is going on.83
De la Forest mentioned a few things about France

and Scotland when Mary Stuart's troubles increased, but,
all in all, he reported little to De Silva that the
Spanish ambassador felt worth relating to his king.
Generally speaking, the French ambassadors were not
valuable sources of information which is onl.y understandable, considering the tension existing between the
two countries.

What De Silva's correspondence does do,

however , is gi ve an interesting picture of the relationship between the ambassadors and their concern for
precedence.

De Silva did not mention any serious

precedence problems with the new ambassador .

Philip

was so concerned with precedence that when De Silva
was sent to Venice, Philip gathered all the possible
information he could on matters of precedence there.
83 Ibid ., 1:615.

84

De Silva to Philip, 3 February

1567.
84Archivo Docurnental Espanol, Ne gociaciones con
Francia , (Madrid: Real Academia de la Historia, 1 951)
16:187. Philip to Aiava, 1 5 September 1 568. Hereafter

cited as NCF.
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The Spanish ambassador received much information
from different Scottish envoys and ambassadors that was
of importance to Spain.

While Philip failed to give

De Silva instructions concerning a Scottish policy, the
ambassador, feeling a need for attention to these
affairs, involved himself deeply and did his best to
cause his king to become concerned about Scotland .

But

he was never able to induce much enthusiasm in Philip.
Lady Margaret Douglas, the wife of Matthew
Stewart, Earl of Lennox, was an English Catholic with
a distant claim to the English throne.

When Elizabeth

allowed Lady Margaret's son, Henry Stewart (Lord Darnl.ey)
to travel to Scotland to be with his father, Lady
Margaret became one of De Silva's principle contacts
regarding the progress of a rumored marriage between
Darnley and Mary Stuart .

Elizabeth had . Lady Margaret

imprisoned in the Tower of London when her son refused
to return to England .

Lady Margaret asl<:ed the

ambassador to use his influence to obtain her release.
Though De Silva did talk to Elizabeth, he failed to win
Lady Margaret ' s release, however, he recorded everything that Lady Margaret told him aoout her son in
Scot1and .
William Maitland, Lord Lethington, Mary Stuart' s
principal. secretary, was another important source of
Scottish information.

De Silva wanted very much to
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have Spain get involved in the marriage possibilities
of the Queen of Scotland.

If the queen were to marry

a Frenchman, the communications between Spain and the
Low Countries could be effectively halted by the French
powers, but if she married a Catholic, (especially
Darnley) the chances that she woul.d succeed to the
English throne and return that country to Catholicism
were greatly increased.

De Silva felt Darnley to be

an especially attractive prospect because he inherited
his mother ' s claims to the English throne.

The match

would, therefore, double the chance of having Catholic
ruler on the English throne.

In March 1565, Mary sent

a messenger to England to talk to the Spanish ambassador
and ask if Philip had given De Silva authority to make
promises about the marriage .

De Silva was perplexed;

he had received no such instructions from Philip, nor
h ad he heard anything about the matter since he
requested instructions in November of the previous
year .

The messenger insisted that -he would not return

to Scotland without an answer since Lethington was
awaiting his arrival prior to L_thington's departure
fo r England to deal with De Silva.

Though

De

Silva

told Mary's messenger truthfully that he had received
no such authority from Philip, the messenger remained
.
. d 85
unsatisfie.

1 565 .

85cDI , 89:87-88.

De

Silva to Philip, 24 March
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While the messenger was awaiting another reply,
De Silva received a letter from a worried Anthony
Perrenot, Cardinal de Granvelle ,

Granvelle wrote that

he wished there were less indifference in Spain about
Mary's marriage,

He could se.e grave consequences that

would occur if she married Charles IX, King of France,
86
' h h e be lieve
.
d to be a serious
.
·
wh 1c
poss1' b 1· 1 ity.
Granvelle's letter convinced De Silva of the need to
write to Mary and send a message with her envoy so that
Lethington would undertake his journey.

This he did,

hoping t o receive a letter of instructions from Philip
before Lethington arrived.

Unfort unately Lethington

arrived before any letter from Philip reached De Silva,
consequently De Silva acted of his own accord .

When he

found that Lethington was against any proposed union of
Archduke Charles and Mary, he immediatel y turned his
support to Darnley. 87 He reasoned that since any marriage with the a rchduke was unlikely, the Catholic
succession possibilities o f the other marriage would
definitely appeal to Philip.

Lethington continued to

meet with De Silva and they always discussed one
subject :

Mary' s marriage .

86 csPS, 1:412.

De Silva to Philip, 31 March

1565.

87 Ibid ,, 1:421-23.
April 1565,

De Silva to Philip, 26
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Other envoys from Scotland had similar interests
and goals.

For example, James Beaton, Bishop of

Glasgow, the Scottish ambassador to France, visited De
Silva to un1oad his frustrations after a meeting with
Queen Elizabeth on the subject of Mary's marriage.

He

asked De Silva if he had received any information from
Spain regarding Philip's policy .

De Silva had received

a dispatch that ve~y day, and assured Beaton that
Philip was willing to support the Darnley match if the
couple woul d carefull y fol l ow instructions from Spain.
This thrilled Beaton.

He told De Silva that Mary truly

wanted this promise of the Catholic King's help and
protection.

Beaton was personally willing to promise

that Mary would not deviate even a hair's breadth from
Philip's instructions.

De Silva cautioned Beaton that

Mary had to move very slowl y in order not to endanger
her claim to the English throne. 88 As it turned out,
neither Philip nor De Silva had much influence at all
on when and how Mary married Darnley.

They both wanted

her to proceed carefully in the matter in order to
avoid Elizabeth's rage, but Mary married Darn1ey in
haste just a little over a month after De Silva's talk
with Beaton.

__

88 cor , 89:131- 32.
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Meanwhile, De Silva had journeyed to the Low
Countries to represent Philip at the marriage of Marie,
daughter of Prince Edward of Portugal, and Alexander
Farnese , son of Margaret, Duchess of Parma.

He stayed in

the Netherlands for nearly two months, and in November met
Ya.xley i n a clandestine evening meeting to discuss the
affairs of Scotland .

YcL"<ley then headed for Antwerp to
91

pick up the money that Philip had promised Mary. disaster struck--Yax1ey's ship went down in a storm.

Then
De

Silva first heard that Yax1ey had drowned and all the money
had been lost.

Later Yaxley's body with all the money

still concealed on his person washed ashore, and the money
was confiscated by Thomas Percy, Earl of Northumberland,
92
who refused to relinquish it.
Thus ended the one and
only attempt of Philip to send financial aid to Mary duri ng ·
Don Diego's Mission.

He felt the loss of the money so

dearly that he requested that the ambassador use every
. 93
This proved to be an
1 ega1 means to recover it.
impossible task for the resident.
9 libid., 1:508 .

De Silva to Philip, 24 November

1565.

92 1bid., 1:546, 557. See also A. Francis Stewart,
ed., Memoirs of Sir James Melville, (London: George
Routledge and Sons, Ltd., 1929), p. 109, and Q§_ff_, 8 :36.
This letter from Thomas Smith, English ambassador in
France, to Sir William Cecil shows that the English were
aware that the money was for Mary .
93 coI, 89:359 . Philip to De Silva, 12 August
1566.
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De Silva also communicated with a Scottish envoy
named Sir Robert Melville .

Melville was in England to

urge Elizabeth to ease the imprisonment on Darnley's
mother, Lady Margaret Douglas.

He had not planned to

see De Silva, but Cecil told him that he certainly would
be amiss if he did not secure the Spanish ambassador's
help since he had more influence with the queen than
anyone else in matters conc.e rning Lady Margaret . 94
After the first visit, Melville returned to the ambassador each time he was in London.

He brought news of

Mary's confinement for childbirth, and other interesting
bits of information about his dealings with the English.
As matters became more complicated in Scotland, Melville
became an important source of information.

He went

into great detail about the Darnley murder. 95

All of

the information he communicated was about Scotland, and
some of it was of great interest to Philip.
James Stewart, Earl of Murray and the halfbrother to Mary, also supplied the ambassador with
information.

Murray was not well liked by his

half-sister after the Darnley murder ; since he sought
94csps, 1:532.

De Silva to Philip, 18 March

1566.
95 rbid., 11619-20.
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De Silva to Philip, 22
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the punishment of James Hepborn, Earl of Both-well, whom
he considered to be Darnley's murderer.

When things

got uncomfortable for him in Scotland, he traveled to
England where he told De Sil va that he believed Bothwell
had masterminded Darnley 's murder.

He also informed

the ambassador that Bothwell was obtaining a divorce
from his wife in order to be in a position to marry
Mary. 96

Before Murray returned to Scotland in August

1567, he talked for a long time with De Silva about the
state of a£fairs in Scotland.
De Silva wrote:

Of this conversation

"I expressed great attachment to him

and told him to t ake _g reat care of himself and be
cautious as he no doubt had. enemies, and with this he
opened out somewhat, saying that my good will towards
him prompted him to tell me something that he had not
even told this Queen, although she had given him many
remote hints upon the subject . 1197

96 CDI, 8 9:470 •

Murray then told De

.
. .
2 1 April
'
De Silva
to Philip,
1567. De Silva also heard from another unnamed source
the rumors that Mary would marry Bothwell . He wrote:
"The person who tel.ls me this says he has had the letter
in his own hands and has read it . He is a person of
credit, but it seems impossible ." See CSPS, 1:640. De
Silva to Philip, 10 May 1567 . See also ibid., 17 May
1567, where De Silva wrote: "A Catholic person who has
a close friendship and understanding with the brother of
the English Queen's agent in Scotland says that he is
sure the news about the marriage with Bothwell and the
other things against that Queen are not true." He thus
received contradictory information from two unnamed
sources.
97cSPS, 1: 664-65 . De Silva to Philip, 2 August

1567.
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Silva of the existence of the so-called Casket letters
which he felt proved beyond any doubt that Mary was an
accomplice to Bothwell in the murder of her husband .
The exchang_e s between Murray and De Silva ended when
the Scot returned home to assume the regency in behalf
of the infant, James Stuart, following Mary's forced
abdication.
Because De Silva was so interested in the possible marriage of Queen Elizabeth with Archduke Charles,
i t was only natural that the Austrian envoys would
gravitate to him.

The first such envoy was Adam

Zwetkovich, who Emperor Maximilian sent to England in
March 1565, ostensibly to return the insignia of the
Order of the Garter belonging to the dead emperor .

In

reality he came secretly to discover if Elizabeth was
willing to marry the archduke.

98

Zwetkavich arrived in London in May and immediately made contact with De Silva .

After a short time,

he wrote to Maximilian that the Engli sh were urging
Elizabeth to marry more than ever before.

He mentioned

the fo1 1owing reasons for the increased p ressure on the
queen:

the Spanish a mbassador was favorable toward the

marriage; Elizabeth held Philip in such high esteem; she

98 .
.
Victor Von Kl arwi· 1 1, Queen Elizabeth
and Some
Foreigners, {London: John Lane The Bodley Head Ltd.,
1928), pp . 205-07. Instructions from Maximilian to
Zwetkovich, 15 March 1565 .
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desired to maintain a good relationship with Spain. 99
When rumors wer e being spread around court that Philip
did not desire to see El izabeth marry the archduke,
Zwetkovich used De Silva to his advantage by having
him go to the English council to assure them that
Philip did indeed desire to see the marriage carried
out.

100

wrote:

Of his relationship with Zwetkovich, De Silva
"With regard to the Archduke's affair I have

proceeded in the way that I have continued to write to
your Majesty, showing the Emperor's envoy a ll possible
goodwi11, and to the people who help him the same, and
he appears now to be quite satisfied and communicates
frankly with me.

I have also contributed to this

confidence by giving him information of the way the
French Ambassador was trying to hinder his business, my
information being subsequently confirmed by his own
intimates. 101

This relationship continued during

Zwetkovich's stay in England.

When it seemed that

Elizabeth was losing interest in the affair, Zwetkovich
would go to De Silva for help .

Zwetkovich also supplied

the ambassador with the demands of both Engl and and
Austria .

99 rbid ., pp. 208- 210.
lOOibid., pp. 213-14. See also CSPS, De Silva
to Philip, 9 June 1565, 1:435-36.
--

__

101csPS , 1:439.
1565.

De Silva to Philip .

25 June
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Zwetkovich left London on August 14, 1565, and two
years later the emperor decided to send two more env oys.
These new envoys had a differ ent mission:
queen for aid against the Turk .

to asi( the

The English, being so

interested in the proposed marriage, incessantly quizzed
one of the envoys about the match, forcing him to turn
to De Silva for advice.

The ambassador advised him to

act without orders and discuss the subject of marriage
with Elizabeth .

De Silva also told him to send a

.
.
.
courier
to the emperor seeJnng
authority
to procee d . 102
The queen's abrupt refusal to give any aid whatsoever
to repel the Tur1{ hastened the departure of the two

envoys , ending the communication bet'l-;een the Spanish
ambassador and the Austrian envoys.

All the infor-

mation De Silva received concerned only the marriage
proposals.

Even so , with all Europe interested in

Elizabeth's marriage, Philip was pleased with the reports.
De Silva mentioned only a few of his other

sources of information by name .

One of those named was

the secretary of the former Spanish ambassador, Luis
Boman.

Roman had kept the l{ing informed since the

death of Quadr a .

Philip, realizing the secretary ' s

importance to the new ambassador, t old De Silva that

l0 2 CSPS, 1: 645 .
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Roman had in his care copies of all the important
treaties, and in order for De Silva to be successful and

be forewarned of any danger spots, Roman would thoroughly
explain the treaties to him.

Roman wouuld also aquaint

De Silva with the personalities at court and Quadra"s

sources of information.

He would also provide the new

ambassador with access to all of Quadra•s papers.

103

The first information that Don Diego received
from Roman was a letter concerning the appalling state
of Quadra•s finances .

The man's body was lying unburied

in England, and his creditors refused to allow the body
to be sent to Spain until they had received part of the
money he owed them.

-

So Roman explained the entire

situation and included a memo detailing the money that
the former ambassador owed to his creditors and even to
his own householct. 104
De Silva was not able to get all of Quadra's
.
d eath • 105
papers ; some h a d been burned at h is

The new

ambassador did not make much mention of Roman, but there
is no doubt that Roman was a very valuable asset to him

103cnr, 89 :7-8. Instructions from Philip to De
Silva, 19 January 1564.

l04 CSPS, 1:360-63. De Silva to Philip, 8 June
1564. It was many more months before Philip allowed the
money to 1::e sent to England . When i t arrived, some of
the creditors were paid and the body was secretly sailed
out of England.
lOSibid., 11378.

1564.

De Silva to Philip, 4 September
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during the first year of his mission.
to Spain in March 1565.

Roman returned

106

Another minor source of information was Benedict
Spinola, a representative a~ the Genoese bankers in
London, and Dudl.ey's friend.

In July 1564, he came to

the Spanish ambassador to discuss the commercial relations between England and the Low Countries.

De Silva

was reluctant to trust a man whom he did not know well,
consequently he supplied Spinola with only the information he wanted disseminated.

Bor example, he told

the banker that Philip was often on the verge of issuing
letters of marque and reprisal to his sailors in .
.
.
f or Englis
.
. h piracy.
.
107
re t a 1 iation

.
On anoth er occasion

Spinold told De Sil va that he considered the French
ambassador a bad man who flattered the queen, and who
would probabl y betray her.

108

Spinola also related that

he, other merchants, and some members of the council had
a financial interest in the slaving voyages of Sir John
.
109
Hawkins.

This kind of information mace the Spanish

ambassador very suspicious of English efforts to stop

106

rbid., 1;408.

De Silva to Philip, 17 March

1565.
107
Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:42-45 .
Margaret, Duchess of Parma, 2 July 1564 .

De Silva to

lOSCSPS, 1:414.

De Silva to Philip, 31 March

lOgCDI, 89:230 .

De Silva to Philip, 5 November

1565.
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piracy.

This is the type of information that Spinola

supplied the Spanish ambassador.

Then he became too

Protes tant for the Catholic ambassador, and De Silv a,
who always had a difficult time accepting anything
coming from heretics, as he called them, trusted him
no longer.
There were two Spanish subjects living in
England, one of which was especially important to De
Silva.

Phil ip instructed the new ambassador to make

contact with these two men when he arrived in London.
I am also pleased with Antonio de Guaras
and Luis de Paz, who reside in London, and I
understand that they have done all they could
in forwarding . my interests there as good subjects of mine. You will give them my letters
and thank them from me. I order them to keep
up their relations with you and to advise you
of the feelings of the people in England where
such adv.ice may be necessary for my service, as
they are experienced and wel l informed about
the country. You will take_advantagel~b their
knowledge as persons of entire trust.
De Silva mentioned only one time when he used
Antonio de Guaras.

He sent him to Dudley concerning

some minor questions of p recedence.

This is not to

say that he did not use him on many other occasions.
He used Luis de Paz ' s services much more.

De Silva

asked Paz secretly to discover the state of Flemish
businesses, on the pretense of delivering letters to
Cecil, Elizabeth and Dudley .

since the ambassador had

llOCSPS, 1:352. Instructions from Phili p to De
Silva, 19 January 1564,
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been waiting patiently for the English to set up a trade
conference at Bruges, he was disappointed to discover from
Paz that he would have to continue to wait. 111 Paz seemed
to be De Silva's main source in trying to discover what
he did not know, and in confirming gossip.

De Silva once

sent him to Scotland disguised as a merchant.

On another

occasion he instructed Paz to follow some Frenchmen to
Windsor in order to discover what business they had with
the queen.

He also sent him to the coast to disc over if

it was true that Francis Yaxley had been drowned .
confirmed the truth of the rumors.

Paz

On another occasion,

the Spanish ambassador sent him to Windsor to find out if
the Spanish insignia had indeed been replaced by the
French insignia (a matter of pride and honor for Spain):
Paz reported that it had been moved.

The ambassador in-

tended to send him to Scotland on the pretext of taking
care of his own personal affairs, but to secretly obtain
information on the Bothwell and Mary affairs.

Instead,

he decided that he would wait until the troubles quieted
down. 112 Paz was one of the Spanish ambassador ' s chief
diplomatic tools, and could have been the unnamed source
of much of the information De Silva supplied the king.

lllCDI, 89:34-35.

De Silva to Philip, 4 September

1564.

llZCSPS, 1:399, 472, 516, 523, 634.
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English Catholics were another source of information De Silva used .

He often used the following

criterion for judging the truthfulness of what a man
said:

Was he a good Catholic?

If so, the ambassador

unquestioningly accepted his word and forwarded i t to
Philip; but

if not, the ambassador was reluctant to

believe the information.

De Silva also generally re-

ported what interested him the most.

He received and

transmitted exaggerated reports of the growth of the
Cathol ic party in England.

He wanted Philip to believe

that the number of Catholics was growing by leaps and
bounds, and Catholics only needed a leader to assure
them victory.

The catholics were concerned about

succession to the English throne, and so they kept De
Sil va informed about successi on problems and possibilities.

They also kept him informed on the condition

of the Catholic bishops that Elizabeth's council had
imprisoned.

In one instance, he heard rumors that some

English Protestants were posing as Catholics in order to
spy on the Catholic par ty.

This made him extremely

cautious . in how he dealt with those unfamiliar
.

C a tholics.

113

The Catholics were the source of some

of the incorrect information that De Silva transmitted,

113 rbid., 1;393.

1564.

De Silva to Philip, 21 November
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because he accepted their word so readily that he failed
t o verify it.
De Silv a also received letters and correspondence from people outside of England, who provided him
with added useful information.

Those with whom he

corresponded most were Margaret, Duchess of Parma, and
Don Frances de Alava, the Spanish resident in France.
De Silva and Margaret corresponded on the average of
once each week while she was in power in the Low
Countries.

Their principal concerns were trade

relations between England and the Low Countries, t he
trade conference at Bruges, and piracy.

De Silva wrote

often to Al ava in France, in accordance with Philip's
instructions .

Both men were concerned about matters in

France and England and how they affected Spain .

Al ava

stated that he a lways advised De Silva about matters
pertaining to the King of France's suit for marriage
with E lizabeth .

114

De Silva also wrote to and received letters from

the Spanish ambassador in Austria concerning the archduke and Elizabeth match.

He received communication

from Cardinal Granvelle in the Low Countries, and
letters from Don Juan de Zuniga, the Spanish ambassador
in Rome, who complimented the ambassador in England on

114

NCF , 6:379.

Alava to Philip, 4 June 1565.
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his good work and expressed to him the Pope ' s
gratitude . 115
In summary , the Spanish ambassador seemed to ha ve
a complete network of sources of information .

He

certainly had many other sources than those he mentioned
by name .

Many times he quoted reliable, faithful,

trustworthy, knowledgeable , or dubious sources , but he
failed to include their names .

This was to maintain

security , since the ambassador's couriers were always
subject to attack .
115cnr , 97 :447 .
24 April 1568.

~.

J on Juan de Zuniga to De Sil va ,

CHAPTER 4
THE TRANSMISSION AND EVALUATION OF INFORMATION
Gathering information was only half of the
Spanish ambassador ' s important duty .

If the infor-

mation failed to reach the king ' s hands in Madrid, then
it was of little value to Spain.

So the t ransmission

of the information became critical to the Spanish
ambassador, and it incl uded both sending and receiving
correspondence.

Gener ally, De Silva used one of three
routes to the king i~ Madria. 11 6 The first route was
through the Low Countries overland to Spain.

In his

i nstructions to his new ambassador, Philip told De Silva
t o continue to keep Margaret, Duchess of Parma , fully
infor med about matters that concerned her after his
arrival in England .

He was also to send her copies of

all the letters written to the king.

This a llowed her

to give Philip her own opini on on English matters, and
also to instruct the Spanish ambassador if necessary.
Philip was concerned that Madrid was so much farther
116 For an excellent
·
book on the subject, see E.
John B. Allen, Post and Courier Service in the Diplomacy
of Early Modern Europe, (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff ,
1972), AJ.len has one chapter devoted to Spanish diplomatic couriers.
79
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away from England than Brussels that his instructions
would arrive too late to J:ie of value to the
ambassador. 117
A second route was from London to France and
then overland to Madrid .

De Silva used this route

often in keeping Alava informed, but the most popular
route , because of all the trouble in France, was from
London to Bilbao by sea and then overland to Madrid .
When Philip gave De Silva his written instructions , this
is one route that he suggested:

"If you have to send

me any despatch or other matter concerning my service by
sea you may remit it to my servant Juan Martinez de
Recalde who lives in Bilboa, and he will receive and
forward it with the despatch that you will inform him
is necessary. " 118
Information from De Silva to Margaret in the Low
Countries took from five to seven days to arrive, and
was usually sent by ordinary courier.

Often the

Spanish ambassador would write that he detained the
courier (whom he never named in his correspondence) in
order to finish a bit of important intelligence that he
wanted Mar garet to receive.

Well aware that danger

lurked along the courier route, he counseled Margaret:

117

csPS, 1 : 350. Instructions from Philip to ·o e
Silv a, 19 January 1564.
118
Ibid., p. 354 .
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"These matters, as in all others, require secrecy, as
you know , because this people could seize any courier.
We must always use the cipher in resolutions and
announcements."

119

De Sil va also understood some of the pitfalls
that awaited a courier to the Low Countries , and also
the danger of sending confidential messages through
the ordinary post .

He vrote that one certain courier

took a long time to reach London after leaving Flanders
because he was hel d up by a contrary wind that forced
him to wait to cross the channel.

Because he had some

infor mation be wanted to get to Margaret, he wrote by
way of the post, and therefore he could not write all
that he wished .

120

Weather was not the only problem

a courier faced when going to the Low Countries from
England.

The French hated Spanish couriers , as did many

of the Flemish.

Rebel uprisings in the Low Countries
.
.
121
also cause d great d isruptions.
The over land route through France was fraught
with even more dangers .

The servant of t.'1-ie Spanish

,,,

ambassador in France , Don Frances de Alava , was robbed

119Kervyn de Lettenhome, 4:87 .
Duchess of Parma , 19 August 1564 .
120

rbid., 4:96.

ber 1564.
121

Allen, P• 95 .

De Silva to the

De Sil va to Margaret, 4 Septem-
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of the Spanish general cipher .

Of this Philip wrote

the ambassador:
As regards the cipher they stole in France
from Don Frances de Alava's servant, as soon as
my sister heard of it she sent me a private
cipher informing me that she had sent you and
Don Frances several copies which was a very
good precaution to take, although directly I
received news of the robbery I ordered the
general cipher to be changed in accordance with
a copy thereof which I enclose with this. You
may write in this cipher to me or to the
Ministers whose names are written upon it as
also to Cardinals de Granvelle and Pacheco, to
whom copies have been sent. Advise receipt of
it as it will not be used in writing to you
until we know it has come to hand. It may be
well to mention that my annoyance about the
matter has been duly rnanifestea.122
Margaret had issued De Sil va a cipher, knowing
that Quadra had died before receiving the cipher she
sent him.

The English had a hand in the cipher robbery,

for in July, 1564 , Thomas Smith, the English resident
in France , wrote to William Cecil to ask whether the
stealing of the Spanish cipher had allowed them to discover what the Spanish plans were against the Huguenots
. F ranee . 123
1.n

This obviousl y meant that the English

were diligently trying to get their hands on any Spanish
correspqndence.

De Silva was certainly right in think-

ing that a courier was subject at any time to being
detained and robbed.
122cSPS, 7:l74.

Philip to De Silva, 6 August

123csPF, 7:174.

Smith to Cecil , 12 July 1564.

1564.
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An incident in which the French detained an
English courier on the route between London and Paris
happened near the end of De Silva's mission.

The

Venetian ambassador in France wrote that an E n glish
courier had been detained at Dieppe.

A packet of letters

in his possession was taken from him and sent to the
King of France .

After reading the contents, e1e French

king returned the papers to the courier at Dieppe.

The

French did not deny that this incident had happened,
but excused it on the ground that i t took place without
the consent of the king. 124

If this happened to the

English courier, it certainly could happen to Spanish
couriers.
In July 1568, while De Silva was still in
England, Frenchmen attacked and Jtilled a Spanish and
an English courier south of Poitiers, France.

After

opening their packets, the Frenchmen dumped the contents
out, allowing the wind to scatter the letters in the
nearby woods. 125

Because of such difficulties, De Silva

and Philip used mainly the sea route to Bilbao.
Racalde ·then forwarded the correspondence by way of the

124Great Britain, Public Record Office, Calendar
of State Papers, venetian, 1558-1580, (London: His
Majesty ' s Stationery Office, 1897 ) 7:394. 30 May 1567,
Giovanni correr, venetian Ambassador in France, to the
Signory . Hereafter cited as CSPV. See also £§1:§., 1:642.
125
A11en , p . 79- 80 .
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Spanish correo mayor to Madrid .

This route was usually

much safer than the over l and route through war - torn
France.
Thomas Challoner, the English resident ambassador in Spain used a combination of two routes .

He

ordered his courier , James Col dwell, to go by way of
post through France to London, and then return by sea

126
to Bi'lbao.

It was a ma tter

OI-

the saf es,
t
f as t es t ,

and cheapest way to get i nfor mation back and forth , but
these desirable characteristics were nearly always in
opposition to one another.

For example, when Philip

was concer ned about the repercussions that his actions
against John, Ma n woul d have in England, he sent a
special courier by sea in a smac k with special o r ders
to wait in the English port until receivi ng a reply
from De Silva and then to return to Spain in the same
smack.

He order ed De Sil va to dispatch the courier as

quic kly as possible.

127

Well over a month later , the

smac k sailed into London and the courier re layed the
message to the Spanish ambassador .

The delay was

caused by bad weather that had driv en the ship into an
Irish port . 128

Normal c9rrespondence took an average

126csPF, 7 :18 6 . Challoner ' s Instructions to
J a mes Col dwell , 8 August 1564 .

__

127
cSPS , 2:21. P hilip to De Sil va, 10 April 156 8.
2:31 . De Si lva to Phil ip, 14 May 1568 .
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of from twenty- five to thirty days between London and
Madrid.
The regularity of the dispatches ¥as important also.
De Silva averaged over a letter a week to Spain during
his entire four-year mission.

He also averaged almost

a

letter a week to the Low Countries, and A1ava, Philip's
resident in France, reported receiving several letters a
month from De Silva.

Thomas Challoner complained that he

received no mail, while at the same time packets of letters
were arriving from De Silva with g reat regularity.

In

September and October 1564, De Silva had written three
or four times, while for six months not a single ~etter
·

had arrived from England for Challoner.

129

Philip was not diligent in writing to his ambssa dor.

Since he felt that he had to personally read and

answer every piece of correspondence, he became innundated
with letters that he did not have time to answer .

At

times De Silva went for months without receiving a reply
to his letters.

But he was not alone, for Al.ava in France

did not receive a single letter from Philip for over
three months. 130 This lack of correspondence required t he
Spanish ambassador to make difficult decisions on his own,
which he usually did quite well .

__

129csPF , 7:212, 221.

El.izabeth.

Challoner to Cecil and
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With regard to ciphers, the Spanish ambassador
s upplied Francis Yaxley with a special cipher as he
journeyed back to Scotland so that they could communicate in secret.

He also supplied Mary Stuart in

Scotland with a special cipher for the same reason. 131
Yaxley drowned before he had a chance to use the cipher
a nd there is no evidence that Mary ever used, or even
received, De Silva's cipher.
Evidently, De Silva did an adequate job of transmitting information to Spain.

He never mentioned great

problems with the courier service.

Perhaps because

he mainly used the sea route, he seemed to have fewer
problems than others who did not have this route available to them.
well.

His letters seemed to get through very

Generally, when De Silva experienced something

first-hand, his reports to Philip were very accurate.
In this category of information was all of his dealings
-with Elizabeth and Cecil, including negotiations about
trade and piracy, and all of his eyewitness accounts
of the happenings at court.

But when he received

second-h~nd information, he forwarded much more
incorrect information.
How discriminating was De Silva?

He had a

personal set of criteria by which he judged the
131csPS, 1:560 .

De

Silva to Philip, 23 June 1566 .
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correctness of the information he received.
prejudiced against Frenchmen and Protestants.

He was
He felt

that information from a Frenchman was questionable and
could not be taken without further verification .

He

generally felt that information from Protestants was
useless, but inspite of this bias, he believed Elizabeth
and Cecil without question.

On the other hand, he spoke

of Flemish Protestants when he said :

"no noti ce should

be taken of the word of people who never tell the
truth ."132

He also felt that Englishmen were so fickle

t hat they could sel dom be believed, and that changes
were so frequent that it pained those who wished to
report the t;uth. 133

On another occasion, he again

expressed his anxiety -by writing:

"Their changeable-

ness and inconstency will cause me to write things that
will never happen, but the fault will not be mine or
.
134
my informants.
De Silva's great love for the Catholics caused
him to believe almost without question anything that a

~32 cDI, 89:480.
133

De Silv a to Philip, 17 May 1567.

csPS, 1:368. De Silva to Philip , 22 July 1564.

134

rbid ., 1:382. De Silva to Philip, 2 October
1564,
De Silva expressed this same fear in another
letter to Philip in November 1565:
"I always write in
fear about things that are not actually past as changes
are so continual, and I am grieved to communicate things
which do not happen, even though the fault be not mine. "
See ibid,, 1:505 .
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catholic told him.

But he even questioned some

Catholics on occasion.

For instance, although he heard

from those whom he considered to be well -informed and
trustworthy that Dudl ey was supporting the match between
Elizabeth and the archdul(e, he wrote:

"I have been

unable to confirm this in a way that allows me to assert
i t or to find other certain presumption of i t except
the good quarter whence I hear it and Robert's evident
leaning towards it. 0135

And on another occasion when

he actually did transmit false information supplied by
Catholics, he cautiously added that he would not consider the information factual until he had more
.
.
136
trustwor thy information.

Thus De Silva tended to l:e

somewhat discriminating which allowed him to transmit
much solid informa tion , but he did make some mistakes.
Interested in the state of the queen's finanaces ,
Philip instructed De Silva t o find o.ut how indebted to
Flemish bankers she was.

The ambassador went to wor k

and found a trustworthy source to supply the information,

He wrote that Elizabeth owed Flemish bankers

240,000 . crowns .

Later, in order to correct the false

informa tion, he wrote:

"The person who informed me

(al though he is in a position to know) ma de a mistake ,

135
cDI, 89:82 .
136
1565.

cSPS, 1 : 469 .

De Silva to Philip, 15 March 1565 .
De Silva to Philip , 27 August
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and has now sent to say that the sum is 370,000 crowns.
He obtained fresher information as new obligations have
been entered into.

11137

The false information did not

cause Philip any great problems, and it came only two
weeks before De Silva sent the correct i nformation.
The Englim were very interested in the outcome
of the journey of Lord Darnley to Scotland, ostensibly
to be with his father.

When Elizabeth realized how

many problems a match between Darnley and Mary Stuart
could create for her, she immediately opposed a marriage.
De Silva was very much in favor of a marriage which would

unite two strong claims to the throne, and in April 1565
he began reporting that the marriage had already taken
place .

138

At first he doubted the information, but after

hearing i t time and time again, he began to believe it .
In August he was able to report correctly that the
marriage actually had t~~en place the last of J uly .

139

This was not vital information to Spain, and it was
commonly believed throughout Europe u~at the marriage
had taken place muc h earlier than Jul y.

Even Charles

IX, King of France, had sent a note to Elizabeth one

137 rbid., 1:380 .
September 1564.
13 8

cDI, 89 :108 .

De Silva to Philip, 1 8
De Silva to Philip,

26 April

1565 .
139

1565 .

.
Ibid., p. 167 .

De Silva to Phil ip , 26 August
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month before the marri age , stating that he had heard of
the marriage and had given his approval, hoping that
140
Elizabeth would do the same .
De Silva wr ote that El izabeth had helped the
Scottish rebels by secret ly sending them two thousand
ducats in golct. 141

It is difficult to determine if

this f i gure was correct .

From further evidence it seems

that it was double the amount that was actually giv en.
Elizabeth sent three thousand ducats to Francis Russell
Bedfor d , Governor of Berwick, with orders that one
thousand of it was to go to James Stewart, Earl of
Murray. 142

Bedford later reported that he had given

the one thousand ducats to the l.eaders of the Lords of
the Congregation. 143

This might have been important

infor mation to Philip, f or i t was during this time that
he was considering sending aid to Mary Stuart.

It is

not known if De Silva ' s exaggeration would have had any
influence on the matter .

I t seems that the most impor-

tant information De Silva relayed was that El i zabeth
was indeed helping the Scottish Protestants.

140
1565.

141

__,
__,
csPF

7:399 .

Charles IX to El.izabeth , 30 June

CSPS

1 : 478 .

De Silva to Philip, 17 September

1565 .

142

csPF, 7:458.
tember 1565 .

143

r b i d., p. 473 .
September 156 5 .

Elizabeth to Bedford .
Bedford to Cecil , 28

1 2 Sep-
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De Silva reported incorrectly another incident
of minor significance.

When El izabeth found out that

Y:ary was seriously consider ing marrying Darnley , she
sent an envoy named John Thomworth to Scotland to stop
the marr iage.

De S i lva reported that Thomworth , unable

to see Mary, had seized an opportunity of joining the
Scottish rebels to fight against the monarchy. 144

The

ambassador was surprised when Thomwort..~ arrived in
London and explained the situation.

Since Thomwo rth

had not been able to negotiate with Mary , he requested
a passpor t to return to England.

He was given one , but

because i t ·was signed by both Darnley and Mary, he
refused to a c cept it.

~ihile attempting to leave

secretiy, he was detained by guards who would not let
him go further without acc epting the passport he had
originall y refused .

Upon receiving orders from England,

.
d h ome . 145
h e accept e d th
• e passport and Journeye

Th.is

small piece of fa l se information was corrected so quickly that it certainly had no adverse effect on Spanish
policy .
,De Silva also had trouble keeping straight the
progress of the fighting in Scotland between the
monarchy and the nobles.

He falsely reported that Mary

144c DI, 89 : 176-77.
August 1565.
l ~Sibid . , p . 1.78 -79.
September 156 5 •

De Silva to Philip, 27

De Silva to Phil ip, 3
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h ad captured and killed some of the rebels.
to correct this information, he wrote:

In ord er

"This was not

true , although I received the news from two persons,

both of whom I considered trustworthy, as they are
members of this Queen's Council and do not bear any
ill will to the other Queen.

Since then a stewar d of

the queen of Scotland, a Frenchman, has passed here on
h is way to France , and he assures me i t is not true. 11146
On this occasion he believed a Frenchman more than an
Englishman.

He was able to correct this small mistake

in less than two weeks, depending on the time the
couriers arrived in Madrid.
Of interest is the information about the strange
murders in Scotland that De Silva relayed to Spain.

In

March 1566 , David Rizzio, Mary Stuart ' s Piedrnontese
secretary , was murdered by being dragged from her
presence at the dinner table and stabbed to death.

De

Silva first wrote of the incident about nine days after
i t happened, rightly stating that Rizzio had been
147
murdered with Darnley's consent.
Shortly thereafter , the Spanish ambassador added the name of Frair
,
d
.
. 148
Black, t h e queens confessor, as a secon victim.

146csPS, 1:495,

De Silva to Philip , 22 October

1565 .
147 rbid,, 1:532.

De Silva to Philip, 1 !3 March

1566.
148

The Earl of Bedford and Thomas Randol ph, the
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He also included the rumor that these men had been
149
killed at night near Mary's chamber.
More information arrived before De Silva closed his letter .

He

added that Rizzio had been stabbed to death in a
gallery adjoining the queen's chamber, and that the
confessor had died the same night of natural causes .

1 50

De Silva rightly bel ieved the motive of the murder to

be Darnley's jealousy.

De Silva's information turned

out to be of little value to Spain .

Nevertheless ,

Philip needed such information to be kept well informed .
Darnley ' s murder was the next exciting event
of like caliber to be treated by the ambassador .

De

Silva first heard of the murder from Secretary Cecil
thirteen days after it happened .

He first believed

that both Darnley and a servant were found murdered
without a wound.

Then he reported that Darnl ey had

been very ill of smallpox prior to his murder, and had
been murdered in Edinburgh shortl y after a visit from

English envoy to Scotland , both ·wrote to Cecil on March
13 , stating that Black had also been slain . See CSPF ,
7:32.
149csPS, 1:534 . De Silva to Philip, 23 March
1566 . The French ambassador, De Faix , carried the
rumors even further . In a letter to Cecil he wrote
that he was horrified to hear that a "deformed and base
menial should be caught in the act of adultery with the
Queen and slain by her husband, who then should have
secretly deserted his friends . " See CSPF, 7 : 37 .
lSOibid . , p. 535.
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Mary. 151

James Melville arrived in England and supplied

many of the missing details of the story.

De Silva was

thus able to add to his story that Mary had visited
Darnley every day since his arrival in Edinburgh,
including the day of the murder .

On the night of the

murder, she had played games with him for three h ours,
and then at 2:00 a .m. his quarters were blown up .

The

next morning Darnley and a servant were found dead in
152
the garden without any apparent wounds.
It was immediately rumored around England that
Nary had had her husband murdered.

In Marc h De Silva

described placards being hung in Scotland blaming the
murder on Mary and her lover, James Hepburn, Earl of
Bothwe11 . 153

But it was not until Murray traveled to

England and spoke with De Silva about the existence of
the Casket letters that De Sil va felt convinced that
Mary and Bothwell were involved together in the
murder . 154

In this instance of reporting, the Spanish

ambassador was very nearly correct at first, but as he

l~lCDI, 89:441.

De Silva to Philip, 17 February

1567 .
1 52 rbid . , p. 443,

De Silva to Philip, 22 February

153 rbid,, p . 446 ,

De Silva to Philip, 1 March

1567 .
1567.
154csPS, 1:665 .
1567.

De Silva to Philip, 2 August
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gained more information, he was able to correct small
mistakes to keep Philip more accurately informed.
De Silva went on to report accurately ti.½e events
i n Scotland, and he seemed to have very trustworthy and
knowledgeable sources for that information.

There was

one event in which the English might have deceived him.
He seemed to be very gullible once someone had won h is
confidence.

Perhaps this is what Thomas Challoner, the

English resident in Spain, meant when he wrote:

''He is

a grave and a courteous man, much dissemblable to his
predecessor . " 155 The occasion occurred in regard to the
third slaving voyage of Sir John Hawkins and will be
discussed in much more detail l ater .

But the essence

of the matter was that the Spanish ambassador could see
that HaWk.ins was preparing for another voyage .

His

protestations to Elizabeth and Cecil elicited promises
that Hawkins would not illegally trade in the West
Indies .

De Silva, convinced of Elizabeth's sincerity,

felt sure that Ha'Wkins would not dare undertake another
slaving voyage to the Indies.
make the voyage.

Nevertheless, Hawkins di d

It is possible that Elizabeth and Cecil

had known all a long that Ha'Wkins would undertake a
slaving voyage, but had duped the Spanish ambassador
about the matter .
155csPF, 7;27 .
1564.

Challoner to Elizabeth, 22 January
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De Silva seems to have done a very adequate job
of forwarding accurate information to the king, alL~ough
he made some mistakes .

It is interesting to compare

his reports with reports on English and Scottish affairs
by the Venetian ambassador in France, Giavani Correr,
who was much less accurate than De Silva. 156 The
Spanish ambassador did have the advantage of being much
closer to the source of English events.

He included

what seems to be much trivial information that could
not have been of much use to Philip, but Philip never
seemed to complain.

Instead, he praised De Silva

.
h im
'
.
d • 157
for keeping
so well 1.nforme

.
Information
tha t

seems trivial and of no val.ue today, perhaps was of
great value ih the sixteenth century.

De Silva had an

interesting philosophy about sending information:

an

ambassador should include information about everything
including seemingly trivial matters, for these pieces
of information took on much greater significance when
158
amplif ied by information from all over the world.
He carried out this philosophy in his correspondence.
156

__

CSPV , 7:38 8 -390.

157cSPS, 1:404. Philip wrote: "I am highly
satisfied with your care, diligence and tact." Later he
added: "I have been pleased to see the fu11 detail with
which you report_ affairs to me.
See ibid., p. 432.
There are many other like references .
158Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4 :102 . De Silva to
Margaret, 9 September 1564.
0

CHAPTER 5

DE SILVA AND ELIZABE1'HAN PIRACY
English piracy and privateering existed in the
Atlantic Ocean and English Channel long before the reign
of Queen Elizabeth.

The difference between piracy ,

privateering, and semi- official enterprises of the sea
was small.

A privateer had a legal commission, which

tool~ the form of a formal declara tion of war , letters
of marque , passports, or instructions, from a recognized
authority to take action against a designated enemy.

He

could either sell letters of marque to others, or they
could become part of his estate to be passed on at his
death; but as long as he had a legal commission, he
could depend on i t on legal grounds for defense if he
were ever brought to court,

A pirate, on the other

hand, had no such commission, but roamed the seas attacking any likely victim .

Semi- official enterprises were

national undertakings in which the queen's interest was
a major one, though her financial interest might be
sma11. 1 59

159
Kenneth R. Andrews , Elizabethan Privateering,
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press , 1964), pp. 4 - 5.
See also Fer nand Braudel , The Mediterranean and the
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Privateers were not extremely careful in choosing their victims and, in many cases , they became no
more than pirates .

And many times pira tes who roved

the English Channel were called into the service of the
crown.

For example, the Carews, Kill i grews , Trernaynes ,

Strangways , Throclanortons, Horseys , and Cobhams, examples of men belonging to some of the best families in
England, were Channel rovers during the reign of Mary
.
160
Tudor and captains in El izabe th's navy. Therefore ,
the differnece between pirates and privateers was one
of point-of- view, for what Philip might call piracy,
Elizabeth called privateering.
Piracy took place principally in the Engli s h
Channel and along the Atlantic Coast.

Spain' s great

commercial. interest in the rich cities of the Low
Countries made easy access to them a necessity .

The

sea route from Spain to the Nether l ands through the
English Channel was much easier , faster , and safer than
the overland route.

Therefore , because Spain used the

Mediterranean World in the Age of Phillip II , 2 Vols .,
TNew YorJ<: : Harper and Row, Publishers , 1973) , 2 : 866 .
Andrews asserts that privateering was beneficial to the
English economy. He a lso puts privateering into its
proper context of the war with Spain and the economics
and social life of late Elizabethian Engl and .

1 60 James Anthony Froude, History of Engl and , 12
Vols., (New YorJ< : Charles Scribner and Company, 1871),
8 :448 . For a more up- to- date view of the complicity of
the English nobility in piracy, see David Matthew,
"Cornish and Welsh Pirates in the Reign of Queen
Elizabeth , "English Historical Review, 39 (1924): 337-48 .
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sea route almost exclusively, pirates made the channel
their chief hunting grounds.

The rivers and bays of

France , England , and Irel and became ideal places of
refuge for pirates .

An open sea attack on Spain by

England "Would have led to all-out war , which neither
Philip nor Elizabeth desired, but piracy allowed England
to obtain substantial profits and to weaken its Cathol ic
competitor; at the same time, Elizabeth and her council
.
. ,
d.
.
coul d easily
officially
isavow pirates
. 161

Thus

England obtained profit without overt war.
The extent of piracy during Elizabeth's reign
is d ifficult to determine.

Thomas Chaloner, the Engl ish

resident ambassador at Madrid, estimated - that in 1564
over four hundred English privateers commanded from
25,000 to 30,000 sailors and soldiers.

162

The Venetian

ambassador in France estimated in 1563 that thousands
of acts of piracy were committed in the seas around
Flanders, France add England . 163 In 1559, Philip showed
161 John Lynch, Spain Under the Habsburgs, 2 Vols.,
(New York : Oxford University Press , 1964), 1:292.
Lynch felt that Elizabeth used piracy to her advantage.
He also felt that Philip 's failure to be tough in regard
to piracy allowed piracy to continue . Philip was too
anxious to avoid offending Elizabeth.
162 csPF , 7 : 150 . Challoner to Elizabeth , 9 June
1564 . He did not reveal the source of his figures , and
they must be accepted cautiously.
163

CSPV, 7 :370. Marc Antonio Barbaro , Venetian
Ambassador1r1France~ to the Signory . . 18 November 1563.
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his concern in a letter to his resi dent in England , the
Count of Feria, by writing that the English pirates had
.
164
stolen from many Spanish subjects.

Although we

cannot determine the exact amount of piracy, this
evidence leads to the conclusion that th::=re was sufficient piracy to be very detrimental to trade between
Spain and the Low Countries.

Piracy had existed long

before De Silva arrived in London.

In 1559, Philip had

sought the capture of two pirates, Henry Strangways and
William Wilfora. 165
;'

,,,.

Philip's first resident in England,

I

t

t

Gomez Suarez de Figueroa, Count of Feria, had failed to
get them captured; his replacement, Don Alvaro de la
Quadra, pushed the matter further .

Quadra reported that

in June 1559, Elizabeth had outfitted certain ships to
.
166
capture these pirates.

But the ambassador soon

became discouraged and felt that it was useless for him
to continue his suit, for Strangways and Wilford were
pirates, and as pirates they were not under the control
of the council as privateers would have been .

Further-

more, Edwa rd Fiennes de Clinton, the En glish admiral,
and his _compari..ions were g reedy.

164csPS, 1:24-25.
28 January 1559 .

Even after capturing

Philip to the Count of Feria ,

165 rbid., pp. 61, 63, 65 .
166 rbid . , 1:79.

Quadra to Phili p , 27 June 1559.
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the pirates, the Spanish ambassador saw it was impossible
t o obtain redress, for the admiral and his companions
167
d ivided the spoils between themselves.
Before De Silva arrived in England, E lizabeth
and the council had taken some action against pirates.
They not only sent out ships in 1559 to capture
Strangways and Wilford, but on July 30, 1564, they also
sent a directiv e to Lord Admiral Clinton to outfit four
.
1 68
moreshi ps to clear the ch annel of pirates.

An d on

July 21, 1561, Elizabeth issued a proclamation prohibit.
.
.
. 169
.
...
ing acts of piracy against Spain.
Again on rebruary
B, 1563, she issued a proclamation ordering the arrest
of any English subjects aiding French pirates who plun. h . s h'ips. 170
d ered Sparus

This shows that Elizabeth was

wi lling to take some action against piracy, but it
remains to be seen how the new Spanish ambassador fared
in his quest to put a halt to the annoying and harmful
p ractice.

167 Ibi.d . , l: 92 .
168 cSPD, 1:203.
3 0 Jul y 1562.

18 August 1559
Elizabeth to Lord Admiral Clynton,

169 Paul L. Hughes and James F. Larl~in, eds , ,
Tudor Royal Proclamations, 3 Vols,, ( New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1969), 2:171,
170 rbid., p. 208. See also CSPD, 1:219.
Keyllwey to Cecil. 10 February 1563 .

Sir Wm .
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In January 1564, Philip included the following
vital information about piracy in his instructions to
De

Silva:
You will have seen by the letters which
have been shown you here from Luis Roman, Secretary of the late bishop Quadra, who has been
and is conducting affairs in England since the
death of his master, the great injury, damage
and depredations which the English continue
daily to commit on the seas against our subjects
both Spanish and Flemish, and the fruitlessness
of all the efforts and remonstrances made in my
name and at the instance of my sister, begging
that Queen to redress these wrongs notwithstanding the numerous promises given by her that
she would do so •
••• In accordance with this information and
the instructions you may receive from my sister
you will address the queen of England and her
Council a very vigorous representation on my
behalf asking them to take such steps as will
provide redress to those of my subjects who have
been plundered in the past and will ensure the
safety of navigation for the future, and that
the English shall cease this course of robbery
and violence so alien to the peace and friendship that exist between them and us. You must
not let this business out of your hand nor allow
yourself to be put off with any sort of excuse
that they may vish to palm upon you, until you
yourself are convinced that the matter has been
duly attended to and remedied as justice deman
and you will give me ful.1 information of the
steps they may take with this object. 171

With these and other instructions, De Silva commenced his
four years as resident ambassador in England , during
which time two of his responsibilities were stopping
English piracy and obtaining redress.
The queen was gracious in her reception of De
Silva, who apparently used much more tact and skill in
171 csPS, 1;349-5,
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negotiating than his predecessor Quadra.

He always

worried about seeming overanxious about a matter, for
he felt that it allowed the English an advantage, so he
took his time to bring up the subject of piracy with
Elizabeth.

Although Elizabeth· received De Silva for the

first time on June 22 , 1564, it was not until over a month
later, on July 24, that he brought up this delicate
sub jec t.

In his July audience he begged her to adopt

measures to prevent the sail ing of armed ships in
peacetime .

The ambassador had also heard rumors of a

voyage of Sir John Hawkins, worn Philip viewed as a
pirate, a .nd pleaded with the queen to require security
from Hawkins to the effect that he would not plunder
Spanish ships.

Elizabeth replied that she would do as

De Silva asked on all these points, and he was determined

.
h
.
172
to see thats h e carried out er promises .
It seems that Elizabeth was not serious in her
promises .

She felt the pressure that Philip had applied

by capturing her ships and sailors in Spain; and she

probably felt the need to make some show of good faith .
But the promises meant little.

Nevertheless, she did

issue a procl amation dated July 31, 1564 , ordering her
subjects to keep peace on the seas by arresting English

172

1564.

CDI , 89:371.

De Silva to Philip, 31 J uly
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pirates. 173

Her proclamation stated that because the

war with France had ended, all ships armed for war were
to return to be disarmed, but stipulated that those who
had already given sufficient surety not to plunder any
subject of kings and princes at peace with the queen
were exempt from this command .

This proclamation

actually a llowed her to keep her privateers active in
the piracy business.

'111.e proclamation went on to say

that no ships were to leave port henceforth without
giving sufficient surety to the Court of the Admiralty
or to the principal officers of the ports that they
would not plunder Spanish ships.

Well lcnows merchants

and ·commissioned pirate hunters were exempt from this
command .

Was this another way out for Elizabeth?

The

proclamation further stated that no one was to help
pirates with food , money, clothes, etc ., retain stolen
goods , sell or disperse abroad any pirate's p lunder.
The proclamation sounded good, but there is no
evidence that the queen was serious about its enforcement.

Ships were outfitted and dispatched in October

with commissions as pirate hunters, but they had ver y
limited success .

There seems to be no records of cap-

tains giving security that they ,~uld not plunder Spanish
ships or of ships returning to disarm, or of c onvicted

173Hughes and Larkin, 2:253 - 55 .
1 : 242, and CSPS , 1:373.

See also CSPD,
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accomplices during this time .

It seems that the queen

was simply satisfying a Spanish ambassador with vain
promises .
Despite the queen's outward show of good faith,
De Sil va felt only limited success because of two
p roblems that he observed:

English judges were very

reluctant to prosecute English pirates, and fa lse
witnesses made it even more difficult for the judges
to condemn their mm countrymen.

De Silva warned

Elizabeth that Philip ' s subjects had sought letters of
marque and reprisal against the English, but the king
had hesitated because he did not want a11:..out war with
England.

De Silva warned the queen that if she

hesitated too much, Philip would be forced to issue
such letters . 174 De Silva felt that her royal highness
had done well by issuing the July proclamation, but he
still doubted that she would gr ant all of his requests
and send out ships piloted by trustworthy men to clear
the seas of pirates. 175 So perhaps Elizabeth had not
deceived him as much as she desired .

He was certainly

ready tq stick with the matter of piracy until the king
was satisfied .

174cSPS , 1: 373,

De Silva to Philip, 7 August
1564 . See also Lettenhove, 4 : 45. De Silva to Margaret,
2 July 1564, De Silva used this threat i~mediately
after arriving in England . It seemed a good one to him .
175Ibid .
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It was difficult for De Silva to obtai n the
redress he sought.

To do this, he had to go through

the Admiralty court , and he mistakenly supposed that
the queen had appointed commissioners from that court
176
. d ge and settle piracy
.
to JU
cases.

An d h e also heard

t...-iat the commissioners would not hear any of his cases
until after the last of September.

He did not want to

wait that long, so he had the queen refer the cases to
a Dr . Valentine Dale , the same man she had sent earlier
to negotiate with the duchess of Parma in Flanders.
De Silv a had confidence in this man , and felt that he
woul d meet with some success.

Nevertheless, he des -

paired of much success in the matter , since most
pirates were simply poor rogues who quicJcly spent all
t..~ey had stolen .

The English hesitated to bring pirates

to trial at great expense and trouble, only to d iscover
the pirates ' inability to pay back what they had stolen.
Victims of these pirates would also lose hope of obtaini ng redress througb the courts, so they would settle out
of court to get at l east some redress .

Though somewhat

discouraged by these proceedings, the Spanish ambassador
v owed to continue his re lentless pleadings before the
~

. is
. h cour t • 177
cngl

De Silva coul d easily tell

that this

176 cDI, 89 :29. De Silva to Philip, 28 ~.u9ust
1564. Actuallv the commissioners were not appointee
unti l November: See CSPD , •l:246,

177

Ibid.
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matter was a very complicated one, but he hoped to be
partially successful in the difficult busi ness .
On September 18, 1564, Elizabeth deci ded to send
out a ~orce to capture p irates in the English Channe l
along the coasts of Devonshire and Cornwall.

De Silva

was pleased with her apparent determination to punish
these pirates , who annoyed her by their continual
.
178
d epred at1ons.

But ne1. ther h er annoyance nor t h e

Spanish ambassador ' s p l eadings were the only forces
that moved the queen to action.

Philip still had

English sailors in prison in Spain.

England had a l so

been hurt earlier because of the depredations of French
privateers , and if the English kept attacJ~ing French
.
.
179
ships , the French ·were l1Jcely to retaliate.

English

pirates could not always be counted on to avoid attack ing English ships.

On September 29, 1564, the queen

ordered Sir Peter Carew, a captain in her service,
immediatel y to outfit two vessels to clear the coasts

17 8 rbid ., 1:379 . De Silva to Philip, 18
September 1564 .
179 one of the reasons mentioned in English documents concerning peace with France was to prevent the
issuing of lette rs of marque and reprisal that led to
such serious consequences. See CSPD, 1 : 75. Reasons for
a Peace with F rance , 10 J,:arch 1 5 ~ 1: 80 . Articles of
the General Peace between England and France, 1 6 March
1564, and 1: 122, Elizabeth to T'nrockmorton . The French
were cons tantl y complaining of English depredations .
See ibid . , 1;203, 211, 214 , 222 .
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. t
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of Devonshire and Cornwall of pira es.

S he g ave

h i m authority to act according to his o wn d ispos i t icr.
and provid ed him ships with food , b ut no pay , since h e
and his men were to get their pay from captured
bot
0 y.

1 81

Carew set sail in October 1564, and by April

17, 1565, he was able to report his proceedings to the
. 182
council.

·
He had captured one ship
f rom the pirate

Thomas S tukley , but all other pirates had escaped his
grasp.

This does not seem li},;.e a very successful

v enture.
The Spanish ambassador still pushed for a commission from the Admiralty court to process his suits
for redress.

On November 6, he requested that the

English appoint a commission to try the cause of
merchants robbed of their goods .

He desired that from

the decision of this commission there be no appeal.
His other suggestions included that the judges sit for
three weeks in session, that a reasonable time be g iven
£or the collection of evi dence , and that after the
session started no adjournment be allowed .

He desired

that the' decisions of the commission be enforced by
letters from the Prbry Council , with fines for those

180 rbid. , 1:245 .
September 1564.
181 Froude , 8:474.

182

~

, l; 251.

Elizabeth to Carew, 29
See also CSPD, 1 : 245- 46 .
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p irates who were convicted but who refused to pay.

Not

only pirates , but also their abettors were to be punished.

Officers who refused to carry out the decisions

. h d 183
of the court were to be punis
e .

. was quite
.
This
a

series of requests, and there is no evidence that the
queen granted De Silva his desire.

But she did appoint

special commissioners two days later.

These commission-

ers included Dr . David Lewis, Judge of the Admiralty
Court , Dr. Robert i·ieston, Dean of Arches , and others .

184

Still there is little evidence that this commission did what the ambassador desired it to do.
Eighteen months later the queen appointed another
commission to prosecute pirates.

It is not know if

this commission had any connection with the former
commission, but the second commission d i d achieve results.
The commission, appointed on May 28 , 1566 , made a report
in December 1566 . 185

The report is very interesting in

183 csPF, 7:239 . Requests of the Spanish
Ambassador, 6 No v ember 1564.
184csPF, 1:246 , Elizabeth to Dr. David Lewis,
Judge of the Admiralty Court, Dr. Robert Heston, Dean of
~..rches , and others , Constituting them Commissioners to
enquire into complaints of Piratical Depredations commit ted at sea on the subjects of the kin£ of Spain.
1 85

csPD, 6:8. Patent constituting Francis
Chamberlain, Captain, Thomas Compton, baliff, John Aster,
Dean of Guernsev, and others commissioners for the trial
of Owen Do-win, Anthony Anderson, Jermi Johnson, and 14
others accused of piracies, and committed to custody in
the Island of Guernsey, with power of life and death .
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light of De Silva's desire that pirates suffer exemplary
:punishments .
By virtue of our commission, 28 May 1566 ,
we have made inquisition of piracies committed by
Owen Dowin, Anthony Anderson , and others, who
have confessed that in the John of Sandwich,
belonging to Thos. Bower , merchant of London,
under goverr.Jnent of Cpt . Heidon and Rich. Deigle ,
they spoiled ships in the north and on the coasts
of Spain , took a Flemish hulk laden with wines ,
and by help of Lord Sullivan, resisted ships to
take them. Being forced into Al d erney by a
lealt, Heiden, Deigle and others escaped . He
exainined the rest 11 July last and wrote y ou,
requesting favour; but as you wished the most
culpable to be executed, on 23 November we called
before us Rich. Hitchins , whose past life showed
him whol ly given to piracy, and the same day he
was executed at low- water mark, near St . .Martin' s
point , where, for example, he remains in chains
The rest are too poor I~ther further to sue for
mercy, o r put in bail . . 6
.
This en1ightening report serves to confirm De Silva's
idea that i t was difficult to punish the extremely poor
pirat~s.

It also lends credence t o his belief that the

E nglish punished only the lowly sailors and left the
captains alone, thus limiting the effect of ther

.

punishment .

187

186Ibid,, 6 : 23 .
187
Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:269 . De Silva to
?vi:argaret , 11 February 1566. De Silva related that
Elizabeth told him of the many pirates that she had al ready executed. When he heard this, the Spanish
ambassador replied that the poor , lowly sailors were not
the ones who needed to be hung , but the captains needed
the punishment. Elizabeth said that the victims defeated
their own cause by coming to terms with the captains before they could be hung .
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Thomas Stukley was one of the pirates who greatly
concerned De Sil va curing the first part of De Silva's
mission, but Stulcley later proved to be only a minor
problem .

He was a younger son of Sir Lewis Stuk.ley of

Devonshire , who had been an adherent of the Protector
Somerset .

When the Nyatt Rebellion broke out in 1554,

Thomas Stuk:ley sided with Sir Thomas i,:yatt against Mary.
After Nyatt ·was executed , and Stulcley was compelled to
leave England, he joined Peter Carew and the Killegrews
(at that time notable privateers), bought a vessel, and
made his first attempts at piracy .

During Mary's reign

he was arrested for piracy and imprisoned, but she par doned him because of the pleadings of his £riends.
Later he outfitted a small squadron and obtained permission from Elizabeth to colonize Florida, but instead
of going to Florida, he went to Ireland and continued
his piracy.

He contrived to make the Spanish ambassadQrs

believe him to be a person of great influence in Ireland,
a faithfu1 and devoted Catholic who was loyal to Mary
Stuart and to Spain.

He declared that his influence

would easily assure a Catholic victory in Ireland.

He

convinced Philip of his sinceri ty and ability to the
extent that Philip received him, Jcnighted him, loaded
him with presents, and gave him a palace in Madrid with
a splended allowance for his expenses.
invasion of Ireland ended in failure .

Strucley ' s first
In 1578, he

112
planned a second attack on Ireland with papal aid, but
upon his arrival in Portugal, he and his men were
d iverted to Africa on a wild crusade with the young king
of Portugal .

Stukley died after having both legs shot

off in the battl e of Alcazar.

188

Stuk.ley was engaged in piracy in the English
Channel in December 1 564 when Elizabeth commissioned his
old acquaintance , Sir Peter Carew, to capture him and
other pirates .

Stuk.l ey was crafty enough to disguise

himsel f as a merchant to allow himself greater security.
Because he based his operations in Ireland, De S i lva
proposed to have the q ueen adopt measures allowing the
English to capture the pirate there.

The English were

successful in c apturing Stuk.l ey in Ireland in ?-!arch
1565 . 1 89

After Stuk.ley v-ras held there for some weeks,

De Silva pressed for his removal to England for trial,

which Elizabeth promised to do in July, and by Jul y 13,
Stukl ey was in Englanct.

190

StuJtley claimed he was

1 88 Froude, 10 : 524- 29 . See also J . E . Neale , Queen
.Sl izabeth, ( New York : Harcourt, Brace and Co . , 1934) ,
p . 245 .
189CS PS , 1: 397 . De Silva
.
'
to Ph'ilip,
4 Decembe r
1564 . See also Great Britain, Public Record Office ,
Calendar of State Papers, Ireland, (London: Lon9Itlan,
Green Longman, and Roberts, 1 360) , 1:258. Thomas
Stukley to Cecil, 22 April 1565 . He reafter cited as
CSPI , Stukley certainly had a friend in Shane 0 ' Neill
of Ireland , who wrote to Elizabeth, Cecil , and Dudley
requesting that they pard on him . See ibid., p. 263 .
190 Ioi
, . d ., 1: 4L1.1.
l : 264 .

2 5 June 1564 .

See also CSPI ,
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innocent of any crime against Spain because he had only
robbed French ships in a Low Country port but had not
touched anything belonging to Spain .

De Silva was will.-

ing to admit that Stukley bad not robbed Spanish ships
nor injured Spanish subjects, but he had taken Portuguese
property while robbing the two French ships.

De Silva

felt the case was important to Philip because of the
.
d angerous preced ent 1.t
set . 191

S till,
,
d esp1.te
.
t he

ambassador ' s wishes , charges .-..ere not sufficient to con.
. h out punis
. hment . 192
v i.ct
Stukley and he was release d wit

One more short interview ended the communication
between Stukley and De Silva, and this interview was
nothing more than a reaffirmation by Stukley of his g reat
desires to serve Philip.

Had the Spanish ambassador been

successful in effectively stopping the depredations of
a pirate in this case?

It is not clear that Stulcley did

much harm to Spain in the first p l ace , but his bad
exampl e caused De Silva to want to squelch his enterprises.

The pleadings of the ambassador did influence

Elizabeth to have him captured in Ireland, but his
capture ended in nothing, £or he was never punished.

De

Silva never mentioned his return to piracy after his

191

cDI , 89 :144 .

De Silva to Philip, 13 July

1565.
192

Ibid., 89 : 205 .

1:278, 287.

8 October 1565 .

See also CSPI,
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release from this first imprisonment, but that coes not
mean that he gave up piracy altogether .

:mat did happen

was that he returned to Ireland , and , seeing an opportunity to get a piece of the pie there, he threw himse l f
upon the king of Spain as a humbl e servant awaiting the
opportunity to conquer Ireland f or Spain.

His attempts

to bring Ire l and under Spanish control c ame to naught.
It seems that the whole affair was a case of overreaction by the Spanish ambassador .

StUkley never was

that much of a menace to Spain, and when De Silva dis covered this, he quietly backed away from the affair.
His influence was fe l t

in getting the man arrested, but

he failed because he made too much of a minor affair .
Thomas Cobham, another pirate with whom the
Spanish had to deal , was a brother to Hilliam BrooJ<:e ,
Lord Cobham, Lord i'iarden of the Cinque Ports , a
pro- Spanish privy counsel or .

Shortly before De Silva

arrived in London, Luis Roman , Quadra's secretary in
charge of Spanish affairs i n En gland between Quadra ' s
death and De Silva ' s arrival , compl ained to Elizabeth
that in 1 564 Cobham h a d attacked a Spanish ship on its

. . 193
way from F land ers to S pain

.
At t h e time
of t he

attack, De Silva was journeying to the Low Countries to
receive information and instructions from Margaret of

193 csPs, 1 : 354 .
1564.

Luis Roman to Elizabeth, February
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Parma .

In her specific instructions concerning the Low

Countries, Margaret charged the new ambassador to urge
t he queen to capture Cobham and cas tiga t e him .

Elizabeth

had previously promised Margaret that the pirate would
receive an exemplary punishment when he was caught.
Because Cobham had been sighted in England shortly a£ter
Elizabeth had made this promise, De Silva k new that he
194
had to do much to encourage her to keep her word .
·
And at the same time, Margaret considered Cobharn•s
19 5
p rosecution as a test of English good faith .
Philip's new resident arrived in E ngland and
waited for a chance to put pressure on Elizabeth .

The

ambassador d id approach her, and on J uly 21, 1564, in
part because of De Silva ' s urging, she issued a p roclamation ordering the arrest of Cobham .

The proclama.tion

g ave anyone permission to capture him , or any of his
a ccomplices, by sea or by land; and prohibited anyone
from offering him any kind of help , on the threat of
·
·d
,
.
196
be 1.ng cons1. ered accessories to piracy .

. h t montns
.
Eig

~ 94 Ibid., 1:359 . Summary of Instructions to De
Silva from Margaret of Parma, 11 June 1564.

19 5Hughes and Lark in, 2:252.
196 Ibid.
. , This
. was not t h e f irst
·
·
that
time
Elizabeth had issued orders to take Col:ham. On March
2 7, 1564, a circular l etter was sent to the officers
of t h e ports along the south and west coasts of Ireland
commanding them to apprehend Cobham . CSPI, 1: 233.
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later, the English captured Cobham and lock ed him in the
t ower . 197

De Silva's role in this event was related by

t he English ambassador in France, Thomas Smith, who
felt that the Engl ish had taken this action specifical ly
. h ambassa d or. 198
at the req uest of the Spanis

.
De Silva

now pressed El izabeth to ful fi l her promise by making
Cobham suffer exempl a r y punishment .

This she promised

him she would do despite the pl eadings of his highranking relatives who begged to have him releasect .

199

Cobham was tried for the first time in July,
1565 , in the Admiral ty court by a jury of twelve men,

who found him not guilty.

In the sixteenth century,

jurors were str i ctly c o ntrolled , for if they de l ivered
what the judge c onsi der ed to be a perver se verdict , they
could be fined and imprisoned , and this case was no
.
200
exception.

.
.
·
Since
the Judge
of the Admiral
ty sus-

pected that the jur ors were biased and had been bribed,
he watched them closel y ; and when they produc ed what he
considered the wrong ve r dict , he refused to release tl',e

__
__,
__,

197
'
cSPS , 1: 414 .

De Silva to Phil ip, 31 March 1565.

l98CDI

De

1 99

cSPF

89 : 131 .
7 : 350 .

Silva to Philip, 25 June 1565.

Smith to Cecil , 2 ,t,.~ay 1565 .

200 George W. Keeton, English Law:

The Judicial
Contribution, ( Newton Abbot: David and Charles , 1 974),
p . 319. Keeton ' s book is a very clearly written concise
summary of the history of English law.
He is very upto-date and quotes from the standard work s Holdsworth
and Marsdere.

11 7
pi rate and had the jury indicted £or false judgment .
'The Spanish ambassador then made certain that Elizabeth
,vas well aware of all the ramifications of the trial,
and tried to get her to punish the jurors and re-submit
Cobham ' s case to another jury.

De Silva reported that

the jurors were brought before another jury, tried for
false judgment, found guilty, fined, and then "put in
· ory
_,th
_ e pill

· h papers stuclc on tnem
,
·
.
,,201
lilce
a cuirass.

w1. t

Cobham was then tried again, this time by a new
jury of twenty- four , but he refused to plead to the jury,
or " put himself upon his country," and was sentenced to
peine forte et dure, used by the Engl ish after the
abolishme nt of the ordeal in the thirteenth century,
because they were of bad repute and suspected that the
jury would condemn them on that g round .

Rather

than

take the chance of being convicted by a j ury a nd executed
for their crimes and thus losing all their property to
the state, they refused to plead.

If they died under

peine forte et dure, they were technically unconvicted,
and their families were not reduced to destitution by
the for~eiture of all

ZOlCSPS , 1:449.

their goods .

202

De Sil va to Philip, 13 July 1565 .

202 Keeton , p . 319 . See a l so Edward JenJ~s , !2:
Short History of English Law, (Boston: Little, Brown
and Co. , 1922) . An old but valuable source of case
studies and l aws. J enks points out that the peine f orte
et <lure existed until the year 1772 .
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Cobham was then sentenced to t.½e u sual punishment under peine forte et dure .
To be taken back to the Tower , stripped
entirely nak ed, his head shaved , and the soles
of his feet beaten, and then, with his arms and
legs stretched , his back resting on a sharp
stone, a piece of artillery is to be placed on
his stomach too heavy for him to bear , but not
heavy enough to ki ll him outright. In this
torment he is to be fed on three grains weight
of barley and the filthiest water in the prison
until he dies . 203
The pirate's relatives sought to have him pardone~
with the exception of Lord Cobham, who , according to De
Silva, considered that his brother's a ctions against
Philip were disgraceful and took no part in the efforts
for a stay of execution .

But Thomas Cobham's wife and

his other brothers went to the ambassador and begged him
to ask the queen to suspend the execution of the sentence
until they had obtained Philip ' s pardon .

De Silva told

them that this was impossible for him to do , but when
they begged him to write to the Spanish monarch in behal=
of Cobham, he promised to do so.

204

He rel aye d to the

l(ing all the information about Cobham but never once re quested his intervention .

The ambassador's worl< pleased

Philip, but the monarch d oubted that the sentence woul d

156 5 .

203 cDI, 89 :146 .

De Sil v a to Philip 16 Jul y 1565 .

204csPS, 1 : 454.

De Silva to Phi lip, 23 Jul y
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. d
ever be carrie
out. 205

Philip understood the English

goverl1f:",e~t better than his ambassador.
Since De Silva considered harsh punishment a
deter rent to piracy, and since he considered this an
exemplary case , he feared the queen would be too lenient
on the pirate,

If so she would encourage piracy-- just

the opposite of what the ambassador desired.

So he handed

the council a written request to have Cobham's sentence
carried out quickly and effectively, but was unsuccess:::ul
in his appeals.

Dr. Valentine Dale, -who at this time

was repr esenting the Judge of the Admiralty , came to De
S ilva and to l d him that Cobham could not be punished
.
,
,, 2 0 6
because he was an '' ecclesiastic.

h
It seems t1at
t he

Spanish ambassador was getting the run- around again.

The

queen and council were more difficult for him to reach on
this matter of piracy than on any other matter.

De Silva

was obviousl y not steeped in Eng l ish law and could not
have known if Dale was tel l ing the truth.

The council

probably just did not want to punish a man of such high
standing.

So the queen apparently l et him free.

He was

imprisonep again in 1569 because of his support of the

2 0Sibid., 1 : 493 .

Philip to De Silva, 20 October

2 06 csPS, 1: 4 72.

De Silva t0 Philip, 3 September

1565.

1565 .
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. the Low Countries
.
duke of Alba in
. 207

He returned to

piracy against Spain, for in 1570 some Bristol merchants
reported that the Spanish had detained their ships in
retaliation for Cobham•s capture of a Spanish vessei.

208

And in 1571 he was imprisoned for his involvement in the
Ridolfi plot against Elizabeth.

Information on his life

209

after 1571 is very scanty.

How successful can an ambassador be ·when the host
government refuses to cooperate?

De Silva was an influ-

ence in getting Cobham captured, as is seen by the
proclamation

issued by the queen and the words of Thomas

Smith , but his influence ended there.

He was not able

to carry the project through to a successful conclusion.
Cobham was not punished but was freed to roam the seas in
search of Spanish plunder.

This matter was of noble blood,

and , whereas the queen and council could bring themse l ves
to punish some sailors and at times even some captains of
no nobi lity, they could not bring themse l ves to punish a
nobleman.

There is even a possibility that some of the

council might have had a monetary interest in Cobham's
adventures, but of this there is little evidence.

207 Ibid
. .,

2 : 1 36 .

De Spes to Philip, 12 March 1569.

208 csPD, 1: 405 . Report be Dr. Lewes on the
petition of rtobert saxie , Geo . Higgons, and others.
209 CSPS , 2:322 , 340, 353, 393, See also CS?D, 1:
426 , for anaccount of how he pled on his knees that his
brother would not expose his part in the plot.
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Sir John Hawkins , one of the most enterprising
seamen of Queen Elizabeth ' s reign, was perhaps the greatest sea threat to Spain.

Most of his y o uth he spent on

commercial voyages, but he later served as a sea pilot
for Philip during Mary ' s reign.

The n in 1562 he began

his slave trading voyages to the Spanish colonies in
America and continued this lucrative practice for years.
In 1568 on his third slaving voyage , Hawkins met with
disaster at the hands of the Spanish at San Juan de Uloa.
But he managed to escape and was able to return to
England in 1569, where he was later appointed Treasurer
of the Navy,

At the time of the sailing of the Spanish

A.rmada ·he was appointed Admiral of the Victory , where
he d istinguished h i mself to the extent that he was
knighted.

He died in 1595 while sailing with Sir Francis

Drake to the 1!es t Indies .
1

In a visit with Elizabeth , De Silva showed his

concern about a voyage by Hawkins when he pleaded with
her to inquire into the purpose of the rumored voyage and
.
.
. h sips.
h'
210
require
Hawkins'
pledge not to plund er Sparus

The queeq promised to carry out his request, but acted
slowly, for nearly one month later the persistent Spanish
21 1
resident had to renew his request in writing.
De Sil va

210 Ibi'd . , 1:3 70 .

. 211 cSPF, 7 :191 .
1S64.

De Silva to Philip, 31 July 1564.

De Silva to Elizabeth , 22 August

122

obtained little satisfaction to his requests .
Hawkins set sail

Gn

Before

October 18, 1 :•64, he promised Eliza-

be th that he would do nothing against Spain, but one year
later De Silva discovered that Hawkins had shipped slaves
to the New World.

He reasoned that similar voyages would

invite trouble for Spain by encouraging piracy and Snglish
.
attempts to usurp Spanish
tra d e. ?- 1 2

When Hawkins arrived back in England, he conversed
with De Silva , c l aiming that he had traded legally with
Phi lip's subjects because of certain certificates he had
obtained from the governors of the Indies.

Therefore, he

had fulfilled all of the orders the queen had given him
.

,

be fore h is a eparture.

213

Don Diego doubted his word but

was cautious, because he wanted to make sure that he knew
all the details of the voyage before going to Elizabeth.
He asked to see the certificates , and HaWkins promised to
show them to him.

De Silva figured that any trade with

the Indies was unauthorized, because Philip had prohibited
all foreign t r ade , and the ambassador wanted to have the
captain punished by the English as an example to dis courage a_nyone else from making slaving voyages ,

If the

English would not punish him , t he ambassador meant to see
that he was captured in the Indies if he ever repeated

2 12

c sPF , 7:191 .

De Silva to Elizabeth , 22 August

1565.

213 Ibid.
.
, 1 : 4 96 .
1565.

De Silva to Philip , 22 October
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his voyage . 214

The Spanish attack upon Hawkins at San

Juan de Uloa in 1568 fulfilled De Silva ' s desire , but it

is not J<nown if he tipped off the Spanish.

It is certain

that he informed them of Hawkins ' preparations and voyage
in 1568, but there is no evidence that he set up any kind
of a trap for him .
Hawkins met with the ambassador again and showed
him the certificates,

De Silva had them translated into

Spanish and forwarded to the Spanish Council of the Indies
so that they could consider them and take appropriate
a ction.

Upon reading these certificates, the Spanish

ambass ador fe lt that similar voyages in the future could
be very dangerous to Spain; thus he needed to nip ~hem in
the bud .

He felt the need to go to Elizabeth and te ll

her that the captain had exceeded his rights but desired
more detai led instructions from the king .

In the mean-

time, scheming to keep Hawkins corning to visit him, he
assured the captain that the Catholic King was eager to
have him serve with Spain in the Mediterranean against
the TurJ<:s. 215

214

It is doubtful that De Silva w-as serious

cDI, 89:231,

De Silva to Phi l ip , 5 November

1565.
215cSPS , 1:525. De Silva to Philip, 11 February
1566.
See also James A. Williamson, Sir John HaWkins ,
(Hestport , Connecticut; Greenwood Press , 1970), p . 120 .
·.,f illiamson felt that the captain was completely foo l ing
the ambassador in order to gain time for his preparations
for another voyage.
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about this proposal, but it is easy to see why Hawkins
could get excited about it.

If he desired recognition

by Spain, service in the Mediterranean would have been a
good step toward further opportunities in the Caribbean;
this alone would have given him an authorized position
there .

On the other hand, the Spanish ambassador' s pro-

posal allowed him to prepare for another voyage .
For six months the Spanish ambassador repeated his
proposal that Hawl<:ins serve Spain , and the captain always
e=--.t'ressed a desire to do so, especially in the event of
a Turkish attack.

It is difficult to believe that the

captain was sincere, for while convincing De Silva that he
truly was preparing to fight the Turk, he was able to complete his preparations for a third voyage .

The Spanish

ambassador slowl y began to realize that he had been
deceived , but the captain's continued claims of sincerity
.

.

.

?16

l<ept him guessi ng for a long time. -

Finally, in October 1566, when he received indisputable evidence that Ha,vkins was to sail again, the
ambassador went immediately to the queen .

After re\·iewing

what he considered to be Hawldns ' excesses on the second
voyage, De Si l va demanded that she prohibit Hawkins from
trading in the Indies , -where Philip had formerly

216

rbid. , 1:534, 538 ,

548 ,

551, 556 , 570.

125
. .
,
.
d 217
proh 1b1tea all foreign tra e.

The resident knew that

t his was a touchy subject, because some members of the
Fr ivy Council had financial interest in HawJ-:ins ' voyag es .
This Elizabeth did not try to deny , but she did try to
justify Hawkins ' actions by stating that he had traded in
the Indies only after being forced there by contrary winds.
N"evertheless, she promised that if the Spanish resident
would provide her with a list of the places where Philip
had forbidden trade , she also would forbid her subjects
218
to trade there.
In great haste De Silva prepared and
presented this list to Cecil and was satisfied when
Elizabeth ordered Hawkins and his men to be summoned and
.
d . 219
questione

m1en Hawkins appeared, the- queen ordered

him to take an oath not to trade in the ;{est Indies and
threatened serious consequences if he broke his oath.
She also ordered the judge of the Admiral ty to forbid
anyone else to make similar trading voyages to the Indies.
The judge later made rtawkins sign a }::ond for

217cSPS, 1:605.
1566.

__

500 pounds,

Philip to De Silva, 20 December

218 cDI , 89:383 - 84 .
October 1566 .

De Silva to Philip, 12

219 CSPS, 1:58 8 . De Silva
.
.
to Ph.1lip,
1 9 October
1566. See also CSPD, 1:279 . Dr. Lewes to Cecil, 13
October 1566. This document stated that Lewis had received Cecil ' s l etters to prevent Hawl<:ins and others
from sailing armed to engage in their slaving business.
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promi s ing not to send any ships to the Spanish Indies .

220

Philip highly approved of De Silva ' s part in these matters ,
and this e:'fectively stopped Havll<.ins from sailing that

year .

22 1

Nevertheless, the atnbassador•s success was dim-

ned by the fact that others sailed in Hawkins • ships that
year .
In May and June of 1567, the ambassador heard
rumors of a third s l aving voyage , but this time the
222
queen ' s own ships were part of the fleet .
It was not
until July that El izabeth confirmed the truth I of the
hearsay to Don Diego, but again she promised that the ex223
cursion would not be to p laces prohibited by Philip.
After the Spanish ambassador returned to push the issue
with Elizabeth a number of times, she and Cecil finally
224
convinced him that Hawl<:ins would not go to t..'1-i.e Indies.
They had so much trouble, because the ambassador could
see Hawkins' preparations, and he knew that these preparations , were similar to those of slaving voyages .

?20

.

- Ibid ., 1:593. 4 November 1566. See also Acts
of the Privy Council, 1558 - 70, pp . 314- 15, as cited in
:•Tilliamso.n, p . 122. And a l so CSPD, 1 : 281. Dr . Lewes to
the Council, 11 October 1566. This document contains
the 500 pound l:ond signed by Hawkins , certifying that he
would not trade in the Indies as prohibited by Philip.
221

csPS , 1 : 605.

Philip to De Silva , 20 December

1565.
222

223

rbid ., 1:642, 646 , 651.

£QI, 89 :509-10.

De Silva to Philip, 1 2 J uJ.y

1567.

224~

, 1 : 659-61 , 663.
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:.:evertheless, three things combined to convince him of
the v eracity of the English pledge:

a report that ~riree

Portuguese had initiated the voyage by promis ing the
Znglish great profit from the Portuguese Indies , a personal visit from Hawkins, who promised with an oath not to
go to the ¼est Indies , and a statement by Elizabeth that
she would have the captian's head cut off if he disobeyed
? 2C:

her.-~

Perhaps the queen and Hawkins were l yi ng to De
Silva from the start, but it seems from the captain's
letter to Elizabeth that the p l an up until September 1 6
had truly been to follow the apparently lucrative plan of
the Portuguese.

Hawkins wrote that the Portuguese men

who were to have directed the voyage had fled from the
ship, and the only other financially plausible alternative
was to offer his services to under tal<e a slaving voyage
.
.
226
,
in or der not to waste h 1s preparations.
Upon hearing
of the flight of the Portuguese , the Spanish resident
suspected that a slaving voyage would result, but
Elizabeth continued to assure him that no illegal moves
Hould be made.

Even as late as January 1 568 , she told

him that she would cut off Haw1dns ' head if he went

225cnI, 89 : 527-28,

De Silva to Philip , 2 Aug~st

1567.

226 cSPD, 1 : 299 . John Hawkins to the Queen. 1 6
For the fulltext
the letter see
Septemcer 1567.
~Ell ia.mscn, pp . 137- 38 .

o=
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contrary to her orders .

227

The l ast mention that the

ambassador made of the slave trader was a vow to have him
'"I'}

casti9 ated if he disobeyed tne queen's orders.L...,
De Silva had failed again .

s

Even thou£m his in-

fluence had led to the postponing of a voyage by .rlawJdns ,
the captain merely took the postponement in stride and
sailed the next year.

Agai n, these matters of the sea

were too big for the Spanish ambassador.

'l'he English

government was willing to go only so far .

The queen

realized that Philip still had some of her subjects in
Spanish prisons , and he had the capability of capturing
and imprisoning more.

But she also ;~new by experience

that Phili p would not come to open war .

She realized

that it touched her honor to let piracy continue , but her
feeble attempts seemed to satisfy her .

When it came to

really doing something al:xmt stopping piracy, she was
touc"l-iing the lives and pocketboo1cs of people other than
herself,

The Spanish ambassador was not able to a c com-

plish much as he fought these unseen obstacles.
Another pirate who especially bothered the
Spanish ambassador was a littl e kno\·m man named Charles
Wilson.

Elizabeth wrote to the earl of Bedford on the

Scottish border that he was not to employ ;·ri1son openly,

227 CSPS, 2 : 1
228

.
.
De Silva
to Ph.1l1p,
3 January 156 8 .

rbid ., 2 : 17.

2 7 ~arch 1568.
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!:;ecause t h e French and Spanish ambassadors had pressed
her fo r his apprehension more than tha ~ of any other

. t e . 229
p1.ra

Bedford di d use the pirate to suppo r t Bothwell

and the Scottish lords, and especially to transport the
expectant countess of ;-!urray to Ber wick to have her
child. 230

Anthony Jenkinson received a commission from

the council to capture the pirate but was hindered by
-3edford • s gr ant of ten days ' safe conduct to !iilson .
J enkinson let the pirate alone for

ten days , but when

3edford requested twenty more days of safe conduct ,
uenJdnson moved in and captured 'iiilson.

Terribly upset,

Bedford wrote to Cecil and the Pri vy Council complai ning
of what he considered t o be improper behav ior on
.
,
0_enkinson
s part . 231

.
· .. ·
It 1.s not known 1.f ;.1.lson was ever

b rought to t rial, but De Silva certainly re joiced
capture. 232

.

,

.

l n 111.S

Apparently he was never convicted of piracy,

fo r h e was Jdlled near Scotland in 156 7 .

? 20

- -csPF , 7:453.
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Elizabeth to Bedfo r d , 7 Septemter

1565.
230

1bid ., 7:471.

Bedford to J eru<inson , 26 Septem-

ber 156 5.
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Ibid. , 7:502. Bedford to Cecil, 26 October
1 565 . And ibid. , 7 : 516. Bedford to the Privy Council,
1 2 November 1565 .
2 32

Ker vyn de Lettenhove, 4 : 256.
~!ar garet , 22 October 1565 .
2 33

Jul y 1567.

cSPF , 8 : 288.

De Silva to

Throckmorton to Elizabeth , 18
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The whole af.=air shows the reluctance of the queen
and her council to pi.;.nish any pirate that was of use to
them .

Instead of punisning a use=ul pirate , she desired

to employ him quietly and e£=ectively.

Those pi~ates

punished were those who forgot to discriminate when it
came to robbing an English vessel.

This was another

obstacle the ambassador faced, and he was never able to
ma1rn much headway .

Though he was able to pr ic.~ the

queen 's conscience enough to influence her to capture a
few pirates who were molesting the English as we ll as the
Spanish ships , the b i g - nane pirates always eluded
punishment.
De Silva was not at a ll successful in stopping
piracy, which continued long after his recall .

In the

ten year s that followed Don :::>iego ' s withcrawal from
London, piracy is mentioned no less than ninety times by
Spanish ambassadors and other representatives.

The

resident had encouraged Elizabeth to pass some resolutions
and capture and punish some pirates, but the pirates pun.
,
.
234
1.shec were usua lly sailors and not capta:.ns.

Other

factors also led to his failure in this matter.

He saw

236.
-see Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:269, 297 . In these
letters to Margaret, the Duchess of Par~a, the Spanish
ambassador related his concern that the English were
punishiag the wrong men. It did not seem to help to hang
thousands of lowly sailors ,.fhile allowing the captains
to go free , enabling tliem to :put together other cre-.:vs and
coxmit further attrocities.
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clearly a few obstacles in his path, e . g . , perjury on t.he
part of witnesses , judges who did not. want to pu.Dish ~heir
own countrymen, pirates and victims ·willi r1g to settle out
of court, and the l ack of severe punish.~ent .

Eut the

main obstacle in Spain ' s path was the involvement of
government officials and the landed gentry in piracy, as
the ambassador clearly suspected :

The day before yes terday I received a despatch from the duchess of Parma , with a letter
from her to the Queen, respecting the prevention
of the r obberies at sea , which she continually
treats with the greatest diligence , vigilance, and
care , as tl1e case demands .
As I understand, the
Queen desires to remedy the evil , but the
i'•Hnisters do not always carzy out orc.ers,
especially 1-men they have a snare in t..}ie spoil.
It is n~ces~~~y to 1ceep them up to t.11.e marl~, as
I arn doing .
Quadra had also encountered a similar problem with his
attempts to obtain redress when the English admiral concerned kep t a portion of the pirate ' s plunder a~d divided
the rest as he thought best. 236
The landed gentry and government officials we re
deeply entangled in this cor.unercial venture, for arrangements between these people and the pirates assured sa.:ety
=or all.

The gentry were easily induced to take a

f inancial part in the voyages, for piracy provided safe

235

1565.

csPS, 1 : 486. De Silva to Philip , 3 Cctober
The italics are mine.

236

rbid. , 1 : 92 .

Quadra to Philip, 18 tlU£USt
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p rofits , s light ris:-<:s , and the opportunity to obt ain a
".'a luacle return ::rom their other1·1 ise ic:le coves ,

The

re ceiver made the bun: of the profits, leav i nc; the
pirate with perhaps one-::i:Cth of the t2J~e ; rn:!vertheless ,
the abundance of victims and the relative sarety of the
venture kept the pirates from getting discouraged.

Dur-

ing E lizabeth ' s period no pirate was ever taken in the
Bristol channel, and it ·w as equally <li:ficult to capture
pirates off the coasts of Cornwell, Devon, anc Southern
?37

Ireland . -

The Killigrews , a great Cornish family who were
attached to the Cecils and had great influence at court,
were perhaps the mainstays of piracy.

Other Cornish nobles

fo llowed their example, though with much less dar ing and
far l ess success..

Local coastal officials, corrupt in

many cases, allowed the pirates to con ti. nue their prac">-=> o

tice without noticeable hindrance . .:..Ju

Le Si1~, a ' s

sugc;;estion to the court that a very trustworthy person
be placed in each port with orders not to allow pirates
to be hidden or helped was not carried out.

239

237

For an exce llent article on the subject , see
David ~!atthew, "The Cornish and Welsh Pirates in the
::?..eign of El izabeth, " Enclish Historical ?..e v ieK, 34 ( 1 924)
pp . 337 - 48. Xat t.l-iew maintained that there was a league
between pirate and noble that hampered I:lizabeth ' s feeble
attempts to halt the practice.
238

Ibid .
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- :<ervyn de Lettenhov e, 4 : 247.
>~argarC=t , 24 Septe~ber 1 565 .
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These conditions oade i t n2arly impossible to
eradicate pi racy curing El izabeth ' s ~eig<l .

~ven tile pass-

a£e of t he proclamatio ns could be attributed to the =act
that the pirates at times preyed upon Enc;l ish v essels .
Thus ,men i t was convenient , the English government b ro u ghc
some t o trial and puni shed some , but never the nobil ity .
Nevertheless , Phi l ip was pleased with his ambassador 's
work , perhaps he ur..derstood i·i hat an uphill b attl e it "l'ras.
If De Silva h ad not achieved what lit tle he did, perhaps
the Jdng woul d h ave found reason to complain or recall
him earlier.

Under the extremely difficult chal lenges

the ambassador face d , it is a wonder that he accomplished
anything.

CHAPTER 6
PROBLEMS IN THE LOW COUNTRIES
The netherlands trade was important to the English
economy.

England exported cloth by way of the Merchant

Adventurers:

approximately two-thirds of this valuable

product was channeled through the chief distributing
center Antwerp. 240

England was concerned about this

ex-

port trade, for cloth-weaving had spread rapidly into the
English countryside as a response to England's rapidly
developing overseas market.

The English peasants were

d epending more and more on cloth-weaving for their livlihood, and any disturbance of trade caused problems for
both merchants and peasants.
But the English export trade was also important
to the economy of the Netherlands, for without English
wool and unfinished cloth, the Flemish manufacturing
industry was hurt.

Nevertheless, Margaret, the Duchess

of Parma, felt that trade could be used as a weapon to

240 For an exce 11 ent article
.
.
on Elizabethan
tra d e in
general, including mention of the Flanders trade, see
Lawrence Stone, "Elizabethan Overseas Trade, " Economic
History Review, 2nd Series , Vol. 2 (1949), pp. 30-58.
See also Cony ers Read, Mr. Secretary Cecil and Queen
E lizabeth, (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), p. 289.
134
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stop Engl ish piracy.

But she was reluctant to halt trade,

for she realized that in doing so she would harm her own
merchants, particularly those of Antwerp .

The old cloth

manufacturing centers like Ghent and Bruges would certainly support a trade embargo, for they had much to gain
by eliminating their English competitors .

Margaret leaned

toward protection of the manufacturers at the expense of
the merchants.
Before De Silva arrived in London, Margaret and
Elizabeth had issued a series of proclamations and
counter-proclamations, embargoes and counter-embargoes,
until the trade between England and the merchants in the
Low Countries had come to a halt.

When Don Diego visited

with Margaret just before crossing the channel into
England, she related her side of the history of the
affair and instructed him to "arrange the time, place and
persons for a conference to settle the whole question, and
deal with the matter in the friendly spirit anciently
existing between the two countries and their rulers, and
we have no doubt that your prudence and tact will arrive
at a conclusion so important to His Majesty's
.

interests.

,.241

De Silva had the philosophy that if he rushed into

any negotiation with excessive haste, the English would

241 csPS, 1: 359. Summary of Inst.ructions to De
Silva from Margaret, the Duchess of Parma, 19 January
1564.
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seize upon his eagerness and use it to their advantage.
In view of that, he decided to proceed slowly in the
matter of trade, for he wanted the English to feel that
the Netherlands were not desperate.

Shortly after he

arrived in England, he talked with Benedict Spinola, a
Genoese banker and great friend of Robert Dudley.

Because

he felt that, notwithstanding Spinola's promises of
secrecy, whatever he told Spinola would eventually get
back to the queen, he told the Genoese just what he wanted
Elizabeth to hear.

In their discussion of old treaties

and trade customs, the ambassador expressed his opposition
to anything .that placed the two countries on an unequal
.
.
footing
, as some treaties
and customsI d.1 d • 242

Th.1s was

the Spanish ambassador 's subtle way of introducing the
subject in Engla nd.
Meanwhile, the merchants of Antwerp caused De
Sil va some uneasiness by writing letters to the English
government and the Merchant Adventurers.

243

Elizabeth

242 Kervyn de Lettenhove, Relations
·
· ·
Pol1t1gues
des
Pas- Bas et de l"Angleterre, sous le Regne de Philippe II,
4 Vols., -(Bruxelles, F. Hayez , Imprimeur de L'Academie de
Belgique , 1885), 2 July 1564 De Silva to Margaret, Duchess
of Parma , 4:42-45.

243Historical
.
.
·
·
·
Manuscripts
Commission,
Calend ar of
the Manuscripts of the Most Honorable the Marquis of
Salisbur
K . G. Preserved at Hatfield House , (London:
Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1883-1970 • 9 : 296 . Hereafter cited
as Cecil Papers. There are two letters from the Burgomasters and others of Antwerp and the merchants of
Antwerp to the Company of Merchant Adventurers, dated 27
May 1 564. The merchants of Antwerp expressed their great
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decided

not to do any business with them, and Cecil at

first told them that he would do nothing in their behalf,
but later agreed to urge Elizabeth to take some positive
measures to resume trade. 244 Nevertheless, De Silva
wanted these letters stopped, for he felt they hindered
his work .

He could see great advantages accrueing to the

English who could pit the merchants against him.

So he

wrote to Margaret, stating his opposition to the letters
and asking her to squelch thern. 245 Little did he know
that John Fitzwilliams, Elizabeth's agent in the Low
Countries , had written that the merchants and magistrates
of Antwerp were willing to grant anything the Engli sh
might demand. 246

The Spanish ambassador was working

against great obstacles .
De Silva met for two hours with the council for

the first time and discussed matters pertaining to piracy
and the trade embargoes.

The letters from Antwerp caused

the council to question the ambassador's authority to

desire to have the embargoes lifted; and vowed to use
their inf_luence with Margaret if the Merchant Adventurers
would do the same with Elizabeth. They also suggested
exchanging deputies to help in the negotiations. Other
letters from the merchants of Antwerp to Cecil and the
queen are found in Kervyn de Lettenhove, vol. 4. S~e
summaries of these letters found in CSPF, 7:141, 149, 169,
174 .
-244csPF , 7i149. Cecil to the Magistrates of
Antwerp, 7 June 1564 . see another letter in Ibid., 7:174 .
245Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:47, 49 , 55, 56 .
246cSPF, 7:125. Fitzwilliams to Cecil, 6 May 1564.
See also ibid, 7:141, 158.
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conduct negotiations, but he assured them not to fear
because he had full authority.

After both parties ex-

plained their position, Don Diego suggested that the
discussion be continued later with Sir William Cecil alone.
Cecil was by far the most i mportant p rivy councillor in
all of these negotiations, and De Silva desired him to be
both the scribe and mediator of their discussion .

Follow-

ing this meeting, the Spanish ambassador met with
Elizabeth to discuss the same matters.

But these first

meetings were no more than preliminary discussions of both
sides of the question.

247

De Silva heard from unofficial sources that
Elizabeth had appointed three men to work with him in
these matters :

William Petre, principal secretary under

Mary Tudor ; Sir John Mason, privy councillor; and Dr.
Nicholas Wotton, dean of Canterbury and York.

248

But

after waiting a week to receive official word of the
appointment, he surmised that the English were either so
involved in other business that they didn't have time for
this matter , that they were waiting for another letter
from Antvier p to allow them more advantage, or else that
they were just continuing thei r natura l ly slow manner

247
Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4 : 59- 6 0.
Margaret , 17 July 1564 .

248

Ibid . , 4:60 .
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.

.

of negotiating.

249

.

In truth, he had received incJrrect

information, for the commissioners had not yet been
officially appointed .
In a letter to Philip , De Silva wrote that the
trade negotiations were at a standstill despite England's
desire to settle the difficulties, because Elizabeth
woul.d not appoint special commissioners to work with him.
He indicated that he could move no faster than the
queen . 250 The English had reduced some of their surplus
cloth by exporting it to Emden in Friesland, so time
seemed to be in their favor .
in these matters.

Cecil was a conservative

In a memorandum in 1564, he revealed

his thinking on the subject of commerce with the Low
Countries.

He fel.t that England had too many eggs in one

basket, placing its commercial prosperity too much at the
mercy of the Spanish king which made England vulnerable
in case of war with Spain .

He disliked unnecessary

foreign luxuries like wine and fine clothing being imported into England, and he disliked the outflow of gold.
The proximity of the Low Countries allowed any young
adventurer to trade without much problem, which he did
not like.

He also favored the reduction of cloth pro-

duction, because he felt England should return to

249 Ibid. , 4:62-63.
ZSOCSPS, 1:368 .
1564.

De Silva ~o Philip, 22 July
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agriculture.

251

The similarities between this d ocument

and Elizabeth's proclamation against the Low Countries,
dated March 23, 1564, seem to indicate that Cecil had much
to do with the wording of the proclamation.

252

It is not surprising that England stalled for
time, since the most influential

minister and some other

council members were not fully committed to the resumption
of trade.

Besides, the English had fauna other outlets,

inferior though they were, for their cloth.

The Antwerp

merchants were not quite so fortunate, for although they
still had their major export markets in Spain and
Portugal, they had no way to make up for the loss of
English imparts.

Imports from Castile did increase dur-

ing this time, but Antwerp seemed to be much more
desperate to resume trade.·

Other states were hurt also,

but Brabant seemed to be in the worst condition.
Because De Silva had never received personal
notice of the appointment of commissioners to treat the
commercial matters , he decided to request an audience
with

the queen.

He hoped that she would bring up the

subjec t rather than making him show his anxiety.

She

d id broach the subject , and after a short discussion , she

2 Sl

· Record Office,
.
Public
State Papers 1 2 - 3 5 - 38 , as
quoted in Read, pp . 295-99.

252

Paul L. Hughes and James F . Larkin, eds. , Tudor
Royal Proclamations, (New Haven: Ya le University Press ,
1969), 2:247- 49.
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p romised to appoint three special commissioners . 253

De

Silva brought up the same subject later in the day with
Cecil and other counselors, and he wrote that they a ll
accepted his suggestion that matters be subj ected to
expert and impartial men who coul.d grant justice in the
case. 254

The queen, however, did not appoint the com-

missioners until two months later.
The first real action i n the matter came in August

i564, after De Silva met with the council member s .

After

De Silva satisfied the Englishman about his power to
negotiate , he then suggested that Cecil relate a l l that
had been decided previously.

When Cecil demurred and

blamed al1 the commercial problems on Margaret, De Silva
defended her by blaming everything on the injustice of
breaking ancient trade treaties as he felt England had
done .

Then he discussed the problems with Elizabeth, who

claimed that her honor was at stake in these matters.

De

Silva assured her that he was talking of reason and
justice, the greatest honor o f rulers.

255

Wben he wrote

to Margaret about the meetings, he revealed a suggestion
that the 'E nglish mad made to him that the edicts on both

253

Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4:67-70.
Margaret, July 31, 1564.

254

Ibid., 4 : 70.

255I,01·a .
1 564.

De Silva to

,

4 :73-76.

De Silva to Margaret, 7 August
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sides might be lifted until after a conference . 2 56

'The

conference would then be held to solve the difficu lties
so that the edicts would be permanently abolished.

If

d ifferences could not be resolved to the satisfaction of
all concerned, the embargoes would again be in force.

De

Silva's rel igious bias caused him to fear that things
would not go well for him, for the "heretics" were wicked
and devoid of feeling for the common good that Catholicism
.
257
h a d once provided them.
Further delays added to the ambassador's discouragement, yet he felt that he must not be too insistent.
He tried to maintain patience even when the English got
i rritated.

He felt that in this way he showed them that

i t was not fear nor necessity that motivated h im, but true
and good friendship .

He described this situdtion as

allowing the English figuratively to strike the air in
order for them to see that when they did, so they only hurt
themselves.

258

But by September his anxiety was growing.

While

continuing to justify his slow methods, he also stressed
his great· desire to bring the matters to a close. He

256

csPF, 7:184. Instructions to treat with the
S panish Ambassador, 1 August 1564. This document by Cecil
s uggested that trade be opened on both sides and all
proclamations be suspended until after a conference.

257
258

Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4 : 77.
Ibid.
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wanted to be a success in his office, and he assured
Margaret time and time again that he would not fail to
.
.
259
carry out h er instructions.

Finally on September 17,

he was officially informed that the three men who had
been named to work with him on the commercial matters
were William Petre, Mary Tudor ' s principal secretary,
John Mason, privy counselor, and William Cecil.

By

this

time the queen had heard that France was eager to have the
embargoes continue because of the trade advantage i t allowed them. 260

This news would only have succeeded in adding

to the anxiety of the ambassador .
On September 18, De Silva met with the three
commissioners for the first time in a two-hour meeting.
All agreed that the edicts should 1Je suspended until a
261
conference could be held at Bruges.
But further
meetings were delayed when Cecil felt ill and could
neither read nor write .

At this time, Cecil desired that

negotiations come to a speedy conclusion, for he was
worried about the loss of customs revenues and widespread
unemployment in England.

He mentioned this to Sir Thomas

259 rbid., 4:99. De Silva to Jerome de Curiel, 4
September 1564. And ibid., 4:101 .
De Silva to Margaret,
9 September 1564.
260 csPS, 1:380. De Silva to Philip, 18 September
1564. See also Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4 :105, De Silva to
Margaret , 17 September 1564.
261

Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4 ,106-110 .
Margaret, 18 September 1564.
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Smith, English ambassador in France, while informing him
that the Engl ish considered i t very necessary to resume
trade with the Low Countries .

The secretary viewed trade

with other countries as a great benefit, but feared that
England c ould not hold out much l onger .

He also mentioned

that De Silva had begun the negotiations in a very pleasing manner.

262

When Ceci1• s hea l th improved sufficiently, he met
with the Spanish ambassador .

De Silva was concerned that

both Margaret and Philip saw that he was doing everything
possible to bring the trade matters to a successful conclusion, so he requested that Cecil keep a written record
of their d i scussions.

The ambassador never wanted to be

accused o f not doing his j o b , and he could see value in
having a record of his actions that he coul d produce in
case matters worked out unfavorably for the Low Countr ies .
When Cecil refused to keep a written record, the ambassa dor requested any i nformation that he could c ommunicate
to Margaret .

Togethe r they agreed that the trade
.
263
conference woul d be h e l d at Bruges after Ch ristmas,
The Spanish ambassa dor wanted the conference to be held
before Christmas, but he was will ing to compromise with

262 Lansdowne MSS, cii :
quoted in Read, p , 293 .

55, ' Cecil to Smith, as

263 Kervyn de Lettenhove, 4: 124,
Margaret, 22 October 1 564.
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Cecil who wanted it sometime in the spring .

·rhey also

agreed that all embargoes issued by both governments would
be lifted before the conference if they could get their
rulers to sanction it.

De Silva assured Margaret that he

had followed her instructions to the l etter, but fearing
that the English knew of the desperation of the merchants
from t he Low Countries, he felt that more delay would
only cause more probl ems.

264

On November 21, De Silva again met with the three
special commissioners, but little was accomplished , for
Cecil had received information that Margaret was wi lling
to let all matters be decided at Bruges.

265

then turned to the date of the conference .

Discussion
De Silva still

pushed for an early date, while the English wanted to
wait until the spring .

Th~compromised by deciding that

.
. January. 266
it
would •be held in

When Cecil submitted a written copy of the agreements reached by the commissioners to the ambassador, De
Silva discovered some changes.

What concerned him most

was the date stipulated for both countries to life the
embargoes.

264

265

Cecil's document set it twenty- six days later

rbid.

Ibid . , 4 :131-3 2 .

266 Ibid.,
.
4:135- 36.
November 1564.

De Silva to Margaret, 21
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t han De Silva desired.

Cecil explained to him that he

was experiencing opposition at court because some of the
council members did not want trade re-opened at all.
Hearing this, the ambassador conceded, and the date remained as i t was written.

The two men also agreed that

the embargoes would remain out of force for three month s
after the end of the conference .

267

The outcome of the

conference would then determine the status of the edicts.
The Spanish ambassador urged Cecil not to delay putting
the decisions into effect, and requested that Elizabeth
would give him a signed copy of the agreement.

When the

letter was not forthcoming, he complained to Cecil that
Margaret would blame him for the delay, and the merchants
would think he had given up their c a use.

His complaint

s eemed to have the desire d effect, for De Silv a obtained
t h e agreement, and E lizabeth also named two of her commissioners:

Thomas Radcliffe, the Earl of Sussex, and
268
Dr . Nichol.as Wotton, dean of Canterbury and York.
Elizabeth published a proclamation on December
29 , 1564, declaring that trade was open.

The proclamation

s tated that all new commercial ord inances affecting
English and Flemish trade since the first year of
·
h ' s reign
·
were thereby suspended. 269
E lizabet

The nex t

267 Ibl·a ., 4;1 37 - 39,
268
ber

1564.
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problem the ambassador faced was to encourage the English
commissioners to travel to Bruges to open the conference .
It did not happen in January, for Wotton was sick, a nd
Elizabeth requested a twelve-day postponement.

De Silva

reluctantly granted this on Margaret's behalf.

Then a

squabble ensued concerning the nobility of Margaret's
chief negotiator at the conference.

When Margaret ap-

pointed Florent de Montmorency, the baron of Montigny,
as her chief representative, Elizabeth was upset.
Montigny did not have sufficiently high rank of nobility.
De

Silva could not argue the fact that Montigny did not

have a high title, and could only stress the man ' s
capabilities. 270 The English ended thg matter by replacing Sussex with a man of lesser stature , Viscount Anthony
B . Montague.

This seemed to be satisfactory to all,

especially to De Silva who heard that Montague was devout
271
Catholic who was willi ng to serve Philip.
Further delays in the conference were caused by
bad weather , which prevented the English representatives
from sailing.

Then Wotton was sick again which further

delayed tbe departure.

At last the representatives
272
departed England near the end of March for Bruges.
270Kervyn de Lettenhove , 4 :176. De Silva to
Margaret, 13 February 1565.
271 Ibi·a ., 4:1 89 . 1 s March 1 565.
272
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Wotton to Cecil, 25 March 1565 .
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The Spanish ambassador coul d not just sit back and relax,
for there were continuing problems.

He suspected that the

French, who wanted the English trade , were attempting to
enter into a conspiracy with the English to upset the
conference . But the French ambassador denied such a
.
conspiracy
. 273
Cecil approached De Silva in August , upset at the
Flemish commi ssioners for their unwillingness to come to
an agreement .

He reviewed all the concessions the English

had offered and wanted De Silva to ask Philip to intervene .
De

Silva feigned ignorance about the concessions of the

English and asked Cecil to give him a written report of
all the pertinent information.

This allowed him to check

his own sources of information against the English sources.
Meanwhile, he felt that domestic difficulties had drained
274
away some of England's bargaining power .
In September the English commissioners requested
a recess until after Christmas, but De Silva urged

Margaret not to grant it.

He felt that if the commission-

ers returned to England they would never get them back ,
275
and the conference would end in fai lure.
Nevertheless,
273 cSPS , 1: 41 5 . De Sil va to Philip, 7 April 1565.
274 rbid ., 1:468-69. De Silva to Philip, 27 August
1565.
275
Kervyn de Lettenhovet 4:241- 42 .
Ma rgaret, 10 September 1565.

De Silva to
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the conference was adjourned on September 2 9.

27 6

On

October 1 6 , 1565, Elizabeth published a proclamation concerning the Bruges conference that stated that the
representatives ther e had agreed to continue open trade
u ntil March 15, 1566 , at which time the representatives
277
would reconv ene to further discuss trade relations.
,

I

De Silva was correct in assuming that it would
be difficult to get the English commissioners back to

Bruges.

In February, 1566, Cecil approached De Silva

with a request to postpone the resumption of the confere nce until Aprii.

278

Margaret also wanted.

De Silva agreed, for that was what

279

Two of the commissioners later

asked for ano"ther postponement because they did not want
t o walk during Holy Week, nor did they want to miss the
Easter celebration.

De Silva did not ·want any postpone-

ments, but he had to concede.

280

Margaret then requested

a postponement because Philip had ordered Montigny to go
to Spain,

which made it impossible to him to be at the

conference .

276

281

But it was too late, for the English

csPF , 7:474.

277Hughes and Larkin, 2:270-71.
278Kervyn de Lettenhove , 4:265.
Marg aret~ 4 February 1565.
279csPF , 8:25.

De Silva to

De Silva to Elizabeth , 28 February

1566 .
28 ° Kervyn d e Lettenhove, 4:275.
23 March 1566.
281 rbid ., 4:282. 18 April 1566.
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commissioners had already sailed for Bruges .

They arrived

there when no one expected them and had to wait a week
•

.

,

before any Flemish representatives arrived .

282

.

.

Philip

appointed a new commissioner , Philip de Montmorency, to
act in behalf of Montigny, and the conference began.

283

It ended on June 17, 1566, accomplishing little more than
expressions of goodwill.

The normal trade that had

resumed even before the start of the conference continued
.
h'inderance . 284
for over three years without

On July 8 ,

1566, Elizabeth published another proclamation concerning
trade with the Low Countries , stating that the open trade
was to continue until either Elizabeth or Philip declared
it closed, and that the seas would be kept free of
.

pirates .

285

These drawn-out, tedious affairs do not say too
much for De Silva's ability as a negotiator.

His

philosophy to move slowly was stretched beyond reason.
Had he pushed the matters with greater enthusiasm, then
perhaps things would have been accomplished much faster.
All he did accomplish in the affair was to make sure that
Cecil knew that Margaret wanted to set up a trade conference.

He worked slowly with Cecil to get the special

282 csPF, 8 :49, 50, 52.
283

rbid. , 8:54,

26 Spril 1566.

284Read, p . 294.
285Hughes and Larkin,
.
2 :287-88.
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commissioners appointed and on their way .

During these

struggles normal trade re~umed, but De Silva had little
to do with it.

The English merchants desi red the trade

to be opened nearly as much as the merchants of the Low
Countries 7 and the Spanish ambassador only communicated
the information to Margaret, who then acted upon it.
The trade conference at Bruges accomplished
nothing.

The proclamations that opened trade prior to

the conference really made the difference.

So De Silva•s

part in the matters was merely to supply Margaret and
Philip with information.

Had there been no ambassador

in England, special envoys could have as effectively set
up the useless conference, but since De Silva was there ,
he did get some recognition.

But the affair also illus-

trates some of the challenges that a sixteenth-century
ambassador faced.

Here was an ambassador who was in-

structed to facilitate the return to normal trade
relations, but he had to .work with courtiers that had the
advantage over him and knew that time was in their favor;
and perhaps De Silva chose the wrong method.

No doubt

the situation was an extremely difficult one, beyond the
ability of one lowly ambassador to handle.

But he also

had other challenges facing him .
In August 1 566 the religious unrest of the Low
Countries combined with economic problems to bring about
riots , lootings of churches and monasteries, and the
destruction of Catholic images in Antwerp and other

152
cities.

In December 1566, Philip commissioned Fe r na ndo

Alvarez de Toledo y Pimentel, the Duke of Alba, to take
an army to the Low Countries and crush the religious and
political opposition to Spain.

Alba moved quickly and

effectively after he arrived in August 1567 and forced
many Protestants to flee to England for safety.

Elizabeth

allowed these rebels to stay in England, and t hey soon
formed a group large enough and strong enough to harrass
coastlines of the Netherlands.

Armed and b anded together,

they raided the towns and cities along the coast and
caused much inconvenience.

De Silva felt that even allowing the Dutch rebels
asylum in England was wrong, and offering England as a
base of operations against Flanders was a serious offence
to Spain .

~ihen he discovered -what was happening, he

vowed to approach the queen immediately to get her to
remedy the situation.

286

When he did go to the queen,

she promised to issue a decree to stop the practice, and
Don Diego reported in May 1568 to Philip that a decree
.
287
.
h ad been issued.
But no proclamation had been publis~, and the conditions did not i mprove.
In J uly, De Silva spoke with El izabeth again about
the p roblem and followed up his visit with a letter.

He

286csPS , 2 : 27- 8 . De Silva to Philip, l May 1568 .
287
rbid ., 2:33 . 16 May 1568.
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requested that she issue a proclamation, since his
earlier pleas had resulted only in the issuance of certain specific orders to certain ports.

As the Spanish

ambassador investigated the effect of these orders, he
discovered that they were not being carried out at all,
In this one instance the Spanish ambassador really exerted himself, more so than at any other time during h i s
mission.

He warned Elizabeth that if she allowed matters

to continue unabated , he would consider i t an ope~
declaration of war on Spain and communicate his sentiments
to Philip and Alba.

Since he considered silence to be

tacit refusal , he required a written reply to his communication.

He also requested that English Protes-t ants

not be allowed to raise funds to help the Flemish
.
288
exil es.

After sending this letter, he visited the queen
to further press the issue.

Elizabeth justified her

action of letting the exiles stay in England:

she felt

pity for them because they were exiles for conscience '
sake .

But the Spanish diplomat was rather concerned that

she forbid them to be armed and return to attack the
coastal towns . 289

He also wrote to Cecil on July 17,

urging him to publish a proclamation as soon as

288

rbid, , 2 : 52 - 3 .

De Silva to Elizabeth, 14 J uly

1568.
289

cor,

90sl07.

De Silva to Philip, 17 July 1568.
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.
290
possible.

.
That same day Cecil sent him a copy of the

proclamation before having i t printed , and promi sed that

i t would be published without delay .

29 1

Still the

ambassador worried about the de l ay and tol d Cecil ' s
messen ger, Tho mas Windebank, that there were five hundred
men , including some English, prepared to dep art at any
moment

to wage war against the Low Countries .

Since the

procl amation could not possibly be publ ished for three or
four d a ys , the Privy Council shoul d issue an o r der prohibiting a ny departure from English ports unti l further
.
notice
. 292

· h ambassador to
The de l ay caused the Spanis

.
.
.
h
.
293
d out
the sincerity of Elizabeth and er council.
b

Though De Silva pushed the matter with a11 his
might, he fel t he was accomplishing nothing .

"It is the
11294
ordinary p roceeding saying one thing and do ing another .
Nevertheless, he felt his l etter condemning the practice
of gathering funds to aid the rebels had resulted in the
termination of the p r actice , at l east among members of
the Counc i i.

290

295
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Windebank to

1 55

The proclamation was printed on
published until

July 22.

Jul.y 18,

but not

This made the ambassador feel

that the English delayed publication in order to allow
time for the rebels to sail .

In this proclamation

Elizabeth informed the people that De Silva had informed
her of the evil-disposed and rebellious Flemish exiles
who returned to the Low Countries to comrni t many robberies, spoils, and murders .

She had previously given

orders to the officers of all the ports near the Low
Countries to investigate the situation, and not to allow
any Dutch rebel s to return to cause trouble.

At the

Spanish ambassador's insistence, she then decided to
publish the orders in a more general and more effective
manner .

The ambassador had been informed that many exiles

were about to embark secretly to make war on the coastal
town, therefore, Elizabeth prohibited any Flemish exile
with "apparent suspicion of rebellion against Philip, or
of the committing or intention to commit any murder or
robbery" from either landing in England or leaving England,
if alreatjy there .

She also refused to allow anyone to

leave England armed unless they gave sure evidence that
they were armed to protect merchant vessels or to apprehend
.

pirates.

296

296Hughes and Larking, 2 :296-97 .
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De Silva reported to Philip that the publication

of this edict had helped cool the rebel's zeal, as did
the Duke of Alba's success in Friesland and St . Valery.
No longer were the exiles going to Flanders in groups or
in any way in violation of the proclamation, but a few
still found ways to go over.

The Spanish diplomat had

"pressed for this edict, but it was mainly in order that
these people should not openly appear so indifferent,"
rather than because he thought it would be a real remedy.
Although De Silva felt that public ordinances in England
were often counteracted by private understandings, he had
the ports watched closely and concluded that the English
.
. .
.
hi' s mat t er. 297
were being
vigilant
int

Religious dogmatism added another dimension to the
challenge of a sixteenth-century ambassador, and this experience illustrates that a Catholic ambassador had to ask
a Protestant court to go against their natural desires to
help their fellow Protestants.

This seems to be one in-

stance in which the Spanish ambassador did show that he had
some ski+l in negotiating, and it happened to be when he
became much more insistent.

Perhaps if he had abandoned

much earlier in his mission what he considered his "normal
manner" of working, he would have been more successfu1.
297cSPS , 2:62-3.
1568.

De Silva to Philip, 31 July

CHAPTER 7
CALMING TROUBLED WATERS
Philip considered one of his most important duties
to be the preservation of the Catholic faith .

From the

very beginning of De Silva's mission, the king was intensely interested in his former Catholic subjects in England.
He instructed his ambassador:
Although , as you know, many of the English
· people are depraved and have abandoned our holy
and only true ancient ·c atholic religion , still
God has been pleased to preserve many who maintain i t in all its purity, and are sincerely
determined to die for it if necessary. These
people should be encouraged and supported, and
I enjoin you to do this whenever you can, and at
the same time to endeavour to keep them in the
good will and devotion whic..ri I understand they
display towards us. This, however , must be done
with such secrecy, dissimulation and dexterity
as to give no cause for suspicion to the Queen
o~ her advise~s, as i t is evident that much g il
might follow if the contrary were the case. 2

8

One of the monarch's major concerns was for certain
Catholic prelates who had been imprisoned for religious
reasons.

Don Diego was told to ascertain their condition,

and to endeavor to have them we11 · treated.

The king also

wanted him to determine the feasibil i ty of having Elizabeth

298

csPS, 1:352. Instructions from Philip to De
S ilva , 1 9 January 1564.
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designate one chur.ch in each town where catholics could
hear Mass .

He reasoned that even the infidel Turk allowed

Christians to worship God in their own way, and a Christian
queen should be willing to grant as much .

Philip also

instructed the ambassador to approach Elizabeth with the
request that English Catholics not be forced to follow
An glicanism .

And he was also to obtain all

possibl e infor-

mation on heretics in Engl and , the Low Countries , and Spain
. .
wh l.. ch h e woul d forwar d· t o the Inquisitor
General. 299

The Spanish ambassador found Catholicism to be a
v ery touchy subject and did not dare approach Elizabeth
about it, but because of information he received from
Catholics, he feared that winter would be an especially
d ifficult time for imprisoned Catholic prelates.

He

reasoned that a letter from Philip might mitigate the
harsh treatment they would receive.

The king had an

undated letter prepared and forwarded so that his diplomat
could use i t whenever he thought best .

But as the weeks

passed , the ambassador found no opportunity to use it.
Finally, in November , Don Diego saw an opportunity and had
t he letter dated ready to be given to the queen, but
before he could give it to her , the English had voluntarily
eased the harsh treatment of the prelates.

De Silva

decided to withhold i t for another opportunity .

299

300

Ibid. , p. 353.
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But he never used the letter, because he seemed to be
unwilling to trouble the ~alm waters at court.
De Silva did not feel that the time was right to
approach the queen and ask her to designate a church in
each city wher e Catholics could celebrate Mass .

So Philip

ordered him to make the request at the time and juncture
.

he cons i der ed most opportune, and not before.

301

The

ambassador even d iscussed religion with the queen, but
apparentl y d id not ever dare bring up the subject of the
churches.

302

De Silva fe l t that Dudley, who had the support of
the English - Catholic party, would be the one to approac h
about the imprisoned Catholic prelates.

In October, just

after the English had imprisoned another prelate , Edmund
Bonner , Bishop of London during Mary ' s reign, the
ambassador told Dudley that he must be careful to maintain
Catholic suppor t, for if he ever lost their support he
would have none from anyone at all.

He could not allow

more Catholics like Bonner to be imprisoned and still
expect to retain Cathol ic support.

Though Dudley seemed

favorabl y impressed with De Silva ' s words , he promised
nothing .

Nevertheless , he informed the Spanish diplomat

that the action against Bishop Bonner had resulted from

301
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De Silva to Philip, 9 Oc tober
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Bonner ' s indiscrete statements about El izabeth .

Because

of this the ambassador advised all English Cathol ics to
avoid any occasion for such accusations, and advised them
to treat with moderation and reserve matters that were not
against their consciences.

He also sent word to Bonner

·
h'is h elp as circumstances
·
.
303
o f fering
permitted.

The Spanish ambassador then settled into a routine
of reporting the great increase in the number of Catholics
in England, the certain downfall of the heretics there,
and the circulation of pro- Catholic books throughout the
country.

All of this information, though taken from

questionable Catholic sources, thrilled Philip, who again
admonished his ambassador to carefully strengthen and
encourage the Catholic party. 304

However , it is difficult

to see that De Silva was doing anything significant, since
for over two years, the Spanish ambassador fa iled to
describe any action he had taken in these matters.

The

evidence shows that he put forth no effort in these affairs.
As seen previously, the Protestant rioting that
broke out in 1566 on a mass scale in the Low Countries
worried De Silva .

When Elizabeth asked h i m about the

situation, he explained that the riots were of small
consequence , since they would shortly be squelched, and

303

cnr,
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De Silva to Philip , 14 October

1564 .
304
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that all Protestants were alike, because they cared
nothing for God or law.

He suggested to her that all

princes everywhere combine to eradicate militant Protestantism . 305

Again the ambassador spoke only in general

terms that did not lead to any action by either side, nor
did the diplomat ever suggest a specific action.
In January 1567, De Silva relay ed some rumors t o

the effect that heretical books "by the ton" were being
introduced into Spain and that they were accompanied by
heretical preachers who disguised themselves as monks.
Thus he fulfil l ed a part of his obligation to supply
intelligence concerning Protestant activities in Spain .

306

But it was not until near the end of his mission that he
came near to being involved i n the Catholic cause .

The

English arrested a Catholic priest named Nilson, who was
soliciting money in England to help English Catholic exiles

i n Louvain .

When he was arrested , Wilson carried a list

in cipher of donor•s names .

His torture and confession led

to the arrest and punishment of two notable gentlemen, one
T •
•
•
•
of whom was <,~1ill1.am
Roper , S1.r
Thomas More t s son- 1.nlaw. 307

The Spanish ambassador was not implicated in this affair ,
but was_ surprised that Wi l son had not come to him , because

305 rbid ., 1:566 , 577 .

3O ?rbid . , 1 : 612.
1567 .
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De Silva to Phiiip, 18 January
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h e was one of those who had recommended this activi ty , a nd
had promised t o do his par•t . 308

In this affiar i t seems

that De Silva was more talk than action, since his name
was not on Wilson's list of donors.

If he ever gave

money to any Catholics, he carefully concealed record of it.
The other incident that could have led Elizabeth
to demand De Silva's withdrawal occurred in November 1567.
When the Spanish ambassador illegally allowed Engl i sh
Catholics to attend Mass in his house, some royally appointed English commissioners arrested and imprisoned six
The day the six were sent to prison, Cecil con-

of them .

fronted the diplomat. and accused him of inviting an
estimated two thousand Englishmen to attend Mass at his
residence.

Don Diego admitted that many foreigners

attended Mass there, and perhaps even some curious Englis hmen happened along, but he denied having invited them.
The situation was serious enough that he assured Cecil
that he would close his chapel doors to all Englishmen
.
and open t h em only to foreigners
. 309

.
In sueh a d elicate

matter De Silva buckled under the pressure .
A

little mor e than two months later, the Spanish

ambassador asked that Philip withdraw him from England.
He mentioned his health as one of the important reasons

308 csPS, 2:17.
309

1567.

De Silva to Philip, 27 March 1568,

rbid,, 1:686- 87.

De Silva to Philip, 1 December
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for his request, but his chief complaint seemed to be
religious.
I do not wonder that they are discontented
with me in religious matters, as I am with them,
and this is a grave inconvenience for those of
us who live here, on account of the danger to
which it exposes our household, who are exposed
for a long time to the consequences of so much
freedom and bad conversation. This gives great
and constant anxiety to those who are responsible
for them, because the failure to attend regularly
at church and perform the sacred offices and duties
cools devotion and causes thereby a greater fall
still, and for this reason, the long continued
residence of the ministers in this country is a
matter to be deeply considered. I have therefore
decided humbly to pray your Majesty, if there is
any other place where I could serve you, even
though the care and labour be greater, you will
design to send m~ there •• • 3IO
It seems 'b~at herein lay the secret to De Silva's

success in completing a four-year mission while both his
predessor and successor lost their influence at court because of religious intrigues.

Even though he was a very

staunch catholic and often lemented the fact that there
were so many arch-heretics in England, he did not get
involved in religious matters.

He kept Philip informed,

but when it came to really pushing the catholic cause, he
did not do it.

In

effect, he did not carry out Philip's

desires with regard to Catholics .

He accomplished nothing

substantial for the Catholics during his mission.
the other hand, he

But on

was able to maintain good relations in

England for four years.
310Ib.d
l. •
1568.
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In an age of religious dogmatism, an ambassador was
faced with religious challenges that greatly affected the
success of his mission.

It is instructive to view a

Catholic ambassador's work in a Protestant country,
especially when others before and after him became embroiled in religious difficulties.

De Silva had to face the

challenge of his own feelings toward those he considered
heretics.

He had to continue his own devotion to t he faith

of his youth under adverse circumstances.

And he had to

try and help those he considered true brothers as they
encountered difficulties.

He also became the focus of the

English and Spanish Catholic hope to bring England back to
Catholicism; and amid all of this, he had to carry on his
work as resident ambassador.
An event that threatened Philip's royal dignity

occurred on January 18, 1 568 , when Philip and others
entered into his son's chamber late at night and placed him
under arrest.

E1izabeth received the news by way of her

resident ambassador in Madri d , John Man, who recited the
event and added the rumor that Don Carlos had plotted his
father 's ·death. 311
about the affair.

Soon all Europe was engulfed in rumors
The queen received her information one

month after the incident, even before De Silva had
311 c sPF, 8 : 399 .

Man to Cecil, 19 January 1568.
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received instructions from his king.

So when Elizabeth

inquired after the incident, he could only manifest a
disbelief in the rumor that Don Carlos had sought to take
.
the 1 1.fe
of h'is own father. 312

Ruy Gomez de Silva, Prince of Eboli, and one of
Philip ' s chief ministers , informed John Man that the k ing
had come to the conclusion that he had suffered enough of
the disorderly and disobedient actions of Don Carlos.

The

Catholic king knew he was responsible for the education and
reformation of his heir, so for the sake of the Spanish
throne, he had his son arrestect . 313 Philip also wrote to
the pope and justified his actions, explaining that the
detention was
not the passion nor the fault of the prince, nor
any intention on my part to chastise or correct him,
for if this had been my motive I would have taken
other measures , without going to this extreme • . ..
But since for my sins , it has been God's will that
the prince should have such great and numerous
defects, partly mental, partly due to his physical
condition, utterly lacking as he is in the
qualifications necessary for ruling, I saw the
grave risks which would arise were he to be given
the succession and the obvious dangers which would
accrue; and therefore , after long and careful
consideration and having tried every alternative
in vain, it was clear that there was little or no
pros·pect of his condition improving in time to
312 cSPS, 2:6.
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prevent the evils which cou~d.reasonably be
314
foreseen.
In short, my decision was necessary .
This information must have been very similar to
that which De Silva was asked, in February 1 568 , to
communicate to the queen.

The ambassador requested and

immediately was granted audience with Elizabeth during
which he carefully explained the entire affair.

Uh.ether or

not he had any great influence in the matter is difficult
to determine, but when he had done his duty , the queen was
satisfied ·with the information.

She only wished that

Philip had supplied more details in order to combat
suspicions and gossip.

The ambassador told her that no

. father liked to confess the excesses of his son, and Philip
had written a minimal statement, proving to the world t h at
.
h arshness. 315
he had not used any excessive

The matter, which passed without further discussion,
was perhaps only a minor incident .

But for the king , it

concerned his honor and dignity ; therefore, he made certain
that his side of the story was well known.

When Don Carlos

died in prison in June 1568, very little was said in England.
De Silva ' s replacement, Don Guerau de Spes, reported that
before De Silva left London, he had satisfactorily informed

314Philip II to Pius

Lynch, 1 : 179 .
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De Silva to Philip, 21 February
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the queen of the prince ' s death.

316

The entire affair was

more of a personal matter than one o f great international
significance , but apparently De S ilva carried out his
assignment well.

It ·was an incident that could have

caused Elizabeth to lose confidence in the king .
The John Man affair, the most difficult situation
of De Silva's entire mission, happened near the end of
his mission .

John ~an, dean of Gloucester and master of

Merton College , was sent to Spain by Elizabeth early in
1566 as her resident ambassador.

The Earl of Arundel

warned the Spanish ambassador that Man was a man of low
position and small merits, a bad and unworthy arnbassador?

17

Don Diego informed his king of Arundel's character evaluation of Man, and thus set the stage for his reception
in Spain.
Man arrived in Spain in March 17, 1566 , and two
years l ater was expelled from the Spanish court .

El izabeth

received the first intimations of trouble from Man ' s
secretary in February 1568, when the secretary arriv e d
in London with news that Philip did not allow Man to hold
Protestant services in his own house, but force d the
Englishman a nd his staff to hear Mass.

So the queen and

Cecil calmly approached the Spanish ambassador with a

316_b
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De Silva to Philip, 11 February
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request that he urge the king that Man not be mistreated
or fo r ced to hear Mass , but that he be permitted to perform

his own Protestant services .

If Philip refused this

request , Elizabeth would have no alternative but t o recall
her

ambassador.

The Spanish ambassador promised to write

the letter, which he dict .

318

Philip denied that Man and his household had been
fo rced to attend Mass, but insisted instead that t hey had
v oluntarily attended a Catholic Mass, d istu rbed i t, and had
been expell ed.
to himself.

Philip accused Man of other ac ts of=ensiv e

When Man arrived in Madrid , Philip had warned

him to walk circumspectl y and mal~e no religious innovat ions .

-

But Phil ip claimed that Man had conspicuously and

frequent l y overstepped his bounds:

he had scoffed at a

religious procession held for the queen's health; at a
dinner

in the presence of many Spaniard s, he had upheld

the French Huguenots over Philip; and he had said that t~e
Pope was nothing but a canting little monk.
h ad proselyted among the king's vassals.

Moreover, he

Philip stressed

the fact that i t was only out of respect for Elizabeth
that he had not turned Man over to the Inquisition to be
b urned--a punishment Phil ip felt he truly deserved .

The

k ing, suspecting that Man was acting under orders from
E ngland, refused to have anything more to do with him

318 csPS, 2 : 9 .
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and expelled him to Barajas, a small village two l eagues
from Madrid .

He wanted Blizabeth to send another

ambassador, to assure friendl y relations between England
. 319
and S pa.in .

Philip explained more of his feelings on the
matter to his ambassador in Rome when he wrote that Man
was guilty of conduct unfit for an ambassador .

The

English resident did not pay due r espect to religion, nor
d id he duly venerate Rome, and he contaminated others at
court with his Protestant heresy .

The overwhelming in-

fluence that Catholicism held on Philip was evident when
he wrote:

"Nothing in

the world, however great, no con-

sideration however grave, shall ~ver make me waver in the
slightest degree in my determination to avoid the least
offence to God Almi ghty; whose service and the observance
of whose holy faith I place before all my interests and
acts, and prefer to everything in this life even my own
e..'dstence. 320
Elizabeth , very upset when she received the news
that Han had been expelled from court, immediately called
upon the ·Spanish ambassador to e xplain Man's offenses .

She viewed his alleged offenses as insignificant, but De
Silv a informed her that such offenses were very serious
319 • · a
· · to De Silva~
·
· 1 56 8 .
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in Spain under the Inquisition, and the best way to handle
the matter ·was to recall Man and send another ambassador .
Elizabeth informed the diplomat that she considered 1'1an
a very fit ambassador , one more Catholic than Protestant,
and she would not , therefore , condemn him without a hearing .

If after a fair trial she found him guilty of any

misconduct , she would replace him according to Don Diego's
request . 32 1
Nearly t,•to weeks after clizabeth had first
approac hed the Spanish ambassador about the affair, Cecil,
in a fit of rage , cal led i t a pretext for international
war.

The d i plomat desc ribed h i s own tact by relating how,

with a hug and a smil e , he had calmed the secretary and
affirmed t hat Man's offenses wer e real and extraordinary.
The Engl ish council beli eved that Man was not guilty and

that Philip was simply bel ieving lies and prejudic ial
reports from De Silva , Gomez Suarez d e Figueroa, the Count

of Feria , .who was a former Spanish ambassador to England,
and others."

322

The queen o r dered Man ' s recall in June ,

"without

any meaning to condemn you or to pre judice you until we
may hear your answers. "

32 1~

323
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innocence, Man, the l ast English resident ambassador to
Spain for 35 years , left Spain upon r e ceip t of Elizabeth ' s
orders .

Shortly after De Silva left Engl and in September

1568 , Nan, though v ery sick , had an audience with the

queen, who completely exonerated him of any blame.

L. ,ter

when Guerau de Spes, Don Diego ' s replacement, got involved
in anti- English plots , Elizabeth refused to see him .
Philip could say nothing because of the precedent he had
set 1.n the treatment of Man .

The Engl ish again used the

'.'-fan affair as a precedent when they expelled the Spanish
ainbassador, Bernar dino de Mendoza.

324

This was a very important affair in f orei gn relations between England and Spain.

De Silva ' s part i n it

was mainly one of passing on information as tactfully and
convincingly as he could .

It is difficult to determine

what effect he had, but it is clear that open hostilities
did not erupt between Spain and Engl and while De Silva
was in London.
These three events show that a s ixteenth- century
d iplomat had to face a variety of c hallenges .

In order

to calm the troubled waters at court , he h a d to deal with
religi ous d i fferenc es both in Engl and and in Spain.

The

324Gar y M. Bell , "J ohn Man: The Last Elizabethan
Res i dent Ambassador i n Spain," The Sixteenth Century
Journal 7 (October 1976):91-92, Bell believes t hat Man
was definitel y not guilty and that Elizabeth had purpos~fully sent h i m to cause a dipl omatic rupture between
England and Spain .
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d ifficulties were further compounded when an ambassador
was expell ed from the Spanish court .

These things also

concerned the personal honor of a king who viewed himself
as somewhat res ponsible for the maintenance of the Catholic
cause in the wo rld .

The challenges were many, varied, and

difficult for any ambassador .

CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

The mission of Don Diego Guzman de Silva to England
has been neglected by historians over the years .

Other

than brief mentions of his apparent success, only onethird of one bool( was about the ambassador.

This booJ~ did

not focus on the mission of De Silva, but on foreign
relations between Spain and England during his embassy.
There has been a need to fi ll this void.
always been considered very successful.

De Silva has
Historians that

mention him in passing have noted that , while other Spanish
residents got into tremendous difficulties in England,
De Silva did not .

They concluded that he was successful

as an ambassador .
This study concludes that De Silva's miss i on was
successful in some ways but not in others.

There is a

need to understand the challenges he faced and how well he
met them.

As a gatherer and supplier of information, he

was adequate.

As an evaluator of both information and

people , he was also adequate.

He fulfilled his main

responsibilities well, but in some other areas he performed
no t quite as well.
173
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As he attempted to infl uence English policy, he
met with much failure.

For instance, he did influence

E lizabeth and her council to stop some piracy and punish
some pirates, but he did not obtain his ultimate goal o=
clearing the seas of pirates.

He did not have any

influence on Elizabeth ' s marriage games.

He did not

induce the queen to treat the Scottish affairs as he
desired .

These matters were all much too big for the

ambassador .

Piracy was too important to certain high-

ranJdng and official English families.

Elizabeth wanted

no interference in her own personal affairs.

And Nary

Stuart got into so much difficulty that no one could
prevent disaster.
De Silva was not as successful as most historians
h ave supposed.

The fact that he was able to maintain his

office for four years is cited as evidence of his success .
But his ability to maintain his position stems mainly from
his tolerant and tactful attitude.

This seems to be the

::=actor that pleased both Philip and Elizabeth .

He l<.new

when to play his hand, which he did not do much in the
f our years, and when to forebear.

Thus Elizabeth was not

pushed and goaded by a dogmatic Spanish ambassador.
Besides this, his personal charm allowed hir.1 to build and
maintain friendships at court which allo'i-ied him the
limited success he did have.
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There ivere also reasons wh y E lizabeth wanted to
main tain close contact with Spain .

The value o f the

Netherlands trade to England , the p o ssibility 0£ a
Catholic leag ue against England, and the increasing
strength of France all made it desirable that she not co rre
t o blows with the most powerful Catholic king .

De Sil v a

was the kind of ambassador who made i t easier to maintain
good relations.

He was even able to smoot.ri. over some

rough spots in t-1'1e relations between the two countries .
It would be interesting- to expand this topic by
studying both the ear lier and later l ife of the Spanish
ambassador.

It remains to be seen why Philip chose a

canon of Toledo to assume such an important but difficul t
posi tion in E ngland.

It would also be interesting to

v iew De Silva ' s actions as Spani sh resident in Venice.

There is much more to learn about the man ' s life in order
to increase our understanding of him.
~·/ha t was De Silva ' s leg acy ?

expected his replacement to be as
but

in this she was d isappointed .

Perhaps Elizabe th

" d iplomatic ♦ ,

as he,

De Spes quicJ(l y

embroiled himsel f in Cat.~olic intrigues and lost his
inrluence at court .

A pusher like De Spes was an affront

t o the queen and her courtiers who had become accustomed.
to d ealing with an easy- going diplomat f or four years .
A gap in the existing k nowledge of sixteenth-

c entury diplomacy has now been part:..ally f illed .

Don
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Diego Guzman de Silva 's areatest assets were his diplomatic personal i ty and his ability to k eep Philip well
informed .

But he ·was not as successful as he has been

viewed in the past .
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